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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research was to develop a 
fast, reliable, computerized procedure for predicting 
or representing multicomponent liquid-liquid phase 
equilibrium. Both the Renon and Black activity co­
efficient equations were compared using the procedure.
The phase equilibrium calculation used here is 
based on the thermodynamic criterion that at equilibrium 
the activity of each component must be the same in both 
of the liquid phases. When an expression for the 
activity coefficient is used, this criterion results in 
a set of non-linear equations which can be solved for 
the unknown equilibrium phase compositions using a 
minimization or optimization routine. An objective 
function consisting of the sum of squared equation 
residuals was forced to zero with the optimization 
routine to give the solution. Six non-linear 
optimization procedures were tested. The best was an 
equation solving routine published by M.J.D. Powell 
in 1968 which obtained solutions in less than two 
seconds for up to six components.
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In order to prove the capabilities of this 
procedure, phase equilibria for 13 immiscible ternary 
systems and three quaternary systems were calculated 
and compared with experimental data in the literature.
In most cases prediction of the ternaries from binary 
data was not very accurate--especially near the plait 
point. To remedy this some of the binary constants 
were adjusted using a regression-fit of the ternary 
data until the calculated tie-lines agreed with the 
experimental.
It was discovered that, for the more highly 
immiscible binaries, solution of the equal activity 
equations yielded more than one solution. These 
immiscible binaries (less than II solubility) gave as 
many as three secondary solutions. The problem was 
so acute with the Black equation that some ternaries 
could not be satisfactorily represented. With the 
Renon equation it was possible to adjust the equation 
parameters to avoid the secondary solutions.
The quaternaries that were calculated were the 
water-aniline-methanol-benzene, water-ethanol-butanol- 
acetone and water-ethanol-butanol-methanol systems at 
25°C. The first system contained three rather different, 
immiscible ternaries and was not predicted well with 
the Renon equation. One of the ternaries could not be 
represented with the Black equation. The last two
xvi
quaternaries each contained two regular, symmetric 
immiscible ternaries which were not very accurately 
represented with the Black equation due to restrictions 
imposed by secondary solutions. The last quaternary 
was predicted accurately by both equations but prediction 
of the second from the ternaries was very poor due to 
strong interactions between ethanol and acetone.
The last two quaternaries were combined with 
benzene to calculate three five-component systems and 
one six-component system. Although no experimental 
data were available, the calculated equilibria were 
found to be reasonable in comparison with the 
quaternaries.
It was concluded from this research that the 
phase equilibrium calculation presented is a fast, accurate 
and reliable means of representing ternary data and 
predicting some quaternary systems. It is easily 
extendable to any number of components. Prediction of 
ternary systems from binary data is not entirely success­
ful. Quaternaries which are fairly miscible and do not 
exhibit radical departures from the constituent ternaries 
can be predicted satisfactorily. The Renon equation 
is recommended over the Black equation for liquid-liquid 
systems due to the many problems arising in the use of 
the latter. Where these problems can be overcome there 





Many times when two liquids are mixed together 
they form two separate phases. A widely quoted example 
is oil and water. If a third substance soluble in the 
mixture is added, it will distribute unevenly between 
the separate liquid phases. Solvent extraction uses 
this phenomenon to separate constituents of a liquid 
solution by contact with another insoluble liquid. 
Distillation takes advantage of a similar distribution 
phenomena between liquid and vapor phases. Distillation 
is preferred for separating substances mainly because 
of the greater ease of phase separation after the two 
phases have been mixed. In some cases the extreme 
temperatures or pressures required for distillation (as 
in purifying lube oils) or poor relative volatility 
characteristics (as in separating aromatic and paraffinic 
hydrocarbons) hinder distillation and make extraction 
economically desirable.
The design of extraction equipment is in many 
ways similar to the design of distillation equipment. 
Generally extraction is performed with a series of
2
countercurrent mixers and settlers or continuous liquid- 
liquid spray towers or extractors which achieve some 
degree of equilibrium mixing. The design of the non­
stage types is approximated with the use of ideal stages 
as in distillation with packed towers.
In order to design this equipment the phase 
equilibrium at each stage must be calculated. If 
experimental data is not available it may be possible 
to predict the liquid-liquid data from related vapor- 
liquid data. In either case the data must be correlated 
to permit interpolation in the design. In the past the 
representation of the data and design of the equipment 
have been mainly with graphical means which were time 
consuming and contained approximation errors.
The ability to calculate liquid-liquid phase 
equilibrium with a quick and accurate computer program 
would be of great value in the design of extraction 
equipment. It would permit extraction calculations 
similar to distillation tray-to-tray design procedures 
which use K value correlations in computer subroutines 
to provide phase equilibrium data.
The procedure presented in this research uses 
activity coefficients to calculate liquid-liquid phase 
equilibrium. This permits the prediction as well as 
correlation of multicomponent phase equilibria since 
many activity coefficient equations require only binary
3
vapor-liquid data to calculate activity coefficients 
which are valid for liquid-liquid, multicomponent 
mixtures. This predictive capability can be of value 
in screening potential extraction solvents prior to 
experimental evaluation as well as eliminating the need 
for large amounts of experimental data.
The procedure presented in this research 
uses the fact that at equilibrium the activity of each 
component is the same in all separate phases present.
The use of an activity coefficient equation with this 
criterion of equilibrium results in a set of non­
linear algebraic equations which can be solved for the 
equilibrium phase compositions using numerical proceduresa
The purpose of this research is to investigate 
the use of the numerical solution of the activity 
equations to predict or correlate multicomponent liquid- 
liquid phase equilibrium. Two relatively new activity 
coefficient equations, Renon's and Black's, are used in 
order to compare their capability to represent liquid- 
liquid equilibrium. Phase equilibria calculated with 
these equations are compared with experimental data 




CALCULATION OF LIQUID-LIQUID PHASE EQUILIBRIA
A. Introduction
The calculation of equilibrium is always 
directly or indirectly the achievement of balanced 
potentials. Josiah Willard Gibbs (1) laid the 
foundation for these procedures in his paper "On the 
Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances" published in 
1875. Chemical reaction equilibrium is probably the 
most complex and highly studied, as can be seen in the 
excellent survey by Zeleznik, et al. (2). Physical 
phase equilibrium is less difficult to handle for 
several reasons. One is that the number of components 
can be restricted much easier than in chemical reaction 
equilibrium. Various combinations of solid, liquid and 
vapor phase equilibria constitute the area of physical 
equilibria. This literature survey will be restricted 
to the liquid-liquid case.
The calculation of liquid-liquid phase equilibrium 
has previously been approached with the aim of correlating 
data to facilitate interpolation or of predicting data 
for mixtures of several systems from data on less extensive
5
mixtures (usually binary). The correlation techniques 
generally are older and more empirical than the sophisti­
cated, predictive methods. The calculation procedures 
may be designed for only two or three component systems 
with no thought to multicomponent systems or they may be 
easily extendable. They also may be more or less 
amenable to computer adaption, with the newer methods 
usually designed for digital computation. Table 1 con­
tains a summary of the procedures surveyed here.
The most widely used and thermodynamically 
rigorous technique has been the use of the criterion of 
equal activities, fugacities or chemical potentials in 
the two phases as has been used by the author (3) and 
Wehe (4). Seitz (5), Hildebrand (6) and Scatchard (7)
were some of the first to propose the use of this
criterion for binary mixtures (Seitz for solid solutions).
B. Correlating Procedures
One of the earliest correlation attempts was 
by Hand (8) in 1930 who found that a certain function 
of composition ratios was equal for the two phases in 
ternary equilibrium. Brancker, et al^ (9) in 1940 
used an ordinate scale based upon the tie-line relation
of a "standard" system to yield a straight line plot
for the solute percentage in two immiscible ternary 
phases. Bachman (10) found that plots of the single 
ratio of two compositions for each tie line gave a
6
Table 1
Summary of Literature Search




Hand (8), Brancker, et al. (9)» Bachman (10), 
Brown (11), Othmer and Tobias (12), Ishida (13), 
Black and Hartwig (17), Smith (18), Hunter (20), 
Prince (22).
B. Geometric Correlation 
Brancker (19), Prince (22).
C. Solution to Activity Equations by Non-numeric 
Means
Hildebrand (14), White (15), Vriens and Medcalf 
(16).
II. Prediction Procedures
A. Solution to Activity Equations by Non-numeric 
Methods
Othmer and Tobias (12), Treybal (23), Scheibel 
and Friedland (24), Pennington and Marwil (25), 
Kenny (26), Black (28).
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B. Solution to Activity Equations by Numeric 
Methods
Guffey (3), Wehe (4), Boberg (29), Chen and Kyle 
(30), Renon and Prausnitz (31) (32)„
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straight line for many ternary systems,, Brown (11) 
has modified Bachman's ratio and used it for quaternaries 
which he treated as pseudo ternaries„ Othmer and Tobias 
(12) found that a plot of log [(l-ai)/ail against 
[log (1—b2)/t>21 gave a better ternary correlation than 
either Brancker, et al„ (9) or Bachman (10) (a^ is the 
weight fraction of solvent in the solvent phase and bz 
of diluent in the diluent phase)e Their plot was based 
on simplification of Nernst's law of distribution of 
a solute in an immiscible pair of liquids (the ratio in 
which the solute distributes between two solvents is 
constant)0 Ishida (13) has proposed a plot of phase 
composition ratios that he has found particularly valuable 
for solutropic systems,,
Hildebrand, in his book published in 1936 (14), 
was one of the first to mention the use of activities to 
correlate ternary data although he considered only the 
partition of a solute between two immiscible liquids.
White (15) proposed the use of activities to calculate 
tie line compositions if the ternary solubility curve 
was known. Vriens and Medcalf (16) have also made use 
of the activity of the solute in each phase in a graphical 
correlation for ternary data.
Black and Hartwig (17) have recently, 1967, 
presented a correlation and prediction technique which 
correlates phase equilibrium as a function of molecular
9
structure for ternary systems. Plots of distribution 
coefficients as a function of molecular carbon number 
at constant hydrogen deficiency are used in the correla­
tion for hydrocarbons. They report that the procedure 
has been computerized and used in extraction design with 
pseudo-ternary data for multicomponent systems.
None of the above procedures are readily 
applicable to quaternary systems without simplifying 
assumptions which may decrease their accuracy. Smith 
(18) has presented a graphical plot of quaternary tie 
line data based on an extension of Hand's method (8), 
treating the quaternary as two pseudo-ternary systems.
The procedure is restricted to quaternaries with only one 
immiscible binary, Brancker, et al. (19) have presented 
a geometric correlation for tie line projections in 
three dimensional tetrahedral space which also applies 
where only one binary is immiscible. For the same type 
of quaternary Hunter (20) has developed a graphical 
procedure for predicting equilibrium. The method depends 
upon certain geometric properties of the surface and 
uses ternary tie line data for the prediction. Hunter 
used the procedure as a correlative tool in extraction 
calculations. Riebling and Conti (21) evaluated 
Hunter's method for various quaternaries and found that 
it was not accurate for highly non-ideal systems where
10
the components had a strong effect on each other*s 
solubility. Prince (22) has proposed two correlations 
which use an algebraic combination of tie line 
compositions or a purely geometric correlation. He 
has found the first works well for systems as diverse 
as benzene-carbon tetrachloride-acetic acid-water.
C. Predictive Methods
Prediction of phase equilibrium from a minimum 
of raw data is a valuable research tool in evaluating 
potential extraction systems. Predictive techniques 
are usually more theoretically based than correlations 
and can become good correlation techniques although 
usually more difficult to use than those procedures given 
above.
Othmer and Tobias (12) have described a means 
of predicting the distribution of a solute between 
two immiscible solvents based on partial pressure data 
of the binaries. Treybal (23) has extended Hildebrand’s 
method (14) mentioned previously for correlations to 
account for the mutual solubilities of the two solvents. 
He also has proposed methods similar to White (15) for 
calculating tie line compositions when the ternary 
solubility curve alone is known. Scheibel and Friedland
(24) have proposed a system for calculating ternary 
activity coefficients by interpolation of binary data
which works quite well for some systems. They have 
used Treybal*s method (23) to calculate the equilibrium. 
Pennington and Marwil (25) have used the rigorous equal 
phase activities criterion to calculate phase equilibrium 
but using pseudo-binary van Laar activity equations 
instead of the ternary equations. Kenny (26) has 
compared a procedure similar to Pennington and Marwil
(25) with Hildebrand’s (14) and found the latter to be 
more accurate near the plait point but much less accurate 
near the diagram boundary. Treybal (27) indicates that 
the trial-and-error determination of the point of equal 
activities for ternary systems is difficult unless the 
solubility curve is used.
Black (28) has proposed a graphical technique 
for locating the ternary phase equilibrium with ternary 
activity coefficients calculated with his modified van 
Laar equation. He uses a plot of activities versus 
composition to locate the point of equal activity.
Boberg (29) in 1960 was the first to use the 
digital computer to solve the thermodynamically rigorous 
equations for equal activity of each component in the 
two phases to obtain the equilibrium compositions of the 
tie lines. He tried to solve the equations using Newton* 
method but was hindered by the trivial solution of each 
phase having the same composition and devised his own
12
iterative procedure to obtain the solution,, Boberg 
used the Redlich-Kister activity coefficient equation 
and was primarily interested in demonstrating the value 
of this equation for representing phase equilibrium.
Only two constants were required for each binaTy and 
Boberg used both binary and ternary equilibrium data 
to evaluate them. For the ternary data Boberg used a 
regression fit of the ternary data with the calculated 
data from his iterative ternary calculation. He had 
difficulty with convergence of his ternary phase calcula­
tion and had to start at the phase diagram boundary and 
make small steps into the diagram to be able to maintain 
his starting points close enough to the final result.
This made the calculation of the six constants quite 
time consuming on the computer and he decided to linearize 
the equal activity equations. He was able to solve the 
six linear equations directly for the six constants 
which gave the best regression fit to the experimental 
data. Boberg points out that frequently when the data 
is scattered or the tie lines nearly parallel that his 
linear approximation does not give constants that 
represent the data well.
Chen and Kyle (30) also used a computer solution 
of the equilibrium activity equations to obtain the 
equilibrium phase compositions. They used the Newton- 
Raphson procedure for their minimization and found it
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to be adequate if they started the solution close enough 
to the final concentrations* They developed an extrapola­
tion and approximation procedure to assure they could 
always start close to the final compositions. Both 
Boberg (29) and Chen and Kyle (30) started their 
calculations. at the diagram boundary (immiscible binary) 
and proceeded into the diagram in small steps.
Renon and Prausnitz (31) (32) have used the 
equal activity calculation of ternary equilibrium in 
evaluation of their new NRTL equation. They used an 
IBM Share library non-linear optimization program to 
solve the activity equations but have given no indication 
of the reliability of convergence of the procedure. They 
relied on a starting estimate close to the final answer 
to prevent finding the trivial solution, Prausnitz (33) 
points out that the representation of liquid-liquid 
equilibrium is probably the most severe test of an 
activity equation.
All of the procedures found in the literature 
are either graphical, approximate or difficult to use. 
Most of them cannot be extended to multicomponent 
systems with ease. The computer procedure presented 
here is thermodynamically rigorous and much easier to 
use because of improved convergence of the optimization 
procedure. It has been used for six component systems 
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Activity coefficient equations are algebraic 
expressions which attempt to relate the activity of a 
component in a solution to the composition of the 
solution. Generally these equations are obtained by 
partial differentiation of expressions for the total 
excess Gibbs free eneTgy of mixing of the solution
rcEi9 TTT
& n i
where excess means above the ideal free energy of mixing. 
It is possible to derive equations for G from physical 
models of interacting molecules in the solutions. The 
complexity of the equation depends upon what assumptions 
are made in determining the interactions.
Renon and Prausnitz (1) C2) have derived a free 
energy expression from fundamental considerations of 
molecular forces. Black (3) (4) has modified the van 
Laar equation for free energy with an empirical term. 
These equations are derived in Appendix A.
Activity coefficient equations can contain 
any number of constants with the number usually limited 
by one*s ability to evaluate the constants accurately 
from experimental data. Generally most equations in 
use contain two or three constants which can be evaluated 
from binary data although some equations contain ternary 
constants, that is constants evaluated only from ternary 
equilibrium data» The activity coefficient binary 
constants can be evaluated from miscibility data for 
immiscible liquids, infinite dilution activity co­
efficients, azeotropic compositions or vapor-liquid 
equilibrium data. Once obtained from vapor-liquid data, 
the constants are valid for liquid-liquid systems where 
the pressure is high enough to prevent formation of the 
vapor phase.
B. Renon*s and Black*s Activity Equations
Renon*s equation for the multicomponent 
activity coefficient is (m components):
Black's equation for the multicomponent 
activity coefficient with each component in a separate 
class (as explained in Appendix A) is:
[in ^ ni
I R i2 x j + “5 I j xj
5 = 3. *3 JZ J j-1 k=l J
\  Rj 2 Rk2
(3)
V 2 
*13X'(a... + aik - ajk Rijj I f!=1 r52)2 * ESi
where Eg^ is a weighted form of the correction to the 
van Laar equation
m r
ESi ” I x Ci p  x̂ i “ xj) + <2 cij xi xj) C*i - *j)
S 2l- US Li CCjl= X3 Xk} Cxk • *j5 J •k**l 
kj*l
a --2 13Now Rij * T7T? CS)aJi
which can be determined from the binary Black constants,
QiHowever, Wohl has pointed out that Rjj = —  ,
the ratio of the effective molar volumes,, Because of 
this interrelated nature of the molar volumes the Rij*s
are oveTspecified--one of the Rjj's can be determined 
from the others as well as from the ratio of the a^j's. 
Black gives the relation for a ternary system:
R13 * R12 r23
The result is that Rj3 can be calculated from equation 
(5) or equation (6) since the R^2 an<̂  R23 would be 
known from the a-jj ratios for the other two binaries0 
In general, the two values for R are not the same, 
sometimes differing by as much as a factor of two or 
three* The difference is due to experimental error or 
interaction between the three compounds not accounted 
for by the Black equations.
Black has used the extra equation to evaluate 
the R^j for one of the binaries where data was scarce* 
Where complete data on the binaries was available he 
recommended that the data be adjusted within experimental 
error so that the two Rij*s (Equations (5) and (6)} 
were consistent, a somewhat time consuming and arbitrary 
procedure.
Wohl (5) suggested an alternate procedure 
whereby the R fs were made a function of composition 
such that equation (5) would be satisfied when the 
third component was reduced to zero but that equation (6)
would be approached as more of the third component was 
added. Both equations (5) and (6) would be satisfied 
on the appropriate phase diagram boundaries and a 
compromise value would be used in the interior of the 
diagram.
One such equation might be
12
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The first bracket goes to zero when Xj goes to
%
zero and to one as X3 goes to one. This expression 
has been used in this research with mixed results.
In most cases it had little effect on the calculated 
phase equilibrium, providing a smooth transition between 
equations (5) and (6). But with one ternary it was 
impossible to achieve the high degree of curvature of 
the experimental ternary data until the expression was 
dropped.
Equation (7) also introduces more composition 
terms to make the optimization more difficult. Rij and 
a^j appear in the Black equation (3) with roughly equal 
weight (number of terms). Therefore it was felt that 
Rjj should be calculated by equation (6) and the aij’s 
used in the activity equation as determined experimentally
as a means of averaging equation (5) and (6)„ This 
procedure was used in these phase equilibria 
calculationso To reduce the effect of the adjustment, 
the most ideal, miscible binary was selected to satisfy 
equation (6).
Equation (7) would have to be extended for 
the multicomponent case if it was used. One procedure 
would be to consider only the three components in the 
relation and ignore the composition of the other 
components. There would be (n-2) relations of this type 
for n componentso
Black*s equation contains fourth-degree terms 
while Renon's is only second degree but with exponential 
termso The higher degree of Black's equation apparently 
causes extraneous solutions to the phase equilibrium 
calculation as discussed in Chapter IV.
Tables of binary constants calculated from 
vapor-liquid and liquid-liquid phase equilibria are 
presented in Appendix B„
C. Constants from Vapor-liquid Data
If experimental data at constant temperature 
are taken for the vapor pressure of a mixture of two 
liquids at various concentrations and the vapor 
analyzed concurrently with the liquid, then activity
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coefficients can be calculated for each component,,
yi pYi - o C8)xi Pi"
Suitable correction factors were included in the actual 
program for vapor and liquid fugacity coefficients and 
the vapor pressure Poynting effect,, It is also possible 
to calculate y^ from activity equations like (2) and (3) 
if a trial set of binary constants is used„ A least 
squares fit of the experimental y data can be used to 
calculate the best set of constants to fit the experimental 
dataD. If a good fit can be obtained and an activity 
coefficient equation satisfying the Gibbs-Duhem 
equation was used, then it is also possible to say that 
the data was thermodynamically consistent,, If a poor 
fit was ’obtained, the data was either incorrect or the 
activity equation chosen was not capable of representing 
that type of system,,
Actually, because of the Gibbs-Duhem equation 
it is not necessary to measure the vapor composition 
experimentally0 With the use of an activity coefficient 
equation it is possible to calculate the vapor composi­
tions which correspond to a given total pressure and 
liquid composition,, The total pressure can then be 
used in a regression fit of the experimental pressure
to determine the correct activity coefficient equation 
constants. Prausnitz, et̂  al^ (6) have presented a flow 
diagram for this calculation. The simplified flow dia­
gram presented here does not include the vapor and 
liquid fugacity coefficients or vapor pressure Poynting 
effect which were included in the actual computer program 
for greater accuracy.
Yi s F(x l> x 2> x3 • • • )





If this procedure is used, then no conclusion can be 
drawn on the thermodynamic consistency of the data with 
the Gibbs-Duhem equation. If the experimental vapor 
composition was measured and compares favorably with the 
calculated vapor composition then it can be said that 
the data are consistent. The fit of the calculated yi's 
to the experimental yi's can be included in the regression 
objective function with the P's but this will then yield 
the same result as using a y fit as given previously. 
Because of the larger uncertainty in determining ex­
perimental vapor compositions than experimental total 
pressure, a fit to only the total pressure is recommended.
This same calculation can be used for constant 
pressure vapor-liquid data where the temperature is not 
constant. The assumption must be made that the constants 
are independent of temperature over the temperature 
range involved. The calculation procedure is the same 
except each point has a different temperature. Computer 
program PFXT in Appendix D uses Law's Diagonal 
Discrimination for the total pressure regression 
calculation of constants for Renon's or Black's equation 
from vapor-liquid equilibrium data.
D. Constants from Binary Liquid-liquid Miscibilities
The mutual solubilities of two immiscible 
liquids provide two data points for the evaluation of
two constants in an activity coefficient equation.
Both Renon*s and Black*s equation contain a third 
constant an<* Cj2 resPectively f°r which a third 
data point is required. However, Renon has recommended 
0^2 “ for his equation and with C12 = 0 , 0 Black*s 
equation reverts to the van Laar equation. Both of 
these approximations are rough and it has been found 
that a^2 and C^2 maY vary quite a bit from these values 
in order to represent ternary liquid-liquid equilibria 
accurately. A third data point can be the activity 
coefficient of one component at infinite dilution in the 
other. This data point is usually difficult to find in 
the literature and impossible to measure for highly 
immiscible binaries such as benzene-water. Diel and 
Pierotti (7) and Helpinstill and Van Winkle (8) have 
proposed correlations for infinite dilution activity 
coefficients which can be helpful.
from these three data points involves the solution of 
three nonlinear equations in three unknowns. For the 
mutual solubility data the activities of the two 
components have to be the same
The procedure for calculation of the constants
(9)
or
*1 Yl s Yl Yi* 
*2 Y 2 = Y 2 Y 2 '
(10)
where the primes and y represent a separate phase.
The equation for the activity coefficient at infinite 
dilution y° provides the third equation.
logYi0 “ li® ClogTl)
*x + 0
Black (3) has solved equations Q.Q) f°r a
terms of Cj2:
12 [log ^  + E1 " el j f + R12 X1
^ 2
1 + Rl L Z l  
^2
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Equation (11) reduces to 
2a12 = log (Yo) - C12
where
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Equation (13) can be substituted into equation (12) 
to yield one nonlinear equation in one unknown. The 
residual for this equation is then formed
R "  F  ( C ^ 2 )  3  0  ( 1 4 )
and a search routine used to force the residual to zero 
by varying C12- Computer program BLCON in Appendix D 
uses Moore et al.'s Pattern search (10) for this problem 
although more efficient one dimensional searches such 
as a Golden Section or Fibonacci search could be used.
The Renon equation contains the activity 
constants in a more complex form and it is not possible 
to eliminate one of the constants from equations (10) 
as with Black's equation. However, the infinite 
dilution equation does permit one constant to be eliminated 
from equation (10) so that only two equations in two 
unknowns are required. Pattern search was usually 
successful for these equations but stopped at saddle 
points or ridges in some cases . Law's Diagonal 
Discrimination was used in program RENCON in Appendix D 
to calculate the three constants for Renon's equation to 
improve convergence to the solution„
The solution of the three equations with Renon*s 
and Black's equations does not yield a unique set of 
constants in every casen This is due to the high 
degree polynomials present in the equations for the 
activity coefficients„ The problem is most pronounced 
for systems that are highly immiscible such as Benzene- 
water.
E. Calculation of Constants from Ternary 
Liquid-liquid Data
When three liquids form a two phase liquid- 
liquid system, a total of nine binary constants are 
required to represent the system using Renon*s or 
Black's activity coefficient equation,, If ternary data 
are available and it is desired to calculate or improve 
the accuracy of a set of constants that will represent 
that data, a least squares fit can be performed to 
obtain the best values of the constants0 Boberg (9) 
has performed such a calculation for the Redlich Kister 
equation where only six constants are required and 
obtained estimates of all six constants0 However, he 
had difficulty with the convergence of his procedure 
for calculating the phase equilibrium from the constants 
and had to calculate the equilibrium for the complete 
curve in very small steps to determine the difference 
between the calculated and experimental points„
Because of the improved convergence of Powell's 
optimization procedure the regression calculation used 
here requires that only the points being fit be calculated, 
not the whole curve. The experimental points are almost 
always adequate as starting points for the optimization 
Toutine for calculating the phase equilibrium,, This 
makes the time required on the computer to fit a curve 
much more reasonable--fifteen to thirty minutes on 
the IBM 360/65.
If one has data on the miscibility gap for one 
of the binaries, then it is not desirable to vary that 
set of constants in the regression fit. None of the 
three constants can be varied independently without 
changing the calculated miscibility gap. The approach 
used here was to change the infinite dilution activity 
coefficient for the immiscible binary (equivalent to 
changing Cj2 or ai2 ^or Black's or Renon's 
equations with a fixed miscibility gap) to try to get 
as good a fit as possible for the ternary data using 
whatever constant estimates were available for the 
other two binaries. Then if the result was not 
successful, the TERNFIT program was used to improve 
the other binary constants to give a better fit.
Sometimes only one binary (three constants) was varied 
and other times as many as five constants were varied 
to obtain a close fit.
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F. Temperature Effect on Activity Constants
Lewis and Randall (10) show that if the heat of 
mixing is not a function of temperature, then the 
logarithm of the activity is linear in 1/T
R In a = -H^IX + CONST (14)
or
AHmiy ,
R In y = ---—  + CONST1 (15)T
Renon1s derivation of his NRTL activity co­
efficient equation includes the effect of temperature 
but the form is somewhat different
in Y - £i 6XP ^T (16)
His theory adds an exponential term and deletes the 
additive constant. Black's equation does not include a
temperature correction. As Renon has pointed out, al­
though his temperature correction does not eliminate 
temperature variation of his constants, it does make them 
fairly linear functions of temperature.
Figures 1 through 8 show the effect of 
temperature on both the Renon and Black constants for 
increasingly non-ideal systems, both liquid-liquid and 
vapor-liquid. The ordinates have been selected so that
the maximum scale value represents approximately the 
same degree of nonideality for the Renon and Black 
constants. Within the accuracy of the data both Renon's 
and Black's constants are linear in temperature. 
Apparently over the short temperature ranges 
observed, the 1/T variation of the Black constants is 
not significant. There is no apparent general 
difference in the degree of change with temperature for 
the Black or Renon constants0
Figures 7 and 8 show the effect of critical 
solution temperature on the Renon and Black constants 
and,as Renon has shown for his equation, the Black 
constants are also unaffected by phase separation. In 
these two figures, the infinite dilution activity co­
efficient required with the liquid-liquid miscibility 
data was calculated from the Black constants for the 
vapor-liquid data and extrapolated to the lower 
temperature. The cx^ was fixed at 0„2 as recommended 
by Renon.
In the literature, there is much more 
experimental vapor-liquid data available than liquid- 
liquid although the latter is usually easier to 
determine experimentally. Figures 7 and 8 lead to the 
conclusion that either miscible or immiscible constants 
can be extrapolated through the critical solution 
temperature to yield constants not available from ex­
perimental data.
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Flgure 1 Effect of Temperature on Renon (<*12= *3) and Black 
(C^2 = -.03 to +.03) Constants; Binary Benzene (1) - Heptane(2) 





















Figure 2 Effect of Temperature on Renon and Black Constants 
Binary Methanol(l)- Ethanol(2); Vapor/Liquid Data of 
Schmidt(14).










Figure 3 Effect of Temperature on Renon and Black Constants; 


















Figure 4 Effect of Temperature on Renon (o' = .03 to .05)
and Bl^ck (C-j^ “.15 to -.2) Constants; Binary Methanol(l)- 
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Figure 5 Effect of Temperature on Renon(o'1 = .2) and Black Const 
Binary Heptane(l)-Diethylene Glycol(2); Liquid-liquid Data of 
Johnson(15); Heptane Infinite Dilution Activity Coefficient Data 











FlRure 6 Effect of Temperature on Renon(a^2 = *35 to .39) and 
Black Constants; Binary Benzene(1)-Dlethylene Glycol(2); Liquid- 
liquid Data of Johnson(15); Benzene Infinite Dilution Activity 
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Figure 7 Effect of Critical Solution- Temperature on Renon
(O' = .2) and Black (C.„= 0,0 to .03) Constants; Binary Hexane
(lj - Nitroethane (2); Vapor/Liquid Data of Edwards(16); 
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Figure 8 Effect of Critical Solution Temperature on Renon
(ttn 2 = an<̂  Black (C,2 = to -04) Constants; Binary Iso 
Octane (1) - Nitroethane(2) ; Vapor/liquid Data of Edwards 
(16); Liquid/ Liquid Data of Hwa(17).
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CHAPTER IV
THE PHASE EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATION
A. Introduction
The phase equilibrium calculation used here is 
based on the thermodynamic criterion of equilibrium that 
the activity of each of the n components is the same in 





where the ’ indicates one phase and unprimed the other 
phase,, Using the activity coefficient for a given 
component in the x or y phase,
ai' = xiYir
(2)
ai - ny i
where the y^' is an exponential polynomial function of 
the mole fraction x's and y^ of the mole fraction y's, 
Renon*s, Black's or other activity equations can be 
used to represent the dependence of y on x or y. This 
substitution yields a set of n non-linear equations in
x^ and y^, with a total of 2n unknown compositions.
The number of unknown compositions can be reduced to 
n by using the stoichiometry relations and the phase 
rule.
One method of solving equation set (1) is to 
formulate an optimization (minimization) problem using 
the sum of the squared residuals of each equation as an 
objective function. ■ (ai-ai') (3)
OBJ FUNCT « y (Ri)2 (4)
1*1
The optimization procedure varies the n compositions 
until the objective function equation (4), has been
forced to zero or as near as practical. The correspond­
ing compositions represent the equilibrium phase compo­
sitions. This equation solution method was first 
proposed by Booth (1) in 1948 using a steepest descent 
optimization.
B. Optimization Variables
As was mentioned previously the number of un­
known compositions can be reduced from 2n to n by 
using the stoichiometry relations and the phase rule.
One composition in each phase can be calculated by 
subtracting all of the others from 1.0. These two 
compositions are called the dependent variables and 
their identity must be read into the optimization
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program. The phase rule (F = C - P + 2) permits n - 2 
compositions to be arbitrarily specified at given 
temperature and pressure. For example, in a ternary 
system one variable in one of the phases can be fixed 
and, by using different values of this variable, 
different tie lines can be obtained. In the optimization 
programs used here, the value of these variables is 
fixed when the initial estimates of the phase composi­
tions are provided to the optimization program. An 
example is given in the next section.
The n compositions that are not dependent 
variables or specified variables are optimization 
variables and are varied by the optimization program 
to find the minimum of the objective function.
Specification of these variables is arbitrary as 
different ones seem to have no effect on the 
optimization. This is probably due to the fact that 
no one composition can be changed independently without 
producing an opposite change in the dependent variable 
to maintain the summation to unity.
C. Variable Constraints
One of the complications in the solution of 
equations (1) is the existence of the trivial solution 
where each phase has the same composition or x^ = y^.
This causes the objective function to be zero just 
as at the.actual equilibrium composition. Previous 
investigators have relied on starting the search close 
enough to the desired solution so that the trivial 
solution was not found by the optimization routine.
This can make the prediction of unknown equilibrium 
very difficult.
In this research a constraint factor has been 
introduced into the objective function by modifying 
equation (2).
Ri - (ai - ai *)/(Xi - yi)4 (5)
Near the trivial solution the denominator goes to zero 
causing the objective function to grow very large.
Of course the numerator is going to zero at the same 
time so the denominator must approach zero faster.
This is the reason for the fourth degree exponent which 
has been found to be adequate in this research. Too 
large an exponent can cause the objective function to 
decrease (where it would normally be relatively flat) 
due to x^ and yi being far apart. This added term 
erects a high barrier around the trivial solution 
without changing the location of the desired solution.
The compositions(mole fractions) must all lie 
between 0.0 and 1.0. In most cases the optimization 
routine stays within these limits without forced
constraints. In a few cases where the phase boundary 
was very close to 0.0 one of the optimization variables 
went negative. Rather than constrain the variable using 
a constraint factor as above, the objective function 
was artificially increased by multiplying the objective 
function by e^~500xi^ whenever one of the compositions 
became less than zero.
D. Optimization Surface
In order to better understand the optimization 
problem it was desirable to visualize the optimization 
surface. For a ternary system there are three variable 
compositions and it was necessary to fix one of them 
and restrain the other two by moving along a line on the 
ternary diagram.
As shown in Figure 1, the benzene-heptane- 
diethylene glycol system at 100°C was used for this 
investigation. A tie line, numbered 1 , was determined 
with the optimization routine and Black's activity equa­
tion yielding an objective function value of 1.2 x 10"®. 
This tie line is represented by six mole fractions:
x^ =.59644 (dependent) yi = .02727 (dependent)
X2 = .4 (fixed) y2 = .7464 (optimiz. var.
Xg = .00356 (optimiz. var.) yj = .22633 (optimiz. var
The x phase compositions were all fixed and the y
compositions were varied along the tie line 1 and along
Figure 1
Optimization Surface Profile 
Paths Diethylene Glycol(l)- 
Benzene(2) - Heptane(3) 100°C 
Weight Fraction
two other arbitrary paths, lines 2 and 3 in Figure 1.
The objective function, equation (4), was determined 
along line 1 both with and without the constraint 
factor. These surface profiles are given in Figure 2 
where the values of the objective function are plotted 
on a logarithmic scale versus the mole fraction of 
component 2 in the y phase along the line. The other 
two profiles are shown in Figures 3 and 4« The profiles 
indicate that a narrow curved valley lies along the 
phase boundary with a very steep "hole" corresponding 
to the minimum.
Profile 3 in Figure 4 indicates the possibility 
of a suboptimal point at "A." To see if this was true 
another profile perpendicular to line 3 at point "A" 
was generated as profile 3A, shown in Figures 1 and 5. 
This indicates that there is no suboptimal point but 
that the surface slopes toward the valley at the top 
of the diagram where the constraint factor produces a 
hump in the valley giving the double minimum effect.
In an attempt to overcome the steepness of the 
surface the logarithm of the objective function was 
used with the optimization procedures but gave no 
noticeable improvement in the speed or reliability 
of the optimization. Apparently the optimization 
routines are able to handle the steepness of the 
surface.
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The inflection point in profile 3A, Figure 5, 
was real but it was impossible to determine its exact 
nature by plotting. It is possible that where these 
coincide with a point similar to point A they are 
saddle points. As is pointed out later several of the 
optimization routines were stymied by what appeared to 
be saddle points.
The profiles generated here are representative 
of the surface only near the optimum since one of the 
phases was fixed at the exact equilibrium composition.
In order to see what the surface would look like earlier 
in the optimization, the n phase compositions which had 
been fixed at optimal values were changed to different 





The profile generated by moving the y phase along line 
2 was repeated and is compared with the original 
profile along line 2 in Figure 3. The profile stays 
almost the same except for the large increase in the 
level of the valley. This small change in composition 

























Figure 3 Surface Profile No. 2 Corresponding to Figure 1
Effect of Non-optimal x phase Composition
Boundary
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Objective
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Figure 5 Surface Profile No. 3A Corresponding to Figure 1
Constrained Objective Function with Simultaneous
Occurrence of Constraint and Semi-Optimal Valley
E. Multiple Solutions to Equations
Calculation of the tetnary phase equilibrium 
in some cases yielded more than one equilibrium 
composition that satisfied the equal activity criterion 
of equations Cl)■ The problem arose from the constants 
used for the immiscible binary and was most common with 
the highly immiscible, water-containing binaries. The 
problem seemed to be more common when using the Black 
equation to represent the activities.
Binary Gibbs free energy of mixing plots are 
shown in Figures 6 and 7 for two of the more commonly 
used binaries in this research, butanol-water and 
benzene-water. Normally phase separation occurs if a 
tangent can be drawn to two points on the free energy 
curve as shown in Figure 6. Experimental vapor-liquid 
data for the butanol-water binary indicated that the 
third parameter y ^  used to calculate the immiscible 
binary Black and Renon constants is about 50.0 to 70.0. 
In calculating ternary data it was desirable to use a 
higher y^® in order to represent the ternary data 
better. It can be seen in Figure 6 that for y ^  
above 60 to 80 for the Black equation and above 100 
for Renon that other tangents can be drawn to the free 
energy curve. These "secondary" solutions are also 
obtained when calculating the binary miscibility from
solution of the binary activity equations. The problem 
is even more acute for the benzene-water binary shown 
in Figure 7.
Three secondary phase compositions were found 
for the benzene-water binary at Yi° = 2475 when using 
the Black equation. None was found with the Renon 
equation at this value. These solutions occur where 
there is no minimum tangent to the curve but on the 
contrary at maximum points in the free energy curve.









The abnormal tangents occur inside of
normal miscibility gap of the two liquids where the 
presence of two phases makes the free energy equation 
invalid. For this reason it was concluded that this 
situation was not thermodynamically inconsistent. 
However the multiple solutions were a problem in 
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Figure 6 Calculated Molar Gibbs Free Energy of Mixing versus 
Mole Fraction Butanol at Different Infinite Dilution 
Activity Coefficients for the Butanol(l) - Water(2) 
Binary at 25 C.
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Figure 7 Calculated Molar Gibbs Free Energy of Mixing versus 
Mole Fraction Benzene at Different Infinite Dilution 
Activity Coefficients for the Benzene(l)-Water(2) 
Binary at 25°C.
and values of y ^  had to be chosen that gave no 
secondary solutions, usually at some sacrifice in 
accuracy of representing the experimental data, 
particularly with the Black equation.
No secondary points occurred in the multi­
component system that could not be traced to the 
immiscible binary. That is, the presence of other 
components did not induce secondary points.
F. Comparison of Optimization Procedures
In order to compare the six optimization 
procedures used in this research, two tie lines in the 
benzene-heptane-diethylene glycol system at 100°C were 
calculated with each optimization routine. Two 
different starting points for each tie line, shown in 
Figures 8 and 9, were used to calculate the phase 
equilibrium compositions using Renon's and Black's 
activity equation and minimization of the residuals 
of the equal activity equations. Black's equation 
was used for only two of the six procedures--Law's 
Diagonal Discrimination and Powell's 1968 equation 
solving routine. Starting points A and B share a 
common starting composition in the x phase. Starting 
points A, B and C were entirely inside the immiscible 
envelope and points D were outside. The location of
100 Benzene
Figure 8 Tie lines and starting 
points used for time comparison of 
optimization routines for the Renon 




x phase y phase
Diethylene 
Glycol q Heptane
100 Benzene Figure 9 Tie lines and starting 
points used for time comparison of 
optimization routines for the 
Black equation. Diethylene Glycol 








the starting points relative to the immiscible boundary 
seemed to make no difference in the convergence of the 
optimization.
Two five-component tie lines were also 
calculated. The starting and final compositions are 
given in Table 1 where it can be seen that they were 
not as far apart as the ternary points.
The execution times on the IBM 360/65 computer 
and number of function evaluations are given in Table
2. Each function evaluation is the equivalent of 
forming the sum of 3 or 5 squared equation residuals.
Powell’s 1968 equation solving routine was by 
far the quickest and most reliable in terms of 
convergence as can be seen in Table 2. It also requires 
less computer storage than Law's procedure. Convergence 
was fastest with Renon’s activity equation. Each of 
the optimization procedures is discussed in Appendix B.
In Table 2, going from three to five variables 
(with the Renon equation) the execution time increases 
by a factor of about three using Powell’s 1968 pro­
cedure. With Law’s diagonal-discrimination procedure 
it increases by a factor of only about 2. Law’s 
procedure was designed primarily for handling problems 
with many variables. It has been used to solve non­
linear equations with more than 50 variables. Thus
for systems of as high as 8 or 9 components, Law's 
diagonal discrimination may give faster convergence.
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TABLE 1
STARTING AND FINAL COMPOSITIONS FOR THE 
TWO FIVE-COMPONENT TIE LINES
Point
No. Phase Water Ethanol Butanol Methanol Acetone
1 y .95 .01 .02 .02 0.0
X . 55 .02 .4 .02 .01
2 y .93 .02 .03 .02 0.0
X .59 .05 .33 .02 .01
1 y .9531 .0064 .0224 .0145 .0035
X .567 .02 .383 .02 .01
2 y .9323 .0193 .0291 .0152 .0041
X .6158 .05 .3042 .02 .01
1 y .9516 .0069 .0202 ,017 .0043
X .5793 .02 .3707 .02 .01
2 y .9397 .0175 .0227 .0158 .0042
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1 31.7 5200 10'52 144.7 5769 10-6
Powell Renon A ... 103
Non-Deriv. B lo5 149
C 3.7 368
D 2.3 229
1 14.2 500 10 2
2 14.2 500 10*3
Rosenbrock Renon A 4.9 534
B 6.2 687 -3C 9.4 1021 10-5D 9.4 1025 10-21 28„ 0 1021 10-22 29.0 1063 10 i




1 40 1501 10* 32 39.8 1501 10“3
TABLE 2 (continued)
♦The letters A, B, C, D refer to the ternary system shown in Figure 8 • The numbers 
1 and 2 refer to the five component systems shown in Table 1 «
♦♦The numbers given are function evaluations equivalent to summing the squared 
residuals of 3 or 5 equations,
♦♦♦The numbers given are values of the objective function when the optimization did 
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The purpose of this work was to determine the 
capability of the activity equation solution procedure 
for calculating phase equilibrium using binary activity 
coefficient constants. The literature was thoroughly 
searched to find three quaternary systems for which 
constituent ternary and binary data were available. 
Ternary systems were predicted and correlated and then 
compared with experimental data. The ternary systems 
were combined to form quaternary systems which were 
compared with experimental data in the literature. 
Although no experimental data was available, the 
quaternary systems were combined to form three five- 
component systems and one six-component system. This 
demonstrated the capability of the optimization system 
to solve the five and six variable equations and hope­
fully the "reasonableness" of the five and six- 
component calculated equilibrium demonstrated the 
possibility of using this system for multicomponent 
systems. All of the above calculations were carried
out with both Renon's and Black's activity equations 
in order to compare them.
B. Calculated and Experimental Phase Equilibria
The ternary systems given after Table 5 make 
up the immiscible boundaries of the three quaternaries 
studied. These quaternaries are shown in Figures 1,
2 and 3 where the tetrahedron normally used to 
represent quaternaries has been folded open and is 
viewed from above. Only the ternary boundaries are 
shown and the quaternary surface connecting these 
lines must be imagined.
The constants for the miscible binaries were 
first determined by a regression fit of vapor-liquid 
data using computer program PFIT in Appendix E. These 
constants are indicated with the symbol "V/L" in the 
tables and are summarized in Appendix C where the 
literature sources for the data are given. The 
calculated ternary equilibrium using these constants 
was compared to the experimental ternary data and nearly 
always some improvement was necessary. A minimum number 
of the miscible constants were adjusted to regression- 
fit the ternary data using program TERNFIT in Appendix 
E. These constants are labeled "Ternfit" in the follow­
ing tables.
The three constants for the immiscible binaries 




Figure 1 Ternaries for 
Water-methanol-aniline-benzene 
Quaternary Tetrahedron-, unfolded 




/ Figure 2 Ternaries for the 
Water-ethanol-butanol-acetone 
Quaternary Tetrahedron, unfolded 






/  Figure 3 Ternaries for the 
Water-ethanol-butanol-methanol 
Quaternary Tetrahedron, unfolded 
and viewed from above. Mole Fraction
Methanol
infinite dilution activity coefficient y®. The 
latter is almost impossible to obtain experimentally 
for highly immiscible binaries such as benzene-water and 
aniline-water so it was adjusted arbitrarily to fit the 
ternary data. Vapor-liquid data were available for 
the butanol-water and a regression fit of these data 
gave values of SO for y® for Black's equation and 67 
for Renon's equation. However, higher values 
(72 and 80 Renon, 100 Black) were used to improve the 
fit of the ternary data for all of the ternaries 
involving this binary pair. Even higher values greater 
than 100 were desired for Black's equation but could 
not be used without introducing extraneous solutions 
to the activity equations as described in Chapter 4.
This was a serious limitation in the use of the Black 
equation in fitting ternary data.
The constants are presented in a table for each 
system, followed by a discussion and graphical 
presentation of the phase equilibrium. A summarized 
comparison of the calculated and experimental 
quaternaries is presented at the end of this chapter 
and in greater detail in Appendix D. The experimental 
data could not be presented graphically in a manner 
similar to the calculated quaternary data because the 
experimental was not determined at constant mole 
fraction levels of any component.
In order to represent the four component 
systems on a ternary diagram, the phase equilibrium 
was calculated with one phase at a constant mole 
fraction of the fourth component. This is analogous 
to cutting a horizontal plane through the quaternary 
surface, generating a curve. This composition profile 
was then projected orthogonally into the bottom phase 
of the quaternary, analogous to the shadow of the line 
due to an overhead light. The arithmetic of this 
operation is quite simple--one-third of the fourth 
component mole fraction is added to each of the other 
three compositions as given by Hunter (1).
Profiles of this type show the surface shape 
only and not the relationships between the tie lines.
To accomplish this purpose selectivity plots were used. 
The selectivity of B relative to A is
(xB/yB)/(xA/yA) Cl)
where weight fractions in the two phases are used.
This selectivity was plotted versus the composition 
of one of the components in one of the phases on a 
fourth component-free basis. Selectivity is the same 
on a four or three component (four-free) basis but 
would not be the same using orthogonally projected 
compositions. The five and six-component systems are
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presented graphically on a pseudo-quaternary basis 
with the fourth, fifth and sixth components lumped 




CONSTANTS AND HYPOTHETICAL DATA FOR DETERMINING 
THE EFFECT OF CHANGES IN THE MISCIBILITY GAP 
AND y° ON CALCULATED PHASE EQUILIBRIA
Data
Renon 25°C 




r—( I t  2 200 200 .3
x1 = .0713 1-3 1890 1208 .3232
Yl = .9809 




Y 0 » 22.0 1-2 200 200 .3
Xi = .0713 1-3 1849 1073 . .2856
Yl = .9809 




= 24.0 1-2 200 200 .3
Xj = .075 1-3 1804 1236 .3372





Binary ij ■ u 2 aii2 cij Rij
Case 1
Yi0 ** 16.0 1-2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
x1 = .0713 1-3 1.319 1.8843 -.1149 .7001
yx = .9709 3-2 .25 .25 0.0 1.0
R32 - R12/R13 = 1.4284
Case 2 Effect of Yl°
Y1° - 14.0 1-2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
* .0713 1-3 1.3673 1.9726 -.2211 .6922
yi = .9809 3-2 .25 .25 0.0 1.0
R3 2 *= Ri2/R13 ~ 1*4447
Case 3 Effect of Miscibility
Yi0 = 16.0 1-2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
Xj = .075 1-3 1.2896 1.7697 -.0855 .7288
yi = .976 3-2 .25 .25 0.0 1.0
r32 = R12/Rl3 =* 1.3721
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Discussion of System
The purpose of the calculation shown in Table 1 
and Figures 4 and S was to demonstrate the effect of 
changes in the parameters associated with the immiscible 
binary of a typical ternary system. The constants and 
data are entirely hypothetical. The figures show that 
small changes in the infinite dilution activity coefficient 
and the binary miscibility can have a significant effect 
on the calculated ternary and that this data must be 
determined quite accurately. These changes can also be 
used in adjusting constants within experimental error 
to fit known ternary data. This was done quite often 
with in this research. In Table 1 calculations with 
the Renon equation use the infinite dilution activity 
coefficient of component one in component three at a 
different level (24) from that used with the Black 
equation (16). It was impossible to calculate a set 
of Renon constantsywith the miscibilities given, below 
a value of Yx^ = 19. No limitation has been found 
with the Black equation. This does not appear to be a 
problem with real data as this was the only situation 
where this arose.
Figure 4 Effect of Changes in 
the Miscibility and *y° on the calc 
ulated phase equilibria for a hypothet­
ical system using Renon1s Activity 
Equation.
Figure 5 The Effect of Changes 
in the Miscibility and y° on the 
Calculated Phase Equilibria for a 




CONSTANTS FOR DIETIIYLENE GLYCOL (1)-BENZENE (2)- 
HEPTANE (3) TERNARY S0°C
Binary ij
Renon 
Df j Dii Oij
DEG-Heptane 1-3 1950 3622 .2
DEG-Benzene 1-2 600.4 1911 .3831
Heptane-Benzene 3-2 -339 818 .3 V/L
Binary ij
Black
a • • 2 a .. 2aiJ aji r • • Lij Rij
DEG-Heptane 1-3 4.3297 3.1805 -1.1719 1.3613
DEG-Benzene 1-2 1.4065 .7112 .1083 1.9776
Heptane-Benzene 3-2 .292 .153 0.0 1.9085 V/L
r32 = Cr 12/r 13) = 1.4527
Discussion of System
Tables 2 and 3 and accompanying figures show the 
only system which was calculated entirely on a predicted 
basis. This was possible because Pierrotti e_t al. (2)
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have presented data for the infinite dilution activity 
coefficients required to evaluate the constants for the 
immiscible binaries. Johnson and Francis (3) have 
presented the binary and ternary phase equilibria.
The predicted equilibria at 50°C agrees closely 
with the experimental as shown in Figures 6 and 7. The 
tie lines differ from the experimental somewhat with 
both activity equations.
For the 100° equilibrium shown in Table 3 the 
treatment was different with Renon’s and Black's 
equation. With the Renon equation improvement over 
the predicted constants was obtained by changing the 
value of a^3 for the immiscible binary (analogous to 
changing Ti**). With tho Black equation similar improve­
ment was obtained by changing the miscibility gap slightly 
for the DEG-heptane binary from (.9917, .014) to (.9937, 
.0116) weight fraction heptane. The results are seen 
in Figures 8 and 9. These adjustments corrected the 
differences in the phase boundaries but left the tie 
lines in error. The constants for the miscible DEG- 
benzene binary were extrapolated linearly from the 
immiscible region below the critical solution temperature 
of 89° to 100°. This procedure î as shown to be valid 
in Chapter 3 for nitroparaffin-hydrocarbon binaries.
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The infinite dilution activity coefficient for 
heptane in DEG of 110 at 50° gave unusual constants 
with Renon’s equation (-29682, 21872, -.0118) which 
would not converge to a ternary equilibrium with the 
optimization program. To resolve this situation a 
value of <*13 = 0.2 was used as Renon recommends for 
immiscible binaries and gave satisfactory constants 
given in Tables 2 and 3. This problem did not arise 
elsewhere in this work. It is possible that the unusual 
constants are the result of a secondary solution to 
the binary activity equations used in solving for 
these constants although no other solutions could be 
found.
Benzene
Figure 6 Phase Equilibria for 
Diethylene Glycol-Benzene-Heptane 









Figure 7 Phase Equilibria for 
Diethylene Glycol-Benzene-Heptane 










CONSTANTS FOR DIETHYLENE GLYCOL (1)-BENZENE (2)- 
HEPTANE (3) TERNARY 100°C
Renon
Binary i 3 Di j Dji <*ij
DEG-Heptane 1-3




DEG-Benzene 1-2 614 1440 .386
Heptane - 
Benzene 3-2 -382 780 .3 
Black
V/L





3.2068 2.8804 -1.14 









3-2 .184 .11 0.0 1.6727 V/L
R32 “ (ri?/r13)2 = *8976 CRRED).9020 CADJ)
100 Benzene
Figure 8 Phase Equilibria for 
Diethylene Glycol-Benzene-Heptane 








Figure 9 Phase Equilibria for 
Diethylene Glycol-Benzene-Heptane 







CONSTANTS FOR PHENOL (1)-N-BUTYL ACETATE (.2)- 
WATER (3) AT 44.4°C
Renon
Binary ij Dij Dji aij
Phenol-NBA 1-2 -1155 64.6 .122
Phenol-water 1-3 332.7 2204 .5183
Water-NBA 3-2 13.3 4351 .1493
Black
Binary ij aij2 a -2 r aji cij Rij
Phenol-NBA 1-2 -.9841 -.7209 -.0259 1.5151
Phenol-water 1-3 1.4249 .2538 .1265 5.6143
Water-NBA 3-2 .9304 2.4791 .5468 .3753
R32 = *12^13 " •2699
Discussion of System
The set of data represented by the constants in 
Table 4 is one of the more accurate in the literature, 
with all of the liquid-liquid and vapor-liquid data 
reported by the same authors,Weller et al. (4) and
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Schuberth and Leibnitz (5). The infinite dilution 
activity coefficient for water in phenol was determined 
from extrapolation of vapor-liquid data to be about 2.4t 
This was used for Black's equation with 3.0 used 
for Renon's equation. The unknown infinite dilution 
activity coefficient for water in n-butyl acetate 
was varied to give the best fit of the ternary data, 
giving 12,0 for Renon's equation and 30.0 for Black's.
A good representation of the data was obtained with 
both equations.
Phenol
Figure 10 Phase Equilibria for 
Phenol- n-Butyl Acetate-Water at 









100 a  Phenol
Figure 11 Phase Equilibria for 
Phenol- n-Butyl Acetate-Water Tern­










CONSTANTS FOR CHLOROFORM (1)-ACETONE (2) - WATER (3)





acetone 1-2 255 -579 .466 V/L
Chloroform-
water 1-3 1862 3050 . 2389
Water-
Acetone 3-2 746 537 .3 V/L
Binary •n-H a* -2alJ
Black
_ .. 2 3 t Cij
Chloroform-
Acetone 1-2 -.3295 - .6006 .1465 . 5486 V/L
Chloroform-
Water 1-3 1.9853 1.1685 .8955 1.6991
Water-
Acetone 3-2 .7549 .83 .01689 .9095 TERNFIT
R 32 = R12/R13 = .3229
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Discussion of System
For the chloroform-acetone-water system, the 
Renon equation was used to establish the value of the 
infinite dilution activity coefficient for chloroform in 
water which best represents the ternary. This value was 
760, corresponding to = .2389. Renon used 0^3 = .2 
which gave a good fit at low acetone levels but a poor 
fit near the plait point. The value 760 did not give a 
very good fit when used with Black's equation, so the 
ternary regression fit program was used to improve the 
fit to the tie line data of Reinders and De Minjer (6) 
by varying the three constants for the water-acetone 
binary. The constants obtained did not yield conver­
gence with the optimization program when calculating the 
phase equilibrium at low acetone levels where data was 
not included in the regression fit. This lack of con­
vergence could have been due to interference from a 
secondary solution. Secondary solutions were quite 
common with Black's equation.
Figure 12 Phase Equilibria for the 
Chloroform-Acetone-Water Ternary at 25 C 




Figure 13 Phase Equilibria for the 
Chloroform-Acetone-Water Ternary at
using Black's Activity Equation













Water-Aniline 1-3 2484 731.9 .3356
Water-Methanol 1-2 332 -897.6 .3369 TERNFIT •
138.5 133.8 .0286 V/L
Aniline-Methanol 3-2 -1458 2453 .424 TERNFIT
359 266 1.71 V/L
Black
Binary ij a--2 aji2 Ci;J- Rij
Water-
Aniline 1-3 .9924 1.6074 .5967 .618
Water-





.1825 .0573 4.6109 
.2825 .0573 .8549





This is the first of three ternaries intended 
for use with the first of the quaternary systems.
The ternary regression fit was used to improve the 
predicted fit of the experimental data of Leikola (7).
A value of 150 (Renon's equation) and 160 (Black's 
equation) for the infinite dilution activity coefficient 
for aniline in water was settled upon as the best overall 
value for use in Tables 6 and 8 . The same value had 
to be used for both ternaries since they were intended 
for use in the same quaternary. The dashed curve is 
a "quasi-predicted" curve because the infinite 
dilution activity coefficient was adjusted to an 
optimum value. The other constants were determined 
from binary experimental data. As with almost all of 
the ternaries, the regression fit of the ternary data 
was better with the Renon equation.
Water
Methanol
Figure 14 Phase Equilibria for the 
Water-methanol-aniline Ternary at 




Weight % A  Plait Point
Aniline 101
Methanol
Figure 15 Phase Equilibria for the 
Water-methanol-aniline Ternary at 










CONSTANTS FOR WATER (1)-METHANOL (2)-BENZENE (3)






















Binary ij aji2 ciJ Rij
Water-
Benzene 1-3 2.0569 2.8351 5505 724
Water-
Methanol 1-2 .181 .2521 0987 718 V/L
Benzene-
Methanol 3-2 1.1863 .7595





This was one of the most difficult ternaries
to fit with the regression TERNFIT program, probably
due to the highly immiscible water-benzene binary.
It was impossible to obtain a good fit of the data
(Francis (8) page 865) around the experimental plait
point and a fit had to be performed on adjusted data
with a higher methanol content near the plait point.
In Figure 16 the top two tie lines near the plait
point indicate that the calculated and experimental
plait point differ by about 10 mole percent benzene.
A rather interesting phenomenon was observed with
Black's equation as seen in Figure 17. Using the
0experimental vapor-liquid constants and = 2430,
the water-rich phase began to decrease in methanol 
content as the methanol content of the other phase 
was increased. There was no indication of the presence 
of a secondary solution at Yi3° = 2430 so the cause of 
this phenomena is unknown. A secondary solution is 
shown for yi3  ̂ = 2450 which was expected from the 
binary free energy curves given in Chapter 3. Because 
of this phase composition reversal, the quaternary 
containing this ternary was not calculated with the 
Black equation. Only the Renon equation was used.
Methanol
Figure 16 Phase Equilibria for the 
Water-methanol-benzene ternary at 25 C 








Methanol Figure 17 Phase Equilibria for 
the Water-methanol-benzene ternary 








CONSTANTS FOR WATER (1)-ANILINE (2)-BENZENE (3)




Water-Benzene 1-3 3645 2640 .223
Water-Aniline 1-2 2484 731.9 .3356
Benzene-Aniline 3-2 475.7 166.1 .543 V/L
Black
Binary * » 2 2 aij aj i Cij Rij
Water-Benzene 1-3 2.0569 2.8351 . 5505 .7255
Water-Aniline 1-2 .9286 1.7437 .4324 . 5325
Benzene-Aniline 3-2 .3422 .4457 .0118 .7678 V/L
R32 = (Ri2/R13) = .7340
Discussion of System
The ternary equilibrium data represented in 
Table 8 was reported by Francis (8) page 1024. This 
type of ternary equilibrium with two immiscible binaries
(Type II, Type I has only one) shown in Figures 18 
and 19 has been the easiest to represent with both the 
Renon and Black activity equations. The predicted 
data agree quite well with the experimental data as 
was the usual case.
Aniline
Phase Equilibria for
Water-aniline-Benzene Ternary at 25 C 





Figure 19 Phase Equilibria for 
Water-aniline-benzene Ternary at 
25°C using Black's Activity Equation
Calculated
Experiment













Water-Aniline 1-3 2484 731.9 .3356
Water-Methanol 1-2 332.0 -897.6 .3369
Aniline-Methanol 3-2 -1458 2453 .424
Benzene-Methanol 4-2 1342 2325 .02394
Water- Benzene 104 3645 2640 .223
Aniline-Benzene 3-4 166.1 475.7 .543
Discussion of System
The first quaternary system contains the previous
three ternaries. It was calculated only with Renon's
activity equation because of difficulties with the water 
methanol-benzene ternary using Black's equation as 
shown in Figure 17. Comparison of selected experimental 
points by Francis (9) with calculated equilibria is 
given in Appendix D and discussed at the end of this 
Chapter. The calculated phase equilibria is shown in 
Figures 20, 22 and 24 as calculated profiles at small,
fixed levels off of each immiscible ternary. These 
three figures would overlap at the center of the tetra­
hedron.
In Figure 20 the effect of the addition of 
benzene to the water-methanol-aniline ternary is 
characteristic of benzene addition to all of the 
systems studied. The high mutual repulsion between 
benzene and water increases the size of the immiscible 
region. The selectivity of the aniline relative to 
methanol is lowered by the addition of Benzene.
In Figure 22 the addition of .03 mole fraction 
aniline to the water-methanol-benzene ternary had very 
little effect on the calculated phase equilibria but 
had a significant effect on the selectivity in Figure 23
In Figure 24 an attempt was made to duplicate 
on a molar basis a ternary diagram given by Francis (9) 
where he shows experimental surface profiles at constant 
weight compositions of 0 to 60 weight percent methanol 
on the same ternary. The diagram gradually closes from 
two immiscible binaries to only one. In the calculation 
as the amount of methanol increased, convergence 
became very poor. Tie sum of squared residuals became
_ 2 7as high as 10 rather than the required 10"' and the 
diagram could not be completed.
The failure of the calculation method to 
produce equilibrium compositions at higher methanol 
contents was not due to inability of the optimization 
routine to locate an optimum. Apparently there was no 
optimum--the activity equations failed to represent 
the system in this region. This failure was probably 
due to proximity to the quaternary plait point. In 
Figure 1, at the first of the chapter, the two plait 
points lie on opposite sides of the two ternaries, 
using mole fractions. On a weight fraction basis the 
plait point shifts toward the aniline-rich phase. But 
the phase equilibrium calculation is performed on a 
molar basis and the location of the plait point must 
be a peculiarly twisted path between the two ternaries. 
This was brought out by the peculiar shape of the 
selectivity curves in Figure 25. Experimental data is 
not available on the quaternary plait point locus or 
selectivities. The highly immiscible water- 
benzene binary was no problem in the water-methanol- 
benzene ternary--no secondary solutions were found. 
However, the phase equilibrium in Figure 24 with the 
sharply breaking curves is typical of secondary 
ternary solutions. Perhaps this unusual behavior was 
due to a secondary solution formed in the quaternary 
mixture.
Methanol
Figure 20 Calculated Phase Equilibria 
for Water-methanol-aniline-benzene 
Quaternary at 25 C using Renon's 
Activity Equation
Hater
1.2 Mole % Benzene 









“ “ 10 3% Benzene
1.2 % Benzene' 
0.40.3
Hole fraction water in aniline-rich phase, 
benzene free basis
Figure 21 Selectivity of Aniline relative to Methanol for 
Quaternary in Figure 20.
Methanol Figure 22
Phase Equilibria for the Water- 
methanol-aniline-benzene Quaternary 




3.0 Mole % 
Aniline
Benzene 116
- -  200
100
Ternary
3 mole 7= 
Aniline
.01 .03 .04
Mole fraction water in Benzene-rich phase, 
aniline free basis
Figure 23 Selectivity of Benzene relative to Methanol for 
Quaternary in Figure 22.
Aniline
Figure 24 Phase Equilibria for 
the Water-methanol-aniline-benzene 







6 mole % Methanol
18 mole % Methanol
12 %
Mole fraction water in the Benzene-rich phase, 
methanol free basis
Figure 25 Selectivity of Benzene relative to Aniline for 
the Quaternary in/Figure 25 with Renon's Equation.
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TABLE 10
CONSTANTS FOR WATER (1)-ETHANOL (2)-BUTANOL (3)

























aij2 aji2 cij Rii
Water- nButanol 1-3 1.4056 1.1746 .8254 1.1967 y31 = 100
Water-
Ethanol 1-2 .3232 .6923 -.0959 .4668 TERNFIT
.4072 .7153 -.0939 .5693 V/L
Butanol
Ethanol 3-2 1.0 .867 .9945 1.1534 TERNFIT
r32 = R12/R13 = *3901
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Discussion of System
This ternary forms the basis for the next two
quaternary systems. The water-ethanol-butanol ternary
data of Solomko et̂  al. (1°) was very easily fitted with
the Renon equation as is seen in Figure 26 and in the
selectivity diagram of Figure 27. With the Renon
equation two different values of the infinite dilution
activity coefficient for butanol in water were used
in the two quaternaries and in this ternary. The higher
value was used to improve the fit of the water-acetone-
butanol ternary given later. The calculated equilibrium
was essentially the same with both values.
It was impossible to obtain a good fit of the
0ternary data using Black's equation. A value of Y31 
greater than 100 would have permitted a better fit but 
would have given multiple solutions to the phase 
equilibrium equations. The error in having too large 
an immiscible region in Figure 28 turns out to be an 
advantage in the quaternary system as will be seen. The 
selectivity plot in Figure 29 is not much different 
from that with Renon1s equation.
Water
100 a  Ethanol
Figure 26 Phase Equilibria for the 
Water-ethanol-butanol Ternary at 25°C 
using Renon's Activity Equation.
Weight %






0 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
Mole fraction ethanol in the butanol-rich phase
Figure 27 Selectivity of Butanol relative to Ethanol for 
Ternary in Figure 26 using Renon's Equation
Water
TOO Ethanol Figure 28Phage Equilibria for the water- 
ethanol-butanol Ternary at 25 C 
using Black's Activity Equation.
Weight %









0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
Mole fraction ethanol in the butanol-rich phase
Figure 29 Selectivity of Butanol Relative to Ethanol for 
Ternary in Figure 28 using Black's Equation
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TABLE 11
CONSTANT FOR WATER (1)-ACETONE (2)-BUTANOL (3)
TERNARY AT 25°C
Renon
Binary ij T1 * • Dji aij
Water-Butanol 1-3 2163 757.7 .44 Jones
2224 1750 .4218 Solomko
Water-Acetone 1-2 2160 344 .7 Jones
769 452 .214 V/L Solomko
Butanol-Acetone 3-2 174 176 .3 Jones
1347 -546.5 .188 Solomko
Black
Binary a . . 2aij a..2li Cip
Water-
Butanol 1-3 1.4056 1.1747 .8254 1.1967
Water-
Acetone 1-2 .199 .839 .0499 . 2372 Jones
.491 .788 .144 .6231 Solomko
.7549 ,83 .01689 .9095 V/L
Butanol- 1.098 . 8465 - .392 1.2971 Jones
Acetone 3-2 1.951 1.254 .981 1.5558 Solomko
^32 = R12/R13 = *183 Jones
r32 a R12/R13 = .4005 Solomko
Discussion of System
Jones (11) presented ternary equilibrium for 
the water-acetone-butanol ternary in 1929. Solomko 
et al. (10) presented quaternary data for the water- 
ethanol-butanol-acetone system in 1962 and stated that 
since their ternary data for water-acetone-butanol 
agreed with Jones's data they would only give the 
plait point for this system (63.74 wt% water, 13.06% 
acetone, 23.2% butanol). However, this plait point 
differs markedly from the plait point estimated from 
Jones's data (83 wtl water, 81 acetone, 9% butanol). 
Solomko presents some quaternary data at low ethanol 
levels (3%), From this data and their plait point, 
tie lines were estimated for the water-acetone-ethanol 
ternary and this data was used for the ternary and 
quaternary cases as Solomko's ternary data. The 
original article was in Russian and perhaps there was 
an error in translation.
Both Jones's and Solomko's ternary data 
were represented with the Renon and Black equation. 
Again the Renon equation gave a much better fit than 
Black's equation as shown in Figures 30-33 due to the 
limited values of the infinite dilution activity co­
efficient for the butanol-water binary.
Figure 30 Phase Equilibria for the 
Water-acetone-butanol Ternary at 25 C 







Figure 31 Phase Equilibria for 
the Water-acetone-butanol Ternary 
at 25 C using Black's Activity 





Figure 32 Phase Equilibria for 
the Water-acetone-butanol Ternary 
at 25 C using Renon1s Activity 
Equation and Solomko's Data






Figure 33 Phase Equilibria for the 
Water-acetone-butanol Ternary at 
25 C using Slack's Activity Equation 
and Solomko's Data.
Weight %







CONSTANTS FOR WATER (1) -ETHANOL (2)-BUTANOL (3)- 
ACETONE (4) QUATERNARY AT 2S°C
Binary ij
Renon
D- • D • * “ij
Water-Butanol 1-3 2163 757.7 .44
Water-Ethanol 1-2 1579 -621 .104
Butanol-Ethanol 3-2 286.0 25.0 -.100
Acetone-Ethanol 4-2 210.0 325.0 .3
Water-Acetone 1-4 769.0 452.0 .214
Butanol-Acetone 3-4 1347 -546.5 .188
Black
Binary • mIJ 2 2 aij aji r • • Ri j
Water-Butanol 1-3 1.4056 1.1746 .8254 1.1967
Water-Ethanol 1-2 .3232 .6923 -.0959 .4668
Butanol-Ethanol 3-2 1.000 .8670 .9945 1.1534
Acetone-Ethanol 4-2 .3700 .3500 .0170 1.057
Water-Acetone 1-4 .4910 .7880 .1440 .6231
Butanol-Acetone ■to 1.951 1.254 .981 1.5558
R32 * R12/R13 = -3901
r42 3 Rl2/R14 3 *7492
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Discussion of System
The calculated phase equilibria of this 
quaternary system are presented in Figures 34-37.
The two immiscible ternaries have been established 
previously as regular, fairly symmetric regions of 
immiscibility. The ternary data of Solomko CIO) was 
used for both of the ternaries although the water- 
acetone-butanol ternary had to be inferred from the 
quaternary data as explained previously. The calculated 
phase equilibria show a regular, orderly progression 
from one ternary to the other with no great change in 
the size of the immiscible region. The low values of 
the acetone-ethanol constants obtained from vapor- 
liquid data and given in Table 12 indicate very little 
interaction between the two components. However, this 
does not agree with the experimental quaternary data 
of Solomko et̂  al_. (10) which shows that the miscible 
region increases very much, with ethanol compositions as 
high as 22 mole percent. This is why the Black equation, 
which fit the ternaries poorly, represents this quaternary 
better than the Renon equation as is shown at the end 
of this chapter and in Appendix D. The experimental 
data also shows that at high ethanol content the 
relative acetone content of the two phases reverses 
and the water phase has the higher acetone composition.
This was not predicted with the quaternary calculation.
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Solomko predicts two quaternary points from 
ternary data using Smith's method (12) as shown in 
Table 13. Smith's method, discussed in the literature 
survey, is actually a correlation procedure for 
quaternary tie lines. Smith presents a correlation of 
the water-acetic acid-chloroform-acetone quaternary 
which is similar to that calculated here--the relative 
acetone content of the two phases does not reverse. 
Although Smith does not say how, presumably his quaternary 
correlation could be used to predict quaternaries similar 
to his water-acetic acid-chloroform-acetone system. It 
has not been possible to devise a procedure that will 
give results as accurate as those reported by Solomko 
using Smith's method. Solomko even predicts the 
reversal of the relative acetone content of the two 
phases as shown in Table 13. Perhaps something has been 
lost in the translation from the Russian and Solomko 
actually used Smith's method as a correlative procedure 
to interpolate his data to obtain the two points.
As can be seen in Table 13 the Renon and Black 
equation both do poorly for this system. The underlined 
compositions were fixed at the same mole fraction as 
the experimental data and illustrate the difficulty 
of comparing weight fractions when water is a component. 
The error in the water content on a mole basis was
135
magnified for Renon's equation for the second point when 
converted to weight fraction.
Water
100 a  Ethanol
Figure 34 Calculated Phase Equilibria 
for the Water-ethanol-butanol-acetone 










3 mole % Acetone
4.8 mole °L Acetone
0 0.5 0.6 0.7 ,0.8I------------ ^ ---------- ,------------ ,------------ (-------
Mole fraction water in the butanol-rich phase, 
acetone free basis
Figure 35 Selectivity of Butanol Relative to Ethanol corresponding 
to Quaternary in Figure 34 with Renon's Equation
Water
TOO Ethanol
Figure 36 Calculated Phase Equilibria 
for the Water-ethanol-butanol-acetone 








- -  8
3 mole % Acetone
4.8 mole % Acetone
.. 6
6 mole % Acetone
-- 4
-  _  2
0.5 0.6
Mole fraction water in the butanol-rich phase, 
acetone free basis
Figure 37 Selectivity of Butanol Relative to Ethanol Corresponding 
to Quaternary in Figure 36 with Black's Equation.
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TABLE 13
TWO SELECTED EXPERIMENTAL POINTS FOR THE QUATERNARY 
WATER (1) -ETHANOL (2)-BUTANOL (3)'-ACETONE (4)
AT 25°C
Weight Fraction 
Butanol Layer Aqueous Layer
1 2  3 £ 1 _2 3_ 1
Water Butanol Water Butanol





.841 .096 .0047 .0583
.32 .0235 .5825 .074 .813 
Calculated with Black's Equation
.106 .01 .071
.3182 .0313 .5529 .0976 .8283 
Calculated with Renon's Equation
.0198 .088 .064






.826 .0315 .092 .0505
.306 .1089 .5625 .028 .811 
Calculated with Black's Equation
.048 .1037 .0373
.3203 .1198 .5361 .0237 .8167 
Calculated with Renon's Equation
.0771 .0886 .0176
.424 .1483 .4116 .0161 .6887 .1238 .1738 .0137
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TABLE 14
CONSTANTS FOR WATER (1)-METHANOL (2)-BUTANOL (3)
TERNARY AT 2 5°C
Renon
Binary • •ij Dij °3i aij
Water-Butanol 1-3 2223 493. 4 .4188










Binary ij a. .213 aji2 Cij Rij
Water-
Butanol 1-3 1.4056 1.1746 .8254 1.196
Water-
Methanol 1-2 .181 . 2521 - .0987 .718 V/L
Butanol- 








The vapor-liquid data for the butanol-methanol 
binary was atmospheric constant-pressure data and gave 
incorrect results as shown in Figure 39. This binary 
was then adjusted rather drastically with the TERNFIT 
regression computer program to fit the data of Mueller 
et al. (13) for this ternary. Mueller's data was at 
15° and 30°C and was linearly interpolated for 25°C.




Figure 38 Phase Equilibria for 
the Water-methanol-butanol Ternary 
at 25 C using Renon's Activity 
Equation.
Weight %
Experimental *- —  
Calculated .




Figure 39 Phase Equilibria for 
the Water-methanol-butanol Ternary 









CONSTANTS FOR WATER (1)-ETHANOL (2)-BUTANOL (3)- 
METHANOL (4) QUATERNARY AT 2S°C
Binary i i
Renon
n • ■ 3 1 “ij
Water-Butanol 1-3 2223 493.4 .4188
Water-Ethanol 1-2 1579 -621.0 .1040
Butanol-Ethanol 3-2 491.0 -225.0 .0500
Methanol-Ethanol 4-2 219.0 -173.0 . 2250
Water-Methanol 1-4 138.5 133.8 .0286
Butanol-Methanol 3-4 -126.0 381.0 .4000
Black
Binary • ■13 a- -2 13 v 2T *1 cij Rij
Water-Butanol 1-3 1.4056
J  j .  ..
1.1746 .8254 1.1967
Water-Ethanol 1-2 .3232 .6923 -.0959 .4668
Butanol-Ethanol 3-2 1.000 .8670 .9945 1.1534
Methanol-Ethanol 4-2 -.0 200 -.0200 - .0200 1.0000
Water-Methanol 1-4 .181 . 2521 -.0987 .7180
Butanol-Methanol 3-4 1.600 1.065 .1700 1.5023
R32i a R12/Ri3 = *3901
r42 R12/R14 = •6501
Discussion of System
The last quaternary data was by Frolov e_t al.
(14) who provided only the composition of the phase 
surface and not tie line compositions. A comparison 
of the calculated and experimental data is given at the 
end of this chapter and in Appendix D. Both equations 
were in error in the butanol-rich phase. For the 
Renon equation this was due to the poor fit on the 
right side of the water-methanol-butanol ternary in 
Figure 38. As was pointed out before, the Black 
equation gave a poor fit for the water-ethanol-butanol 
system as shown in Figure 28. The Renon fit could 
probably be improved by varying the water-methanol 
constants but since these were based on reliable 
vapor-liquid data this was not done. The selectivity 
plots Figure 41 and 43 show quite different trends 
for the Renon and Black equations. With the Renon 
equation, addition of methanol decreases the selectivity, 
with the Black equation it increases the selectivity.
Of course with no tie line data the selectivity cannot 
be calculated for the experimental data.
Ethanol
Figure 40 Calculated Phase Equilibria 
for the Water-ethanol-butanol-methanol 








6 mole % 
Methanol
0.6 0.7
Mole fraction water in the butanol-rich phase, 
methanol free basis
Figure 41 Selectivity of Butanol Relative to Ethanol Corresponding 
to Figure 40 with Renon's Equation.
Ethanol
Figure 42 Calculated Phase Equilibria 
for the Water-ethanol-butanol- methanol 






3 mole % methanol







Mole fraction water in the butanol-rich phase, 
methanol free basis
Figure 43 Selectivity of Butanol Relative to Ethanol for 
Quaternary in Figure 42 using Black’s Equation.
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TABLE 16
CONSTANTS FOR WATER (1)-ETHANOL (2)-BUTANOL (3)- 





Benzene-Water 5-1 2640 3645 .2230
Benzene-Ethanol 5-2 1244 486.0 .5086
Benzene-Butanol 5-3 1085 463.0 .6363
Benzene-Acetone 5-4 390. 0 -69.40 .3
Black
Binary * • a- -2 *ji2 cij Rij
Benzene-Water 5-1 2.8351 2.0569 .5505 1.3783
Benzene-Ethanol 5-2 .5826 .9627 .06825 .6052
Benzene-Butanol 5-3 .5293 .8173 .1096 .6476
Benzene-Acetone 5-4 .1792 .2030 .04495 .8828
R3 2 = Rl2/R13 = .3901
R42 = Rl2/Rl4 = .7492
R52 = R12/R15 = .6434
Discusssion of System
This five component system was formed by 
adding benzene to the four component system given in 
Table 12. The constants in Table 12 were used in 
addition to those listed here in Table 16. The presence 
of water and benzene introduces two immiscible 
ternaries, water-ethanol-benzene and water-butanol- 
benzene, which could be used as a basis for representing 
this system, but to be consistent the water-ethanol- 
butanol ternary was used as in the fundamental 
quaternaries just studied. .Only a small amount Cl mole 
percent) of benzene was added to displace 1 percent 
of the acetone added in the fundamental quaternary.
Even this small amount of benzene has a pronounced 
effect upon the phase equilibria and selectivity. As 
was seen in Figure 20, where benzene was added to the 
water-methanol-aniline ternary, benzene increases the 
size of the immiscible region. It also prevents the 
acetone from increasing the selectivity as in the 
fundamental quaternary in Figures 3 5 and 37. The increase 
in immiscibility and decrease in selectivity are 




Figure 44 Calculated Phase Equilibria 
for the Water-ethanol-butanol-acetone- 
benzene Five Component System at 25 C 







2 mole % 
Acetone 




Mole fraction water in the butanol-rich phase, 
acetone and benzene free basis
Figure 45 Selectivity of Butanol relative to Ethanol for 
System in Figure 44 with Renon's Equation.
Water
100 Ethanol
Figure 46 Calculated Phase Equilibria 
for the Water-ethanol-butanol-acetone- 
benzene Five Component System at 25 C 











2 mole % Acetone 
1 mole % Benzene
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
 h
Mole fraction water in the butanol-rich phase, 
acetone and benzene free basis
Figure 47 Selectivity of Butanol Relative to Ethanol for 
System in Figure 46 with Black's Equation.
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TABLE 17
CONSTANTS FOR WATER (1)-ETHANOL (2)-BUTANOL (3)- 




Dii D. • Ji a . .13
Acetone-Water 5-1 452.0 769.0 .214
Acetone-Ethanol 5-2 210.0 325.0 .3
Acetone-Butanol 5-3 -546.5 1347 .1880
Ace tone-Methano1 5-4 300.0 99.20 .8091
Black
Binary • «il aij2 aji2 Cij R. • 11
Acetone-Water 5-1 .7880 .4910 .1440 1.6049
Acetone-Ethanol 5-2 .37 .35 .017 1.0571
Acetone-Butanol 5-3 1.254 1.951 .981 .6427
Acetone-Methanol 5-4 .2148 .3461 -.00067 .6206
*32 = Rl2/*13 = -3901
*42 ~ *12/^14 = .6501
*52 = *12/*15 = *7492
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Discussion of System
This five component system was formed by adding 
acetone to the water-ethanol-butanol-methanol quaternary 
given in Table 15. The constants in Table 15 were 
used in addition to those in Table 17. As can be seen 
in Figures 34-37, the water-ethanol-butanol-acetone 
quaternary in Figures 34-37 has a very normal effect 
on the ternary diagram and increases the selectivity 
with both the Renon and Black equation. In Figures 
40-43 it can be seen that methanol affects the ternary 
in much the same way as acetone with Black's equation 
but lowers the selectivity with Renon's equation.
In Figures 48 and 50 the methanol-acetone 
mixture affects the phase boundary much as would be 
expected from the two alone. In Figures 49 and 51 
with the Renon equation the 1% acetone has the primary 
effect and raises the selectivity while with Black's 
equation the mixture has the same effect as the two 
separately, raising the selectivity.
Water
'°0a  Ethanol
Figure 48 Calculated Phase Equilibria 
for the Water-ethanol-butanol-methanol 
-acetone Five Component System at 25°C 





2 mole % methanol 




Mole fraction water in butanol-rich phase, 
methanol and acetone free basis
Figure 49 Selectivity of Butanol Relative to Ethanol for 
System in Figure 48 with Renon's Equation.
Water
100 a  Ethanol
Figure 50 Calculated Phase Equilibria 
for the Water-ethanol-butanol-methanol 
-acetone Five Component System at 25 C 




2 mole% methanol 
1 mole% acetone
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
Mole fraction water in butanol-rich phase, 
methanol and acetone free basis
Figure 51 Selectivity of Butanol Relative to Ethanol for 
System in Figure 49 with Black's Equation.
TABLE 18
CONSTANTS FOR WATER (1)-ETHANOL (2)-BUTANOL (3)- 




Dii a * *ij
Benzene-Water 5-1 2640 3645 .2230
Benzene-Ethanol 5-2 1244 486 .5086
Benzene-Butanol 5-3 1085 463 .6363
Benzene-Methanol 5-4 -1430 2800 .0372
Black
Binary ij a- -2 aij
2
*ji cij Rij
Benzene-Water 5-1 2.8351 2.0569 . 5505 1.3783
Benzene-Ethanol 5-2 .5826 .9627 .06825 .6052
Benzene-Butanol 5-3 . 5293 .8173 .1096 .6476
Benzene-Methanol 5-4 .95 .71 -.19 1.338
R32 b r 12/r13 = -3901 
r42 = R12/R14 = -6501 
R52 = Rl2/R15 = -6434
Discussion of System
In this system the fundamental quaternary 
water-ethanol-butanol-methanol has been modified by 
addition of benzene. The constants in Table 18 were 
used in addition to those in Table 15. The effect in 
Figures 52 and 54 is as expected with benzene--a 
pronounced increase in the size of the immiscible 
region. Comparing Figures 41, 43 and 53, 55 shows 
that with Renon's and Black's equations, the benzene 
addition significantly decreases the selectivity.
Water
100 a  Ethanol
Figure 52 Calculated Phase Equilibria 
for the Water-ethanol-butanol-methanol 
-benzene Five-Component System at 25°C 
using Renon's Activity Equation.
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- -  2
Mole fraction water in the butanol-rich phase, 
methanol and benzene free basis
Figure 53 Selectivity of Butanol Relative to Ethanol for 
System in Figure 52 with Renon's Equation.
Water
100 Ethanol
Fieure 54 Calculated Phase Equilibria 
for the Water-ethanol-butanol-methanol 
-benzene Five-Component System at 25°C 








2 % Methanol 
1 % Benzene
0.5
-t— Oj.6 0.7 ¥ 1-
Mole fraction water in the butanol-rich phase, 
methanol and benzene free basis
Figure 55 Selectivity of Butanol Relative to Ethanol for 
System in Figure 54 with Black's Equation.
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TABLE 19
CONSTANTS FOR WATER (1)-ETHANOL (2)-BUTANOL C3)- 
METHANOL (4)-ACETONE (5)-BENZENE (6) SIX 




Benzene-Water 6-1 2640 3645 .2230
Benzene-Ethanol 6-2 1244 486.0 .5086
Benzene-Butanol 6-3 1085 463.0 .6363
Benzene-Methanol 6-4 -1430 2800 .0372
Benzene-Acetone 6-5 390. 0 -69.40 .3
Black
Binary * • 2aij aji
2 r*
i j Rij
Benzene-Water 6-1 2.8351 2.0569 .5505 1.3783
Benzene-Ethanol 6-2 . 5826 .9627 .06825 .6052
Benzene-Butanol 6-3 .5293 .8173 .1096 .6476
Benzene-Methanol 6-4 .95 .71 -.19 1.338
Benzene-Acetone 6-5 .1792 .203 .04495 , 8828
R32 R12/R13 = .3901 R52 = R12/R1S = .7492
R42 = r 12^r14 = .6501 R62 = r 12/r16 = .6434
Discussion of System
In Table 19 all of the immiscible butanol-water 
ternaries, quaternaries and five-component systems 
combine in the six-component system which adds benzene 
to the five-component system given in Table 17. All 
of the constants in Table 17 were used in addition to 
those in Table 19. Some 45 constants were required 
to represent this system. Addition of the mixture of 
methanol-acetone-benzene to the ternary is entirely 
characterized by the benzene as shown on the phase 
diagrams in Figures 56 and 58 for both the Renon and 
Black equation. In Figure 57 and 59 the mixture of the 
three additives lowers the selectivity while in Figure 
49 and 51 methanol and acetone alone Taised the 
selectivity. Again benzene exerts the overwhelming 
effect of the three components in increasing the 
immiscibility and decreasing the selectivity.
100 a  Ethanol
Figure 56 Calculated Phase Equilibria 
for Water-ethanol-butanol-methanol- 
acetone-benzene Six-Component System 
at 25°C using Renon's Equation.
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Mole fraction water in the butanol-rich phase, 
methanol, acetone and benzene free basis
Figure 57 Selectivity of Butanol Relative to Ethanol for 
System in Figure 56 with Renon's Equation.
Water
100A  Ethanol
Figure 58 Calculated Phase Equilibria 
for Water-ethanol-butanol-methanol- 
acetone-benzene Six-Component System 













0.6 0.7+ + 0.8-H-
Mole fraction water in the butanol-rich phase, 
methanol, acetone and benzene free basis
Figure 59 Selectivity of Butanol Relative to Ethanol for 
System in Figure 58 with Black's Equation.
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C. Summarized Comparison of Experimental and 
Calculated Quaternary Data
A number of selected experimental points were
calculated with the phase equilibrium calculation and
are presented in Appendix D. Some of these points were
calculated with both Renon’s and Black’s activity equation
and these are compared here in two ways. The first
method of comparison is in Table 20 where the root mean
square deviations between experimental and calculated
equilibria are presented.
TABLE 20
ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE DEVIATIONS BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND 










aniline-benzene S 5 .049 ....
Water-ethanol- 
butanol-acetone 5 20 .034 .023
Water-ethanol- 
butanol-methanol 4 4 .0145 .012
In Figures 60 through 64 parity plots of 
calculated versus experimental composition are shown. 
More points are shown in Figures 61 and 62 because
equilibrium tie lines were given with this data and more 
compositions were available for comparison with each 
point. These two figures have an expanded scale which 
exaggerates the scatter of the points.
In order to simplify the calculation, two of the 
compositions were fixed at the experimental values at 
each point. This throws all of the error into the other 
compositions and the error is also somewhat dependent 
on which two compositions were fixed (see Appendix D). 
Fot this reason, the errors in Table 20 could probably 
be reduced by 10 to 20 percent by a more judicious 
selection of fixed compositions. These points were not 
presented on the parity plots Figures 60-64.
This first quaternary was the most non-ideal and 
contained the highly immiscible benzene-water binary.
The large RMS error (Table 20) in the calculation was 
not surprising. In the second quaternary the errors are 
large because of the large interactions occurring in 
the quaternary that are not accounted for by the binary 
constants based on vapor-liquid data. The RMS error 
is smaller for the Black equation because of fortuitous 
errors in the two ternaries as can be seen in Figures 28 
and 33. Both equations did a fairly good job with the 
last quaternary and the errors are due to poor fits in 
the ternaries as can be seen in Figures 28 and 39. The 
parity plots show essentially the same results as Table 
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Figure 60 Parity Plot of Calculated Versus Experimental
Composition for the Water-methanol-aniline-Benzene Quaternary
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Experimental Mole Fractions
Figure 61 Parity Plot of Calculated Versus Experimental
Composition for the Water-ethanol-butanol-acetone Quaternary






0.0 .02 .04 .08
Experimental Mole Fractions
Figure 62 Parity Plot of Calculated Versus Experimental
Composition for the Water-ethanol-butanol-acetone Quaternary











Experimental Mole Fraction Methanol
Figure 63 Parity Plot of Calculated Versus Experimental
Composition for the Water-ethanol-butanol-methanol Quaternary








Experimental Mole Fraction Methanol
Figure 64 Parity Plot of Calculated Versus Experimental
Composition for the Water-ethanol-butanol-methanol Quaternary
at 25 C using Black's Activity Equation.
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The calculation of multicomponent liquid-liquid 
phase equilibrium by numerical solution of the equal 
activity equation is possible and can be performed in 
a short enough computer execution time to make repetitive 
calculations in a trial-and-error design routine 
economically feasible. Prediction of ternary data 
from binary data is not very reliable--particularly 
near the plait point, although ternary data could nearly 
always be represented by adjustment of the predicted 
binary constants. Quaternary data can be predicted 
from accurate ternary representations where there is 
little interaction between the ternaries. The presence 
of highly immiscible binaries such as benzene-water 
makes the quaternary prediction much less accurate.
The Renon equation is recommended for the 
calculation of liquid-liquid phase equilibrium rather 
than the Black equation. Uncertainties in the formula­
tion of the Black equation involving the R^j terms 
and the much greater tendency of the Black equation to
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yield multiple solutions to the liquid-liquid equilibrium 
equations make the use of this equation difficult. The 
Renon equation is much simpler to program for the 
computer and more clearly derived from theoretical 
considerations by Renon. Although not used very often 
in this research, Renon has recommended values for his 
third parameter ctn based on molecular structure which 
can be useful where data is scarce.
Recommended future work in this area includes 
experimental work to determine the tie lines for the 
water-methanol-aniline-benzene and the water-ethanol- 
butanol-methanol quaternaries. Resolution of the 
differences between the two sets of data for the water- 
acetone-butanol ternary may show the data for the 
quaternary with acetone is in error. In addition five 
component data for the systems calculated here would 
be of value as well as quaternary data involving aromatic 
and paraffin hydrocarbons with solvents such as sulfolane.
It is recommended that other activity equations 
be tried with the liquid-liquid calculation. It would 
be of interest to see if an equation containing ternary 
or quaternary constants would be better in predicting 
or representing the quaternary systems.
It is now possible to include the phase 
equilibrium calculation in a trial and error extraction 
design calculation. No difficult problems are anticipated
in making this calculation using the computer programs 
presented here to provide solubilities and selectivities 




DERIVATION OF FREE ENERGY EQUATIONS
A, Blacks Equation
Black (1) (2) has modified the van Laar equation 
for the molar excess free energy of a solution by 
addition of an empirical expression. The derivation 
of the van Laar equation presented here is from 
Prausnitz (3). Van Laar derived his equation for excess 
free energy based on a model of a mixture of two liquids 
at constant temperature and pressure. He assumed that 
there was no volume change on mixing and that the 
entropy of mixing was that of an ideal solution so that 
the excess entropy above that of an ideal solution was 
zero--the "regular" solution. With these two assumptions 
the excess free energy of mixing becomes equal to the 
internal energy change of mixing since
GE » UE + PVE - TSE (1)
In order to calculate the internal energy, van 
Laar constructed a three-step, isothermal, thermodynamic 
cycle wherein the pure liquids were first vaporized to 
some arbitrarily low pressure, mixed with no change in 
internal energy and recompressed to the original pressure.
Van Laar assumed that he could use van der Waal's equation 
for the volumetric properties of the pure fluids and 
also the mixture, using only pure fluid van der Waals 
constants and certain mixing rules
|amix “ X1 |al1*1 * x2 1*2 (2)
bmix = X1 bl + x2 b2
The result is an internal energy change or excess free 
energy of
X1 x2 bl b 2 




On differentiating, one obtains
A<




B ’ x2‘ (5)
Using these equations it is possible to predict binary 
activity coefficients from the pure component van der 
Waals constants. Generally the constants A' and B' are 
evaluated from binary vapor-liquid or liquid-liquid 
data for greater accuracy.
Defining Qv as GE/2.3RT from the van Laar 
equation, Black has proposed an empirical correction 
Qe to account for the net effect of pure component 
association and interassociation.
Q “ Qv + Qe
Q e - .5 1 1  (XR-XM)2 I I Crm xr x C8)
M R  m r
R and M *are class designations as explained by Black.
Generally a class of components consists of an 
homologous series of hydrocarbons, or a single component 
where there is no common feature among the components.
The use of classes can be helpful in multicomponent 
systems where experimental data is scarce. Black has 
shown that examination of the data in ternary 
combinations with two components in the same class 
enables one to calculate all of the constants for one 
binary from the constants for the other two binaries.
In this research all components were placed in individual 
classes but the equations are derived for the general 
case.
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Equation (8) adds a third constant C^j which 
turns out at infinite dilution to be an adjustment to the 
van Laar constants
log Yj0 =■ A ’ = aij2 + Cij . (9J
Apparently this is the inspiration for Blackfs empirical 
term, equation (8).
Differentiating Q, using Euler's theorem for 
homogeneous functions, Black has shown that
3 Q v  , 3Qe f t  aylog Yi = + 3^e (10)
which adds an additional term to the van Laar activity 
coefficient equations (4) and (5).
Esi" ‘ 3Qe un
E si - I t(Xs - Xr)2 (I Cir x r )] +
R r
y  [ ( X g  - Xr) (2 - 3 ( X c  ■ Xr)> ( I  C S r  Xg xr )]
R sr
- 1.5 y t(Xr - XM)2 a crm x r xffl)] (12)
RM rm
Interpretation of this equation is not straight­
forward and several versions are available. The
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interpretation used here is illustrated by a sample 
expansion of one term in this equation.
I (Xs " Xr} (i Csr xs xr) 
R sr
(13)
R is a general class designator which assumes all class 
values including the particular class S which contains 
component i for which y is being calculated. Small s 
and r must also take on all component values within 
their respective classes, S and R, including i in the 
class S. A five component system with two classes is 
used as follows.
Class I Class XI
Component 1 and 2 Component 3, 4 and 5
I (XS - Xr) cl Csr Xs Xr) =sr
(XI " xIl) (c13 X1 x3 + c14 X1 x4
+ Cis x5 + C23 x2 x3 + c24 x2 x4
+ C25 x2 x5) (14)
where Xj = x^ + x2
XII = x3 + x4 + x$
This expression is for i = 1 or 2. Although this particu­
lar expression is the same for all of the components in a
class, the first term in equation (12) is dependent on
i, so that the Esi term is different for each component,,
B. Renonfs Nonrandom, Two-Liquid Equation
Renon and Prausnitz (4) consider the possible 
surroundings (local composition) of a molecule in a 
solution and derive an expression for the overall molar 
excess free energy of the solution. In order to calculate 
the local molecular composition of the solution from the 
overall mole fraction he used an assumption of Wilson's 
which is similar to the quasichemical theory of 
Guggenheim. But to further characterize non-randomness 
he introduced a parameter into Wilson's expression 
as shown„
*21 B X2 exp (-q12 g2l/RT)
X11  ̂ X1 e*P C-a12 Kll/RT)
The exponentials represent modified Boltzman factors 
from statistical mechanics.
In order to calculate the free energy of the 
local molecular solution, Renon used Scott's two liquid 
theory which assumes that there are two fluids of mole­
cular cells in the binary mixture. At this point Wilson 
used the Flory-Huggins theory for polymer molecules in
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solution to derive the Wilson equation. Renon1s 
assumption gave a simple expression for the excess free 
energy in terms of the overall and local compositions.
°E “ X1 X21 (&21 ‘ 8ll) + x2 x12 (212 * 222) <16)
In both of these equations it is impossible to determine 
the energies of interaction (gij) independently of phase 
‘equilibrium so that they must be treated as constants 
to be determined from binary data. Renon has based his 
model on the total free energy expression, equation (13, 
rather than just the internal energy as van Laar proposed.
He has accounted for both the enthalpy and entropy on 
mixing and, if his development is correct, Renon1s 
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APPENDIX B 
DESCRIPTION OF OPTIMIZATION PROGRAMS
The following optimization procedures were all 
tested in the calculation of liquid-liquid phase 
equilibrium and compared as discussed in Chapter 4.
They are presented in approximate order of increasing 
complexity.
A. Pattern and Rosenbrock Search
Pattern search is a very simple but effective, 
multivariable, discrete search technique. It uses no 
derivatives, gradients or matrices in arriving at the 
optimum. It perturbs a variable, evaluates the objective 
function and asks but one question--is the new value of 
the function better than the old value? In perturbing 
each variable separately it observes a "pattern" of 
successful moves--for example, success is obtained when 
is increased, X2 increased and X3 decreased several 
times in a series. The procedure then perturbs all of 
the variables at the same time in like manner. If 
this proves successful, the size of this "pattern" 
move is increased.
If at any time no better value of the function 
can be found, the size of the steps is decreased by a
factor of ten. When this decrease has occurred a 
preset number of times at one point without success, 
the optimal point is declared. However, a saddle point 
with a very vague path leading to the optimum or a steep, 
highly curved valley can result in a sub-optimal stopping 
point for Pattern Search.
Hooke and Jeeves (1) originally developed this 
search algorithm. Wilde and Beightler (2) give an 
‘excellent detailed example from which Moore et al.
(3) programmed the subroutine used in this research.
Rosenbrock (4) has devised a similar procedure 
particularly well suited for narrow, curved valleys which 
aligns the co-ordinate system with the principal axis of 
any valley present. The variables are perturbed along 
this co-ordinate system rather than the original, 
independent system.
B. Powellfs 1965 Non-Derivative Method
This optimization procedure was designed by 
Powell (5) specifically for least squares minimization 
but is applicable to any objective function. Derivatives 
are calculated directly only on the first iteration 
fusing finite differences) in order to define an 
optimal direction of search. The search direction is 
determined using the derivatives in a Taylor series
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expansion of the gradient of the objective function.
A quadratic fit is used to find the minimum along that 
optimal line. The procedure is unique in that the 
objective function values obtained in the one dimensional 
search along the line are also used to approximate the 
derivatives and redefine the optimal search direction. 
This iteration is repeated until the move in the search 
direction is very small.
C. Davidon's Method
the optimization surface to define a direction in which 
to search for the optimum. He approximates the objective 
function with the standard quadratic form.
where f is the sum of the squared residuals of the 
activity equations, is constant and G^j is the Hessian 
matrix of derivatives, defined:
Using this approximation, the first derivative vector or 
gradient is:
Davidon (6) uses a quadratic approximation to
n , n n
Gij ■ rej (2)
g * a + £ x (3)
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The minimum of f occurs at
x - xQ + tT1 g (4)
assuming the Hessian matrix can be evaluated and in­
verted.
Davidon's optimization procedure does not 
evaluate the Hessian matrix inverse directly but 
approximates it, after starting with the identity matrix 
T, using information gained by a search along the line
S = -fi , g (5)
where H is the approximation to the Hessian inverse. A
one dimensional quadratic fit is used to determine the 
minimum along the line F. The computer program used here 
was written by the author. Finite forward differences 
were used to evaluate the first derivatives for up­
dating the Hessian in equation (3). Appropriate size 
tests on the step size along S and on IT were used to 
determine convergence.
D. Powell's 1968 Method and Law's Diagonal 
Discrimination
These two optimization procedures are the most
sophisticated used in this research. They involve a
combination of two optimization procedures --one that
performs better away from the optimum and one that is
better near the optimum. Both Powell (7) and Law (8) 
use the residual from each equation as well as the sum 
of squared residuals in reaching the optimum. The 
previous procedures used only the latter. It is 
important to note that the advantages derived from this 
are applicable only to the solution of systems of 
equations where the final value of the residuals is 
zero. Law includes variable transformations and unique 
logic in implementing his procedures. As would be 
expected these two programs require the greatest storage 
but, as was pointed out in Chapter 4, Powell's 1968 
equation solving routine gives significantly more reliable 
convergence to the final answer than all of the others.
Powell (7) calculates a change cT in the vector 
of independent variables x° that will give an improved 
value of the objective function
x1 *= x° ♦ 3 C6J
by using a combination of the Newton Raphson procedure 
and the steepest descent method. It is well recognized 
that near the optimum the Newton Raphson algorithm 
converges quite rapidly but can diverge if started far 
from the solution. The reverse is true for the steepest 
descent method which can zig-zag badly near the optimum. 
His procedure for combining these two algorithms is 
unique.
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The Jacobian matrix is defined
\\
where f is the squared residual from the k equation.
The Jacobian is equivalent to the derivative in Newton's 
one dimensional root-finding algorithm. The correction 
vector <T is calculated by solution of the following 
system of linear equations
This is equivalent to projecting to zero along the slope 
of the function in approximating the root for the Newton 
method.
The method of steepest descents calculates 
the direction of search only:
with the best distance to move in that direction 
unspecified, Powell calculates that distance vector 
Wg from
n
I , Jkj dj = -fk(x) j»l
(7)
n
gi = -I Jji fj (x) (8)
W - Hill2/ llJgll2 (9)
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As long as the length of cl computed from the 
Newton method is less than some preset maximum A, he 
uses (T alone. If the length of the steepest 
descent vector Wg; is greater than A, then the Mg’ is 
used to correct x°. The maximum limit A becomes a 
minimum for steepest descent where small steps can 
be a problem. If both of these tests fail then a linear 
interpolation formula is used between the steepest 
descent and Newton vectors. The size of A is periodically 
adjusted as long as the Jacobian is well behaved. This 
procedure continues until the step sizes become quite 
small or the objective function is close enough to zero.
Law's Diagonal Discrimination (8) uses the
Gauss-Newton algorithm [equivalent to the Newton-
Raphson method used by Powell) and a modified steepest 
descent method. The steepest descent method is prone 
to zig-zag on a ridge (valley) or near the optimum.
Law uses a similarity transformation to eliminate local 
interaction between the variables and weights the 
steepest descent direction so that it coincides with 
the Newton method under the proper conditions.
Law uses the Hessian matrix of residual 
derivatives
n 3f* Sf-;
G“  " 5 - i  ^  ^
with derivatives evaluated by finite differences.
Powell rejected the entire Newton correction 
vector cT of equation (6) if the total length was too 
large. Law "discriminates," rejecting only elements 
corresponding to certain variables depending upon a 
relationship between the diagonalized elements of the 
transformed Hessian and the length of the Newton move. 
This permits the more desirable Newton move to be used 
for some variables. The weighted steepest descent method 
is used otherwise.
Law's procedure is directed only at finding an 
optimum direction for the search, unlike Powell, who 
attempts to estimate the distance along the vector as 
well. Law uses a one-dimensional search routine to 
locate the minimum along the optimal direction vector.
The question of which procedure is better has not been 
answered. The degree of accuracy in determining the 
minimum along the vector before redetermining the 
optimal vector is an optimization problem in its own 
right and probably highly dependent on the type of 
objective function.
In this research the objective function contains 
a great number of crossproduct terms of the type xi X2»
X1 x2 x3» etc. which produce interaction between the 
variables and the curving valley objective function 
shown in Chapter 4. It is likely that the co-ordinate
transformation used by Law to eliminate local interaction 
is the key to the success of his algorithm.
The elements of the diagonalized Hessian can 
also be used to determine "null effect variables" 
which locally produce no change in the objective 
function. It is null effect variables which cause the 
inflection or saddle points found in the objective 
function in Chapter 4. When an element of the 
diagonalized Hessian becomes very small, then the 
variable corresponding to that element is temporarily 
eliminated from the optimization as a null effect 
variable. This permits the optimization to proceed 
where some algorithms would stop.
In order to limit the size of the Newton 
correction, Law depends on external "scaling." Scale 
factors must be given to his subroutines which indicate 
the magnitude of the change in the sum of squared 
residuals with a certain change in the independent 
variables, although Law recommends that these 
scale factors be only roughly estimated with the order 
of magnitude of each variable, the finite differences 
derivative of the objective function has been used to 
calculate scale factors in this research. This seems 
to make a good deal of difference in the reliability 
of the convergence for this particular problem.
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BINARY ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT CONSTANTS
The constants presented in the first table were
calculated by a regression fit of vapor-liquid total
vapor pressure data at constant temperature using
program PFIT in Appendix E. The table contains constants
for the Renon and Black activity equations,, For each
binary, the first constants presented are = (E21“2h^»
d21 " (B12"822) an(* a12 ^or Renon's equation. The
2 2second set of constants are Black’s a ^  * ^21 » c12* 
oy and Op are the root-mean-square difference 
(times 1000) between experimental and calculated vapor 
mole fraction aid total pressure (as a fraction of 
experimental pressure) as used by Renon in his work.
The average op with Renon's equation was 11.5 and with 
Black's 8.0 indicating greater flexibility for the 
Black equation in fitting vapor/liquid data. The 
constant pressure constants were calculated by a 
regression fit of the calculated activity coefficients.
The second table contains constants for 
immiscible binarys based on experimental mutual 
solubilities and one infinite dilutior, activity co­
efficient.
TABLE X













c12 cry Op Autho
Acetone-Aniline 20 9 -1708 -381 1.61 6.4 Cl)





















































































Cl2_. .... aP Author
Ace tone-Me thano1 100 mm 6 300 99.2 .8091 (6)
.2148 .3461 -.001
Acetone-Methanol 760 mm 23 -45.4 471 .2199 _ _ C6). 2803 . 2431 -.0132
Acetone-Phenol 50 10 -4977 6841 .0533 3.9 53.7 (7)
-.6143 -.8614 .2706 2.9 28.4
Acetone-Phenol 56.3 10 -3461 5476 .1008 3.5 41.0 (7)
-.6148 -.8552 .254 2.8 29.1
Acetone-Phenol 68 7 -3543 5856 .1105 4.4 36.4 (7)-.7698 -.9323 .2971 4.0 32.2
Acetone-Phenol 75 6 -4585 6532 .0737 4.0 49.2 (7)-.7628 -.9289 .3134 4.7 32.6
Aniline-Water 20 9 1682 2383 . 2694 --- ---- (8)
Acetone-Water 25 13 452 769 .2138 13.4 18.7 (9)
.8300 .7549 .0169 13.7 18.5



























































C12 cry op Author
486 .5086 6.6 4.8 (11).9627 .0683 9.1 7.8
463 .6363 --- 2.4 (12)
.8173 .1096 --- 5.5
-357 .3 7.0 3.0 (13)
. 2743 .0137 6.8 2.3
-363 .3 2.1 1.4 (14)
. 2227 .0074 1.7 .8
2171 .0445 24.3 (15)
.8136 -.1527 --- 15.6
2669 .0384 ... 27.0 (15)
.7415 -.1992 --- 12.7
3065 . .0352 * • 19.3 (15)
.6905 -.1468 * - - 9.5
-1155 .122 16.4 7.9 (16)
-.9477 .0171 16,6 7.5
2163 .393 16.1 8.3 (17)
.6663 .1295 17.2 10.2
TABLE 1
I *!°- d12T Exp.
Binary (l)-(2) °C Pts. al22
Ethanol-Methanol 10 9 -992
-.0172
Ethanol-Methanol 20 9 -274
-.0469
Ethanol-Methanol 30 9 -102
.0036
Ethanol-Methanol 40 9 -176
- 2.11
Ethanol-Water 25 10 -621
.7153
Methanol-Water 25 9 134
. 2521
Phenol-Water 44 19 -1257
1.565






C12 Oy aP Auth
1340 .1595 _ _ 12.3 (15)
-.4385 -.0276 10.0
265 . 2694 8 .0- (15)
t .0158 -.0506 2.3
115 .2183 7.9 (15)
-.0458 .0111 6.3
172 .2725 4.9 (15)
- .003 -.0258 2.6
1579 .1043 8.0 11.3 (18)
.4072 -.0939 4.6 7.0
138.5 .0286 10.1 17.9 (19)
.181 -.0987 10.8 6.9
3498 .1184 3.1 12.7 (16)
.4292 -.0751 3.2 12.9
2252 . 5071 3.0 9.1 (20)





















































D 2 1 a i 2 
2a2i Ci2 oy op Author
2543 . 5431 4.2 4.3 (20)
.4704 -.8499 6.3 2.6
2443 .5371 9.9 2.6 (20)
.4956 -.7611 13.9 1.6
1877 .048 1.0 0.8 (21)
.8494 -.0064 0.9 0.1
1182 .403 8.9 5.3 (21)
.7469 .0858 11.1 7.1
1637 .0787 1.4 1.0 (21)
.688 -.0058 1.2 0.9
1039 .238 1.8 0.7 (21)
. 8804 .021 1.7 0.3
709 .175 1.3 1.2 (21)
.9089 .0096 1.3 1.2
742 .166 . 1.3 1.1 (21)











































ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT CONSTANTS FROM BINARY MUTUAL SOLUBILITIES 
AND ONE INFINITE DILUTION ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT
Weight Fractions

















25 .0366 .9478 150
20 .99 .312 6.75
25 .0018 .9994 2475
25 .7984 .0620 100
25 .9983 .009 760
50 .99927 .0081 110





















































Weight Fractions d12 °2l a12
Binary (l)-(2) °C n *1 n ° a122 a212 Cl2 Author
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APPENDIX D
TABULATION OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED 
QUATERNARY PHASE EQUILIBRIA
This appendix' contains a tabulation of the 
quaternary phase equilibria which were calculated 
specifically for comparison with experimental data 
in the literature. The following systems and authors 
are given:
Water-Methanol-Aniline-Benzene Francis (1)
Water-Ethanol-Butanol-Acetone Solomko et_ al. (2)
Water-Ethanol-Butanol-Methanol Frolov et̂  al_. (3)
The first and third systems did not contain compositions 
of equilibrium phases (tie lines) so that only the 
phase boundaries could be compared. Note that in each 
calculation two of the compositions have been selected 
to be identical to the experimental data. Some of the 
compositions chosen did not yield convergence with the 
optimization procedure because they were outside of the 
calculated area of miscibility. Generally, the higher 
compositions were chosen where possible since they 
probably contain less percentage error. Selection of
these variables throws all of the error between the 
experimental and calculated equilibria into the other 
six compositions. There are probably better values 
of the fixed variables to choose that would give less 
overall error, but the difference could not be too 
great. Selection of these values is an optimization 
problem in itself.
TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF SELECTED EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED MOLE FRACTIONS USING RENON'S
ACTIVITY EQUATION FOR WATER-METHANOL-ANILINE-BENZENE QUATERNARY AT 250C
Experimental Calculated
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Water AniTine Water AniTine
Methanol Benzene Methanol. Benzene
y .0062 .0539 .0354 .9045
X .6835 .2951 .0132 .0082 .6835 .2951 .0124 .009 '
y .0082 .0901 .0112 .8905
X .588 .3871 .0108 .0141 .588 ,3871 .008 .0169
y .7778 .1923 .0245 .0054
X .3476 .2463 .3363 .0698 .3476 .2463 .2771 . .129
y .7132 .1843 .0936 .0089
X .0705 .0886 .3239 .5171 .0705 .0886 .4146 .4263
y .0285 . 2685 .0091 .6939
X .2648 .5912 .0079 .1361 . 2648 .5912 .0291 .1149
TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF SELECTED EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED MOLE FRACTIONS USING RENON'S


















y .9681 .0018 .0214 . 0 0  87 . 9 61 4 . 01 43 .022 .0 02 2
X . 5804 . 0 31 5 .3693 .0188 . 5804 .0441 .3693 .0062
y .9504 .0044 .0256 .0197 .9404 . 0289 .0284 .0022X . 6249 .0531 . 2957 . 0264 .6249 .0741 .2957 .0053
y .9 425 .0141 .0255 . 01 79 .8789 .0618 .0539 .0054X . 6 345 .0988 . 2581 .. . 0 085 .7223 . . 0988 .1704 .0085
y .9418 .0108 .104 .0682 .9376 .0278 .0298 .0047X . 6355 .0496 . 2843 .0306 .6355 .0689 .2843 .0113
y .9509 .0021 .0 26 5 . 0205 .943 .0154 . 0294 .0122X . 6427 . 0247 . 2884 .0 44 2 .6427 .03 9 . 2834 . 0 299
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TABLE 2 (continued)
1 2  3 4 1 2 3 4
y .9365 .0026 .0316 .0293 .9208 .0115 .0404 .0272
x .7111 .0185 .2117 .0587 .7111 .0226 .2117 .0S46
y .8963 .0199 .0571 .0268 .9208 .0346 .0457 .0169
x .7136 .0774 .1935 .0155 .7136 .0624 .1935 .0305
.9095 .0081 .0466 .0358 .8987 .0056 .0534 .0423
.7654 .0294 .1581 .0471 .7654 .0088 .1581 .0677
TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF SELECTED EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED MOLE FRACTIONS USING BLACK'S
ACTIVITY EQUATION FOR WATER-ETHANOL-BUTANOL-ACETONE QUATERNARY AT 25<>C
Experimental Calculated
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Et Hanoi Acetone Ethanol Acetone
Water Butanol Water Butanol
y ,9681 .0018 .0214 .0087 .9624 .0122 .0195 .0059
X . 5804 .0315 .3693 .0188 . 5804 .0361 .3693 .0142
y .9504 .0044 .0256 .0197 .9481 .0125 .0229 .0166X .6249 .0531 . 2957 . 0264 .6249 .0358 .2957 .0436
y .9425 .0141 .0255 .0179 .9346 .0345 .0247 .0062
X . 6345 .0988 . 2581 , 0085 .6345 .0928 .2581 .0146
y .9418 .0108 .104 .0682 .9474 .0066 .0237 . 0224
X .6355 .0496 . 2843 . d306 .6355 .0188 .2843 .0614
y .9509 .0021 . 0265 .0205 . 9442 . 0088 .0244 .0226X .6427 .0247 . 2884 . 0442 .6427 .0247 .2714 .0612
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TABLE 4
COMPARISON OF SELECTED EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED MOLE FRACTIONS USING RENON'S AND
















y . 5586 .0101 .3769 .0544X .9277 .0108 .028 .0341 .9277 .0035 .028 .0408
y .6737 .094 .221 .0114X .9058 .0509 .0389 .0034 .9058 .046 .0389 .0093
y .7149 .107 .1695 .0087X .8481 .0185 .0692 .0642 .8481 .074 .0692 .0087
y . 8288 .052 .0738 .0454
X . 7294 .0705 .1791 .0211 .7294 .0705 .1506 . 049S


















y .6092 .0308 .3119 .0481
X .9277 .0108 .028 .0341 .9277 .0108 .0236 .0379
y .7064 .1086 .1681 .0169
X .9058 .0509 .0389 .0043 .9058 .0509 .0303 .013
y .9028 .0344 .0317 .0311
X .7294 .0705 .1791 .0211 .7294 ‘ .0705 .1593 .0408
y .9051 .0092 .0282 .0575
X .665 .0229 .2435 .0686 .665 .0229 .2352 .0769
y .954 .0033 .0192 .0235
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This appendix contains the computer programs 
that were used in calculating phase equilibrium in 
this research. Each of the programs is accompanied 
by a detailed description. Several of the programs 
have subroutines that are identical and these subroutines 
are not repeated but reference is made to the program 
where they are given. The regression fit optimization 
program, Law's Diagonal Discrimination (1), is not 
given because of its length and its ready availability 
as a NASA contract report. A brief description of each 
program follows. The language used is Fortran IV.
MISGAP. The program for calculation of multi- 
component liquid-liquid equilibria. The theory behind 
this program is presented in Chapter Three.
TERNFIT. The program for calculation of binary 
activity coefficient equation constants from ternary 
liquid-liquid phase equilibrium data by regression.
This program is discussed in Chapter II.
PFIT. The program for calculation of binary 
activity coefficient equation constants from binary,
isothermal, vapor-liquid data by a regression fit of the 
total pressure.
BLCON. The program for calculation of the three 
constants in Black's activity coefficient equation using 
mutual solubility data and the activity coefficient 
of one component at infinite dilution in the other.
This program is discussed in Chapter II.
RENCON. The program similar to BLCON above, 
using Renon's Equation.
RNC0N2. The program for calculation of two of 
the constants in Renon's NRTL activity equation from 
mutual solubility data when the third constant ALPHA12 
is known. This program is discussed in Chapter II.
B. Computer Program MISGAP
This program calculates liquid-liquid phase 
equilibrium for two or more liquids forming an 
immiscible system. The activity equations are solved 
using Powell's 1968 equation solving optimization 
procedure (2). The result is a set of two different 
liquid compositions which give the same activity for 
each component in the two separate phases. The program 
is the same for either Black's or Renon's activity 
equation except for subroutine BLIQAC which provides 
the activity coefficients.
The main program reads in all input data and 
calls the optimization subroutine NS01A. When the 
optimization is complete, the main program calculates 
selectivities and prints the results, the program is 
written for up to five components but can easily be 
expanded by increasing the dimension sizes.
The main program first reads an identification 
card itfith the eight-letter names of the components,
Dl, D2 . . . , and the temperature T, °K. The next 
card contains the number of components NP, the number 
of classes NC for Black's equation, the reference 
component for the selectivity calculations NREF and the 
number of individual tie lines to be calculated NOBS.
The next two cards contain the starting SCL(I) and ending 
ECL(I) class component numbers for each class I. These 
and all other cards required for Black's equation are 
left blank when using Renon's equation. The next card 
contains the R's for Black's equation. The next NP 
cards contain the A matrix of coefficients for Black's 
or Renon's activity equation. For Black's equation the 
first card contains 0, a2]^, a3i2 • • * I ^or Renon's 
equation 0, (gi2-g22)» (£3.3^ 33) * * • * The next NP 
cards contain the matrix of C coefficients for Black's 
equation-the first card contains 0, C2 ,̂ C31 . . . ; for
Renon's equation 0, alpha2i* alpha^ . . . .  The next 
card contains the molecular weight WMOL of each component.
The next cards concern the optimization program 
and designate which compositions will be varied by the 
optimization and which will be calculated by stoichio­
metry. The first card contains the only X phase 
component to be varied by the program NXOPTV and the X 
and Y phase stoichiometric dependent variables NXDEPV 
and NYDEPV. The next card contains the (NP-1) 
optimization variables in the Y phase NYOPTV. The 
program writes out the above information and begins to 
read the starting values for the tie line compositions 
Y(l) . . . Y(NP) followed by X(l) . . . X(NP). The 
compositions are checked for additivity to 1.0 and then 
the optimization variables XOPT are initiated. STEP 
is the derivative increment, ACC is the optimal size 
of the objective function, MAXFUN is the maximum 
number of objective function evaluations allowed and 
DMAX is the maximum change in composition anticipated 
in any one step. The optimization program NS01A is 
called and returns the optimum parameters in XOPT.
These optimization variables are reconverted to phase 
compositions, selectivities are calculated and the final 
compositions are printed out.
Subroutines NS01A, CALFUN, VALSN and BLIQAC 
(Renon Equation or Black Equation) are required. The
230
program requires 42,400 bytes of storage on the IBM 360/65 
computer and 1-2 seconds of execution time per tie 
line. Most of the program is written in Double 
Precision.
Subroutine CALFUN (N, X, F)
This subroutine converts from N optimization 
variables to 2N mole fractions and obtains the values 
(F) of the equation residuals at the phase composition 
represented by X.
Subroutine VALSN (NP, X, Y, F, JJ)
This subroutine calculates the value F of the 
residual from the JJ th equation at the phase 
compositions X and Y. NP is the number of variables.
The underlined card determines which variable(s) is 
unconstrained in the optimization ( s e e  Constraints 
Chapter IV.)
Subroutine BLIQAC (NP, JJ, X, GL, G or AC)
The two BLIQAC subroutines calculate the activity 
coefficient for component JJ using either Renon's or 
Black's activity coefficient equation. NP is the total 
number of components and the vector X is the composition 
of the phase. The subroutine returns the activity 




nn CO MPu Tf R Pp OGRAM MISGAPTHIS PROGRAM S0LVFS THE NONLINEAR ACTIVITY EQUATIONS TO GIVE THE 
COMPOSITION OF THE t TQUiD-LIQUID MULTICOMPONENT EQUILIBRIUM, 
SUBROUTINES CALFUN, BLIQAC t RENON OR BLACK EQUATION), VALSN AND 
NSOIA ARE REQUIRED.
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-Hjfl-7)
ODI MENS ION X< 5),Y( 5),A( 5, 5),R( 5>,C< 5, 5),GXL< 5>-»GYL< 5)j 
1GX( 5),G Y ( 5),SCL(5),FCl < 5 W  X0PT( 5), X I ( 5 W
2 ACT IVX( 5),ACT IVY( 5),
3WMSL ( 5), XWT ( 5),YWT< 5),SFL( 5) * GRDS.Nl 5) , XF( 5)





COMMON A, C, R, SCL. ECl , T, XI, SN, NX0PTV,NYOPTV, NXDEPV,NYDEPV 
1, NC, NCON 
COMMON /CINT/ KLI 




R E A D (5,91)(S C L (T ),1*1,Nr)









3 READ(5j9 5)(C(I/J)/T*1^n PJ 
95 FORMAT(5F13•A )
C





D07OOII * 1/N0BS 
15 READ(5j110)(VC I ) t I«1i N P )
110 F0RMAT 113F5*A)
20 READ(SjIOO)(X(I ) * I«1/NP)
100 FORMAT(13F5•A )
D6 692 I = 1 j NP 
69? X I (I ) = Xt I)
525 DR5301» 1 # NIP
NSUB = NY6PTVtI)




STEP a l.E-05 
ACC » l • E-07 
KLI =0
MAXFUN » 500 
DMAX ■•2 
IPRINT b 1 
IPRINT * 0
CALL MSO1A(Nj X0PT^F>AJTNV#STEP>DMAX,ACC/MAXFUN/IPRINT#W) 
DB5A0IaljNIP 
NSUBaNYOPTVtI)





IF t I •EQ* NXOEpV ) GO TO 300 
310 SLIMINX = SUMIMX+X<T)
300 CONTINUE
X(NXDEPV) ■l.-S'JMINX 
S'JNINY = 0.0 
DO 3501 = 1, NP








500 ACT IVX(I)-GX(Ii*X(rJ 
DO 6001 1=1,NP 
CALL BL13AC{NP j I,
6001 CONTINUE 
D0510Ia 1,NP
510 ACTIVYtI)=GY(I)*Y< T >
600 TGNSX = 0« 0
DB550I=1,NP 
550 TGMSX = TGNSX + WM0L(I )*X(T ) 
005521=1,NP 
552 XWTtI)=WN0LtI)*X(I1/TGm SX 






x ,g x l ,gxj
Y ,GYL,GY J
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FACT ■ YWT(I)#XWT(n REF)
IF (FACT *GT* .0) SO Tft 559 
S E L (I ) ■ -1.
GO TO 560
559 SEL(I) “ XWT(I>*YWt {NRf F )/FACT
560 IF (SEL ( I ) »GT* 999.) SfL ( T ) «* -1*
FSQ = 0•0
DO 6723 KL*1;NP 
6723 FSO a FS3 + F(<L)**2 
WR I TE(6, 609)
609 FORMAT ('1 CALC WITH POWELLS 1969 FQUAT SOLVING ROUTINE')
WRITE (6,5002) (F (J ),J*1,\ P )
5002 FORMAT C O  RESIDUAI FOR FACH EQUAT I O N ',5E15.6)
WRITE (6,6725) FSQ 
6725 FORMAT ( '0 SUM flF SQUa RFD RESIDUALS ■ '/ E15*2)
WRITE (6,2003) KLI 
2003 FORMAT ('0 FUNCTION EVALUATIONS " I 10)
WRITE (6,5001) T, ni,D?,n3,DA,D5,D6 
5001 FORMAT COMULTICMP SYST TFMPK=', F 7,1,' COMP 1* ',A8,
1' 2» ',A8, ' 3= »,A8,' A. 1,A8, 1 5» ',A8,' 6* *t
2 A 8 )
620 WRITE(6,630)
630 FORMAT!1H0,102HC0MP NO X Y ACT X ACT Y A CO
1EF X A C9FF Y R WT FR X WT FR Y SEL //)
WRITE(6,640) (I,X (I ),Y (T),ACT IVX( I),ACT IVY(I ),Q X (I),G Y (I),R (I), 
1 X W T U  ), YWT< I ) , SEL ( T ) , I a 1, NP )
6AO FORMAT(1H , I 5,3X,F 7 .A,?X,F7•A,2X,F8.A,2X,F8.A,2X,F9*A,2X,F9*A, 
12X/F9.A,2X,F7*A,2X,F 7 •4,?X,F 7 .3)
WRITE(6,650)










670 F9RMAT(iHOj 33HCIJ CONSTANTS USED ARF AS FOLLOWS///) 
D0681J*1/NP 
681 WRITE(6/680) (CdiJlj I*1/NP)
680 FORMAT(1H /15F7.4)
700 CONTINUE 
710 G5 TO 10 
END
SUBROUTINE CALFUN(N# X/F)
THIS SUBROUTINE CBMVFRt S FROM N OPTIMIZATION VARIABLES TO 2N M0LE 
FRACTIONS AND OBTAINS THr VALUE OF THE RESIDUAL FROM EACH EQUATION 
(VECTOR F) AT X. IT IS REQUIRED WITH POWELL'S 1968 EQUATION 
SOLVING ROUTINE.
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HiS-Z)
DIMENSION X { 5 ) j F(fi)i X I f 5),YP< *5) j XP( 5)
DIMENSION C(5.5)/ RC5># SCL(5># ECL<5), A(5/5)
INTEGER*** NYOPTVt 4)
REAL+4 SNI jX #F
COMMON Aj C, R, SCI * ECL* T » XI/ SN, NXOPTVjNYOPTV, NXDEPV,NVDEPV 
1» NC/ NCONc




Y P {NSUB)* X (I)
540 SUMY = SUMY + X (I)
YP(NYDEPV)=1.-SUMY 
D05901 = 1i N 
590 XP(I)aXI ( I )








LX = 0 
LY=i 0
00 6 K=1j N
IF(X P (K ) .LT. 0.0) LX“K 
6 IF (Y P (K ) .LT. O.Ol LY«K 
DO 700 JJ*1,N
CALL VALSN(Nj XP#YP,G , J J )
IF (LX .GT. 0) G= G*DEXPf-500.*XP(LX)) 
IF (LY .GT. 0) G» G*0ExP(-500.*YP(LY)) 
700 F (J J ) = G 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE VALSN(NP#X/Y# F j J J )
C THIS SUBROUTINE PROVIDES THE VALUE OF THE RESIDUAL FROM THE JJTH
C EQUATION AT X.
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H#0-Z)
DIMENSION Y {N P )» ACTlVXt 5 ),ACt IVY( 5>,GX< 5),GY( 5)*GXLt 5>*
1 G YL( 5) j X ( 5) i Xl(5)
DIMENSION C (5»5)/ R(5)i SCL(5). ECL(5)j A(5>5)
INTEGER*^ N Y 0 P T V m
COMMON A* Ct R> SCl , EfL, T > XI t SN, NXQPTV* NYOPTVj NXDEPV,NYDEPV 
I t  N O  NCON 
COMMON /CINT/ <LI 
I » J J
CALL EJLIQAC (NP* .JJ. X,GXLiGX)
236
ACT IVX(I)-GXtI)*X(T)
CALL BLIQAC(NP, .|Jj Y j GYL#GY)
ACTIVY(I)-GY<I>*YC T)
DELX = Y (I) f X < T >
IF (I .EQ« g) DELX » «s 
IF (I.EQ.4) DELX ° .5 
IF (I.EQ. 5) DFLX . «5 
DELX * DELX**4
SM = (( (ACT IVy(I)) - (ACTIVY(I > ))/(DELX ))




SUBROUTINE BLIQAC fN t Jj* X# GLNj AC)
C CALCULATES THE ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT USING REN0N *S EQUATION 
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H/B-Z)
DI MENS I BN X(5)*A(5«5)j RX{5)j AL(5/5)jTGX(5),GX15),TAU(5*5) t






TAU(Jj I) « A(J#I)/(R*T}
80 G U i l )  »DEXP(-ALtJ#I)*TAU( Jj I) )
C
I=JJ
C STAR ■ 0.0 




TGX(J )»0« 0 
G X (J )« 0 •0 
00 53 L«l/N
TGX( J ) =*TGXt J) + TAtl(L/J)*GIL/J)#X(L)
53 G X (J )« G X (J ) + G(L*J)*X(L)
51 STAR - STAR + <X (J )*G< 1 / J >/GX{J )) #(T A U U / J ) - T GX(J )/GX(J ) )
PTGX « TGX(I)
PGX = GX <I>
GLN(I) M P T G X  /PGX + STAR )/ 2-30259
12 A C M )  ■DEXP(GLN( I )*?.30259)
RETURN
END
SUBR0UTINE BLIQAC (NP/JJ,X/ GL/G)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HjB-Z)
CLINE BLACK EQUATIRN FfiR CALCULATING LIQUID PHASE ACTIVITY 
C9EFFICI ENTS• THF PROGRAM USES
EQUATIBNS3j 4 i AND5 RF Bl ACK j IEC/V0L*51/N0*2/PAGE211.
DIMENSION 
1GL{ 6 >/G ( 
INTEGER*^ 
CRMM9N A,
X ( 6 ) j A ( 6/ A ) j R I 
6) »E< 6) , X I (6), 
NY6PTV(51
C m Rj SCl m ECU j Tj
6 ) / C ( 6m 6)/GSL( 6)/GS( 
SCL(6)/FCL(6)j XCL(6 )
6)
XI/ SN, NX0PTV/NYRPTV, NXDEPV,NYDEPV
1/ NC /NC8N 
: CALCULATF M6LE FRACTION IN EACH CLASS
10 DB110I=1/NC
1ST = SCL(I )
IED = ECL £ I )
XCL t I ) =0»0 
D 9 11QJ=I ST/IED
n o  xcL(n«*xcL<n+xtj)




















D9 3AGL =IRST<IRED 
D93AGM=IMST, IMED 
3^0 SUMG = SUM3+tC(L#M)*X(L)*X(M > )
350 5UMH=SUMH+(((XCL(Jl-XCl (K ) ) **2)*SUMG)
CALCULATE' DFNHMINAT0R AND FIRST TFRM 0F NUMERATOR IN EQUATI0N 
FOR LOG GAMMA 
I =JJ 




SUMA * SUMA + A (I * J ) *
190 SUMB = SUMB+X(J )* R (J )
CALCULATE SECOND TFRM 
SUMC » 0#0 






: CALCULATE LOG GAMMA ANn GAMMA ASSUMING ESI TFRM EQUALS ZERO
GSLCI) 3 (SUMA + 0.5*SllMC) /SUMB**2 
G S U )  3 DEXP ( SSL ( I ) *2« 303 )
; CALCULATE FIRST ANn SECOND TERM OF ESI TERM
IN GAMMA EQN NUMFRATOR
DO 160 
IF (J , 
SUMC =
30 Tn 160



























i e d =e c l (J )










D037OL = ISTjI ED 
370 SU^F=SUMF+(C(L#K)#y(L)#X(K))
380 SUME-SlJME+( (XCL< ICI )-XrL(J ))* *2)*SUMD 
1+2.0*(XCL(ICLJ-XCLfJ))*CSUMF>
: CALCULATE ESI TERN
ESI*SUME-1*5*SUMH 
: CALCULATE LOG GAMMA AND GAMMA INCLUDING ESI TERM
GL< I ) =GSL(I>+ESI 
ERNEG = .0

























SUBROUTINE NS01A(N»XjF* AJT NVj DSTEP# DMAX* ACC/MAXFUNjIPRINTj W )
C **** POWELL'S 1968 EOUAT tO n SOLVING ROUTINE ****
DIMENSION X{I)jF(11i AJTNV{N,N)/W(1)
DIMENSION DUML(5)/ DUMM(SIj VAJNV(25)
C VAJNV MUST BE DTMfNSIrNfD AT LEAST N X N / DUML AND DUMM BY N
240
SET VARIOUS PARAMETERS 
MAXC»0
'MAXC' C0UNTS THF NUMBe R BF CALLS 9F CALFUN
NT«N+4
NTEST = NT
'NT' AND 'NTEST1 C a u s e  a n ERR0R Re t u r n  if F(X) d o e s  n o t  d e c r e a s e  
DTEST»FL0AT(N+N)..O»5
'OTEST' is USED T9 m a i n t a i n  l i n e a r  INDEPENDENCE 
NX = N *N
n e »n x +n 
NW*=NF+N 
M W =N W+N 
NDC *MW + N 
ND=NDC+N
t m f s e  p a r a m e t e r s  s e p a r a t e  t h e  w o r k i n g  s p a c e  a r r a y  w
FMIN=0.
USUALLY »FMIN' IS THE I EAST CALCULATED VALUE 9F F(X1j 
AND THE BEST X IS IN W(NX+1) T9 W(NX+N)
DD»0.
USUALLY DD IS THE SQUARE BF THE CURRENT STEP LENGTH
d s s =d s t e p *d s t e r
DM=DMAX*DMAX 
DMM=4.*DM 
I S = 5
M S '  C9NTR0LS A 'Gr T 9 t STATEMENT F9LL9WING A CALL 9F CALFUN 
TINCa1•
'TINC* IS USED IN THE fRTTERIBN T9 INCREASE THE STEP LENGTH
START A NEW PAGE ERR PRINTING
IF(I PR I N T )I*1*85
PRINT86
FORMAT (1H1)
CALL THE SUBROUTINE CAl FUN 
MAXC*MAXC+1
CAUL CALFUN(N/X/F)






C PROVIDE PRINTING 0F FIn AL S0LUTI0N IF REQUESTED
3 IF(I PR I N T )5/5/6
6 PR INT7/MAXC
7 FORMAT (///5X, >THE FTN aL SOLUTION CALCULATED BY NSOIA REQUIRED'/ 
115/' CALLS 0F CALFiiN# a ND IS')
PRINTS/ (I/X(I),F(I)/T*1/N)
8 FORMAT t//4Xj’I'/7Xz'X(I)'/12X/'Ft I)'//(I5/2E17.8))
PR INT9/FSG
9 FORMAT (/5X/ITHE SUM 0F SQUARES IS'/E17*8)
5 RETURN





IF(NTEST)13/14j U  
14 PRINT16/NT
16 FORMAT t///5Xz'ERROR Rf TURN FR0M NSOIA BECAUSE'/I5j 
1' CALLS OF CALrUN FAILf D T0 IMPROVE THE RESIDUALS')
17 D9181 = 1/N





C ERR0R RETURN BFCAUSF A N f W JACOBIAN IS UNSUCCESSFUL
242
13 P R 1 N T 1 9
19 FORMAT (///5Xj'ERROR RfTURN FROM NSOIA BECAUSE FIX)
1 'FAILED TO DECREASf JStNG A NEW JAC89IAN')
GOTO 17 
15 NTEST = NT
C TEST WHETHER THERE HAVf HFEN MAXFlJN CALLS OF CALFUN
11 IF(MAXFUN-MAXC)21i?l#E?
21 PR INT23j MAXC
23 FORMAT I///5X#'ERROR RETURN FROM NSOIA BECAUSE THERE HAVE BEEN 1»
1 I5j ' CALLS OF CALFllN ' >
IF(FSQ-FMIN)3i17j 17 
C PROVIDE PRINTING IF REo UFSTEO
22 IF(IPRINT)24,24,25
25 PRINT26/MAXC
26 FORMAT I///5X,'AT THE',15*' TH CALL OF CALFUN WE HAVE1)
PRINT8,(I#X(I>,F fIJj I»1iN)
PRINTSjFSO
24 G0TB(27./28j 2Sj R7j 3O)j IS
C STORE THE RESULT Oe THf INITIAL CALL OF CALFUN
30 FMIN=FSQ 









GO TO 1 
29 K2 IC
D034I = li N






















W(\'D + K) = 0*
CONTINUE 
W (NDC+K+I ) M  •
WtNDC+I)al*+FLftAT(N-I)
CONTINUE
.......MATRIX INVFRs 19N USING IBM SCIENTIFIC SUBR PACKAGE SSP
DO 5000 J*=liN 
D8 5000 K*1,N 
I={J - l )*N + K 
VAJNV( I ) = AJINV(K, J)
CALL MINV(VAJNV#N>OUMD,DUMLj DUMM]
DO 6000 J=ljN 
DR 6000 K = 1j N 
I * ( J - 1) * N + K 
A JI N V ( K* J ) = VA J N V U )
















SP = SP + X CI)*F(IJ
39 C0NTINUE
C TEST WHETHER A NFARBY STATIONARY POINT IS PREDICTED
IFfFMlN*FMlN-DMM*DS)4l,4l,42 
C IF SO THEN RFTJRN OR Re V tSE JACOBJAn
42 G0T0(43,»43,44)/IS
44 PR I NT 45
45 FORMAT (///5Xj'ERRftR Rf TijRN FROM NSOIA BECAUSE A NEARBY 
l'STATIONARY POINT OF F(X) IS PREDICTED')
GRT017





C TEST WHETHER TO APPLY THf FULL NEWTON CORRECTION
41 IS=2
IF(DN-DD)47j47j4R












K = K + 1
DW=DW+W(K )*X( J)
5? CONTINUE
DMULT = DMULT + DW*DW 
51 CONTINUE
DMULT ̂ DS/DMULT 
DS = DS*DMULT*DM'JLT 
C TEST WHETHER Tf» USE THE STEEPEST DESCENT DIRECTION
IE(DS-DD)53j54 j 54 
C TEST WHETHER THE Iw TTIaL VALUE BE DD HAS BEEN SET




C SET THE MULTIPLIER 0F t H f STEEPEST DESCENT DTRECTI9N
56 ANMULT = 0•
DMIJLT = DMULT*SQRT (DD/OS 1 
G3T098
C INTERPOLATE BETWFEn t h e STEEPEST DESCENT AND t h e n e w t b n  d i r e c t i o n s
53 SP=SP*DMULT
ANMULT= (DD-DS)/((SP-DS)+SQRT((SP-DD ) * * 2 * t D N - D D U (DD-DS)))
DMULT = DMULT*{1. -ANMULTl 
C CALCULATE THE CHANSE In X AND ITS ANGLF WITH THE FIRST DI RECTI ON
98 DN=0«
SP = 0.
D0571 = 1 * N
E {I)=DMULT*X(I>+ANMULT*E tI)







C TEST WHETHER AM FXTRA STFP IS NEEDED F8R INDEPENDENCE
IF(W{NDC+1)-DTFST)S8,5fl/59
59 IFtSP*SP-DS)60#5S,58
C TAKE THE EXTRA STFP AND UPDATE THE OIRECTI0N MATRIX
50 IS = 2
60 D961IMjN
X(I)=W(NX+I)+DSTFP*W(ND+T)
W (NDC + I )=W (NDC+I +1 ) + l•
61 CONTINUE 
W {N D )=1 •
D962I*1#N
K*ND+I
SP = W(K )
D063Js2j N 
N(K)= W(K+N)





EXPRESS THE NEW DIPFCTtQN IN TERMS 0F TH0SE 0F THE DIRECTION 















67 IS «1 
KK» I


















C GENERATE THE NFW 0RTHBG0NAU DIRECTION MATRIX
70 D074I = 1 * N 









SP*SP+X(I )*X (I) 
oe76J»i/N K Bl<+1
W (NW+J)=W(NW+J)+X(T-l)#W(K)
W (K )=DW*W(K + N )-DS*W f NW+J1
76 CONTINUE 
75 CONTINUE
SP * 1 */SORT(D N )
D 3 7 7 I M / N  
K = K + 1
W(K)»SP*P(I )
77 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE THE NEXT VECTOR X, AND PREDICT THE RIGHT HAND SIDES
80 FNP-Q»
K = 0




K = K + 1




C CALL CALFUN USING THE NEW VECTOR OF VARIABLES
GBT81
C UPDATE THE STE° SI7F










s p =s p +a b s (F( d *(f ( t )-W(Nw + i ) j )



















IF{IS-1)28j 28 j 50 
C CALCULATE THE CHANfiFS IN F AND IN X
28 D9 891 * 1# N
xt  i )=xt  n - w ( N x + n
Ft I)=F{I)-W(NF+I )
89 C0NTINUE





W(MW+I)“F ( I )
D991J=1j N





SP 3 0 *








F (IJ =DS 
93 CONTINUE 
O^UL T = 1•
IF(A3S(S P ) "0. 1*SS)94j9?!/95 
9^ DHULT = 0*8 
95 PJ=DMULT/SS
PA-DNULT/(DMULT*RP+( 1 • *DMIJLT ) *SS ) 
K = 0
D096I=1jN 
SP = PJ*/J(NW+T )
SS=PA*W(MW+I)
D R 9 7 J * 1 j N 
K = K + 1
W (K ) *W (K )+SP*X(J )








This subroutine is Powell's 1968 equation 
solving routine.
C. Program TERNFIT
This program calculates the three binary 
constants in Renon's or Black's activity equation which 
cause the calculated phase equilibrium to best fit a 
set of experimental ternary tie line data. Two 
additional binary sets of constants are also required 
to calculate the phase equilibrium. The program, 
a nested optimization, uses Moore's Pattern search (3) 
to vary the constants and determine the best set. 
Powell's 1968 equation solving routine (2) is used to 
calculate the phase equilibrium, as in program MISGAP, 
when a set of constants has been selected for a trial 
by the Pattern search.
The input to the program is very similar to 
program MISGAP and, like that program, either Renon's or 
Black's activity equation can be used depending upon 
the choice of the two BLIQAC subroutines available.
The first card is an identification card as in MISGAP 
but contains an extra parameter CON which specifies 
whether the ternary input data is mole (greater than 
or equal to 0 .0) or weight fraction (less than 0.0).
The next cards are the same as MISGAP up to statement 
7001. At this point a DO loop reads the NOBS ternary
254
points that will be used for the regression fit. These 
are then converted to mole fraction if required. The 
step sizes for use by PATERN are then specified with 
the larger values of STEP Cl) and STEP (2) being used 
for Renon's equation and the smaller for Black's.
The parameters for subroutine PATERN are specified 
as explained with the PATERN listing. The program 
then reads the starting values for the three variables 
X(l) = A(2,3), X (2) = A (3,2) and X(3) = C(2,3) = 0 (3 ,2) 
used in this case. Then all of the constants used 
are written out. Subroutine PATERN is called and 
returns the optimum value of the three variables.
PRCON is changed to -1.0 to control flow within sub­
routine PROC which is called to obtain the values of 
the compositions calculated with the optimal parameters. 
These are then written out with the statement 700 
DO loop for each point. The calculated phase compositions 
can then be compared with the input phase compositions 
to see how well the regression fit has worked.
Subroutines NSOIA, CALFUN, VALSN and BLIQAC 
(either Renon or Black) are required as given in program 
MISGAP. Subroutines PROC and PATERN are also required.
The program requires 43,000 bytes of storage on the IBM 
360 computer.
Subroutine PROC (XOPT, ERR]
This subroutine calculates the sum of squared 
deviations (ERR) from the experimental tie line data. 
XOPT represents the three constants for which the ERR 
is desired. The subroutine calculates the phase 
composition at each experimental point by calling sub­
routine NSOIA which performs the optimization exactly 
as in program MISGAP, returning the phase composition 
as XRD. The value of ERR is then calculated depending 
upon the value of the control PRCON. If the NSOIA 
subroutine was not able to obtain convergence with the 
Diagonal Discrimination subroutine, then SN will be 
greater than 0.0001 and transfer is made to statement 
110 where the number of the point JJ, the compositions 
and SN are written out. Then ERR is set to 10^ to 
signal the Pattern search that other values must be 
chosen for the constants. A card has been inserted in 
the Pattern search subroutine to limit it to 50 
function evaluations. ENTRY BOUNDS is an option for 
Pattern search that is not used in this case.
Subroutine PATERN (NP, P, STEP, NPASS, 10, COST)
This subroutine is the discrete variable search 
routine of Moore et al. (3).
n o 
n o 
n . C O M P U T E R  P R O G R A M  T E R N F I T
CALCULATION OF RENOn ANn BLACK ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT 
CONSTANTS BY REGRFSsTON FIT OF EXPERIMENTAL TERNARY 
TIE LINES.
DIMENSION X (6)/Y (3)* A (3.3)/R (3)/C {3/3)/GXL(3)j GYL(31#GX(3)/G Y (3)j
1 SCL(3)/£CL(3)/XI(3)# ACT IVX(3>/ ACTTVY(3)/N M O L (3)jXWT(3)/Y W T (3)*
2 S F L (3)> STEP(6)
REAL*8 DljD2/ D3/D4/ D5 
INTEGER*^ NY8PTV(2)
COMMON A, C. P/ SCL. FCl / T/ XI/ ON/ NX0PTV/NYOPTV/ NXDEPV/n YDEPV
1/ NC/ NCON
COMMON /PHYLS/ Y 1 (1 51 / Y? ( 15 ) / Y3 (15) / XI C15) / X2 (15 ) / X3 (15) , NOBS 



































READ (5*110) Y 1 (T ). Y2fI)*Y3(I)j Xl ( I ) * X 2 (I )*X3(I)
FORMAT C7F10.0)
IF CON LT 0.0 THEM INPUT X AND Y S ARE WEIGHT FRACTIONS AND MUST BE
c o n v e r t e d
IF (CBN *GE. 0.0) 00 TO 1070
TMSY = Y1(I )/WM9L{1) + Yp ( I )/WM0L(2) + Y 3 (I)/WMBL(3)
TMSX » X i m / W M B L d )  + XP ( I )/WM8L ( 2 ) + X 3 (I)/WM0L<3)
Y 1 ( I) » Y 1(I )/(WM8l t1 >*TMRY)
Y 2 {I) = Y2(I)/(WM0l (2)*TMSY)
Y3(I) = 1.0 -Y1(T) - Y?( I)
XI { I) « X I ( I ) /{WM0I ( 1 )*TMSX>
X?(I) * X 2 (I)/(WH01 (2)*TMRX)
X3(I) “ 1*0 -Xl(T) - X P (T)
CONTINUE 
NV = 2  
NV
NV =5 
NV * 3 
NPASS * 2 
NPASS » 3 










A t 3/3) « X* 1)
A (3# 2) * X*2)
. C ( 2> 3) * X { 3 )
C C 3# a ) * X ( 3 )
WRITE(6/609)
609 FBRMATdHlj. 23HCAI C WfTH LAW'S R0T DIS)
WRITE (6 * 1200) X{ll*X(?)«X(3)
1200 FORMAT ('0 OPT T MUM A23qQ,A32SQ/C23 * 'j 3F15«6J 
WRITE*6i650>





670 FORMAT*1H0#33HCIJ CONSTANTS USED ARf AS FOLLOWS///)
DO681J=1#NP 
681 WRITE t 6i 680) (C (Ij J )* Is 1j NP )
6?0 FORMAT {1H ,15F7»4)
993 CONTINUE
PRC0N =-1*0 
CALL P ROC(X> FRR )
WRITE ( S t  5001) T# nl»D?>D3/DA#D5 
5001 FORMAT ('0 MULT IC0MP SYSTEM AT TEMP* »',F10.1/' COMP 1- '$ A8* 
1' 2= ' t  A8j ' 3= i^A8#' A= ' t A8i * 5* S A 8 )
DO 700 L=1# NOBS 
X ( 2 ) => X2(L)
X (3 > = X3(L)
Y (2) = Y? t L )
Y (3) = Y3(L)
258
X(l) - 1. -X(2)-X<3)
Y (1) ■ 1. - Y (2) - Y < 3)
D3 6000 1*1,NP
CALL BLIQACtNP, I, X,GXL,GX)
6000 CONTINUE 
065001*1,NP
500 ACT IVX(I 3-QX(I>#X{T)
D8 6001 1*1,NP
CALL BLIGAC(NP, I, Y ,GYL,GY)
6001 CONTINUE 
095101=1,NP





552 XWT< I )-WMSLC I ) * X U  )/TGmSX 
TGMSY = 0*0 
09554I=1,NP 
554 TGMSY=TGMSY+WM0LtI) *Y (T)
035561=1,NP 
556 YWTtI)=WNBL(I)*Y(I1/TGm SY 
D9560I=1,NP
FACT = YWT(I)*XWT(NRFFl 
IF (FACT .GT* *0) SB Tft 559 
SEL(I) = -1.
G9 T3 560
559 SEL(I) = XWT(I)*YWT <NRf F ) /FACT
560 IF (SEL tI ) • GT * 999.) Sf L (T ) * *1*
620 WRITE(6,630)
630 FORMAT(1H0,102MC6MP NS X Y ACT X ACT Y A CO
1EF X A CSEF Y R WT FR X WT FR Y SEL //)





6*f0 FORMAT{1H ,I5t3 X , F 7 . ? X , F 7 . 2X,F8.k,EX/F8.4j2X*F9• 2X , F 9 * ^  
12X,F9*<f/2X/F7*4*2X,F7*4>2XiF7*3)
700 CONTINUE 
710 G9 TB 10 
END
SUBROUTINE PR9C (XBPT.ERR)
THIS SUBR GIVES THr SUM OF SO DEVIATIONS FROM EXP TIE LINE 
COMPOSITIONS FOR P aTERN SFARCH ON THE BINARY CONSTANTS TO FIT 
TERNARY DATA
COMMON /PHYLS/ Y 1(15>/Y 2 (15) , Y3C15)*X I (15 ) » X 2 (15),X 3 £ 15)»NOBS 
COMMON K,  C t Ri SCI , ECL, T » Xli DN, NXOPTV,NY9PTV, NXOEPV,NYDEPV 
1/ NCj NCON 
COMMON /MNRD/ SN , PRC0N
DIMENSION X0PT{6)>XI( 3)jXRD(3),A (3i3)/C (3*3), R(3),SCL(3)i
1 ECL(3)* NY0PTV(2l 
DIMENSION F ( 3 )#AJIn V {3 i3Jj W(33)
A(2j 3) = X O P T d  )
A ( 3j 2 ) « XOPT t 2)
C(3 j 2) = XOPT t 3)
C (?j 3) = XOPT 13)
ERR ■ 0*0 
DO 101 JJ 31/NSSS 
XI (1) 3 X 1(JJ)
XII2J 3 X 2 (J J )
X K 3 J  3 X 3 {J J )
XRD(l) 3 Y2 t J J )
XRD(2) 3 Y 3 (J J )







MAXFUN ■ 500 
DMAX *•2 
I PRI NT = 0
CALL NS01A(3.XRD.F.AJIn V,STEP.DMAX.ACC.MAXFUN.IPRlNT.W)
SN » 0.0 
OR 6 KJ*1i 3 
6 SN = SN + <F(KJ))*#?
IF (SN .GT. l.F-03 .AND* PRCON *GT* 0*0) G0 TO 110 
IF (PRC6N .GT. 0.0) 3B TO 101 
Y2(JJ) «= XRD (1)
Y 3 (JJ ) = XRD(2)
X 3 (J J ) «= XRD ( 3 )
101 FRR « ERR + ((Y2(J.J)-XPD(1 ))/Y2(JJ))**g + <(Y 3 <J J )- XRDC2))/ 
1 Y3(JJ))**2 + ((X 3 (J J ) - XRD(3))/X3(JJ))*#2
RFTURN
110 WRITE (6.102) JJ.XRDt1) .XRD(2).X RD(3).SN
102 FORMAT(1 JJ.XRD1.2.3 RN* ». I5.5F15.5J 








DIMENSION P {N P ).STFP(N P ).31( 5),Bg( 5).T( 5).S(
*#*#*N0TE***VECTORS B1.R2.T.S NEED ONLY BF DIMENSIONED BY A 




C * PaTTFRN SEARCH *
c * *
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
c * *
C *GFNERAL MULTIVARIABLE SFARCH PROGRAM TO MINIMIZE A COST FUNCTION *
C *USING PATTERN SEARCH MOQlFlFD TO INCLUDE CONSTRAINTS* #




c * NP----NUMBER OF PARAMFTERS TO BE SEARCHED (INTFGER) *
c * p  p a r a m e t e r s  to bf s e a r c h e d  (v e c t o r  o f  l e n g t h  n p > *
C * STEP--INITIAL STFP STZF OF FACH PARAMETER (VECTOR OF LENTH NP) *c * npass-number of passfs through pattfRn with thf step s i z e  o f  e a c h  *c * parameter reduced by a factor of 10 *
c # IO----0UTPUT OPTION AVAll ABLE IN SUBROUTINE PATERN *
C « 10*0**..NO OUTPUT *c * 1 0 = 1 ....final Answer only* printed *
C * 10 = 2* .. .Rf SlJLt S o f e a c h  i t t e r a t i o n  pr i n t e d  *
C * 10=3....Rf SULt S o f EACH s t e p  p r i n t e d  *
C * COST.-CURRENT VALUF OF Th E CRITERION FUNCTION BEING MINIMIZED *
C * *£ # # # # # * # * # ■ # * * * * # ■ * » * # • * * * * * * * - * • * * * * # # * # *  c * *
C *SUPP0RTING PROGRAMS WHICH MUST BE WRITTEN BY USFR *
C * *
C * BOUNDStPiI0U T )---SUBr OUT tN f WRITTEN BY USER TO CHECK FOR BOUNDARY *
C * VIOLATIONS FOR A PARTICULAR VALUE OF THE VECTOR P. PROGRAM *
C * SHOULD BE WRITTEN SO WHEN A VIOLATION OCCURS TOUT IS SET EQUAL *
C * TO ONE AND WHEN NO V101 AT I ON OCCURS SET EQUAL TO ZERO *
C * *















B 2 {I)= P {I)
T { I) =P(I)
5 S(I)=STEP(I)*10*
C- — -INITIAL BOUNDARY CWFCK AND COST EVALUATION 






10 CALL PR8C (P# C 1)
IF(I0.LE.1JGBTOll 
WRITE(6#lnOl)ITTERiCi 
WRITEf 6# lflOO) (J#P( J)# J-1j NP)
C........ BEGINNING 0F PATTFRN SEARCH STRATEGY
11 D099 INRD*1#NRD
DO 12 I■1# NP
12 S(I)«S(I)/10*





C--..-PERTURBATI8N A30UT T 
0830 I«1/NP 
I O O
21 P (I)*T <I)+S(IJ 
IC-IC+1
CALL B&UNDSfP*I0UT1 
IF ( I0UT.GT.O)GnT023 
CALL PR0C (P,C2)
L = L+1
IP* C T0.LT*3)GftT022 
WRITE( 6j 1o OP)L*C2 
WRITE I 6#lnOO) (J>P(J),J«1j NP)
22 IF(C1-C2>23,23,25
23 IF{IC*GE#2)G0TO24 
SCI) *-S( I )
GRT021
24 IFAILMFAIL+1 
P(I )=T( I )
G0T03O
25 T {I)=P C I )
Cl =C2
C////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////Z 
IF (L «GT•150) G0 T0 1700
30 CONTINUE
IF ( IFAIL.LT.NPJGBT035 
IF( ICK♦EG * 2)G8T890 




WRI I E (6*1oO?)LjC2 









































IF{I0UT «LT«1)GOTO 46 







91 ' T( I )»B2(IJ
99 CONTINUE
DB100 I*1>NP
100 p ( u »t ; i )
c e s T » c i  •
IP(I9.LE«0)RFTURN 
WRlTE(6/lo04)L*Cl 
WRITE(6j lOOO)(Jj P(J)j J»1,NP>
RETURN
1700 09 1701 L"1*NP
1701 P {L ) = T(L)
RETURN
1000 F8RMATC10X,5U7*Fi3.6)/)
1001 FBRMAT(//lX14HTTTERATIflN N0. » I5/5Xj5HC9ST» ,E15i6*20Xj 
1 10HPARAMETERS)
1002 FORMAT!10X3HN9.,T4, 8X5HCBST«*E15.6)
1003 F0RMAT(/1X?8HSTEP RTZE FOR EACH PARAMETER )
1004 FBRMAT(1H113HANSWFRS AFTFR j I3j 2X,23HFUNCTI6NAL EVALUATI9NS // 
1 5X5HCBST=/E15.6.20X*1SH9PTIMAL PARAMETERS )
1005 FBRMATt1H135HINITIAL PARAMETERS BUT BF B0UNDS )
END
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D. Computer Program PFIT
This computer program calculates the three 
constants in Renon's or Black's activity coefficient 
equation which best represent experimental binary 
vapor-liquid data taken at constant temperature. Law's 
Diagonal Discrimination optimization program is used to 
perform the non-linear least squares regression fit. The 
total pressure at each experimental composition is 
calculated by the procedure of Prausnitz (4),page 77, 
and compared to the experimental total pressure for the 
regression fit. Although a vapor composition is also 
calculated, it is not used in the regression fit. It 
is felt that pressure measurements and liquid 
compositions are much more accurate than the vapor 
compositions. The program contains an option to use 
both pressure and vapor composition in the regression 
if considered justified.
Corrections for non-idealities and pressure 
effects on the calculated activity coefficients were 
calculated using the procedure of Prausnitz (4).
The Virial equation (second coefficients) was used for 
the vapor phase fugacity coefficients and the 
correlation of Lyckman, Eckert and Prausnitz (5) for 
the liquid reference fugacity.
The program first reads an identification card 
with the temperature T°K, the number of experimental
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points NP, the eight-letter names of the two components, 
KON equal 1 or 0 if the input compositions are mole 
or weight fractions, molecular weights ltfMl and WM2 and 
a control parameter DYXP equal 0.0 if only total 
pressure is to be used in the regression fit. The 
next two cards contain the physical properties of 
the pure components as given in Prausnitz (4) page 213. 
TCRIT(°K), PCRIT(atm) and VCRIT (cc/gm mole) are 
critical properties. OMEGA and OMEGAH are the acentric 
factors of the pure component and its homomorph. DIPOLE 
is the dipole moment and ETA is the association constant 
of the pure component. The next card contains three 
temperatures °K and molar volumes (cc/gm mole) which are 
used to calculate molar volume at any temperature. The 
next two cards contain vapor pressure data for component 
one. The first card may contain three temperatures °K 
and vapor pressures (mm mercury) to be used to calculate 
vapor pressures. The next card can contain six constantsi
to be used in the Riedel vapor pressure equation and 
a control parameter VPIND. The use of VPIND for the 
various vapor pressure options is explained in the 
computer listing. These three cards are repeated for 
component two. The program then reads the experimental 
data PX (mm mercury), Y1 and XI for each point and 
calculates mole fractions if required. The next card 
contains the pure component vapor pressures (mm mercury)
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if required or blanks if not. The program then 
calculates certain binary constants and the vapor 
pressures as required. The coefficients for the liquid 
molar volumes are calculated by subroutine COVLIQ and 
the second virial coefficients computed by subroutine 
VIRIAL. The input data is then written out and the 
regression proceeds by reading the first of three 
cards containing starting estimates of the three 
parameters in the activity equation.
The regression is performed by subroutine RD 
which returns the parameters giving the best fit.
Control parameter GSIG is changed from +1.0 to -1.0 to 
permit experimental activity coefficients to be 
calculated by subroutine PROC along with the activity 
coefficients as given by the activity coefficient 
equation. The final results are printed and then 
plotted using subroutine PLTSCT (on-line printing 
subroutine at LSU Computer Research Center). The 
program is dimensioned for a maximum of 25 experimental 
points. Subroutines RD, PROC, COVLIQ, VPFUG, PHIMIX,
VIRIAL, RIEDEL, TDVEC, CONST and Law's subroutines 
are required. 77,000 bytes of IBM 360 computer storage 
are required.
Subroutine RD(X, NPT)
This subroutine performs the optimization by 
calling Law's subroutines (1) and evaluates the
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objective function (difference between calculated and 
experimental pressure] by calling subroutine PROC. The 
vector X is the starting value of the three constants 
in the activity coefficient equation and these are 
replaced by the optimal values on return. NPT is the 
number of experimental points. The subroutine, using 
finite differences, calculates scale factors which are 
an estimate of the effect of each variable on the 
objective function. The increments SX(1) and SX(2] 
are different for Renon's and Black's equations. For 
Renon's equation both are set equal to 0.1 and for 
Black's equation 0.00001.
Subroutine PROC(XOPT, I, ERR]
This subroutine provides the value of the 
objective function being minimize^ ERÎ  at the experimental 
point I, for the three activity equation parameters 
X0PT(1) * A12, XOPT (2] = A21 and X0PT(3) = C. When 
Renon's equation is used A12 = (gi2 * ^22^* =
(gl2 - Sii) an<* c = ALPHAS f°r the two components.
2 2When Black's equation is used A12 = a ^  » A21 = a.21 »
C » Ci2- The only other difference for these two 
equations is the calculation of R and GBL11 and GBL21, 
the natural logs of the activities for the composition 
at point I.
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If DYXP is not equal to 0.0 then the objective 
function ERR will include both pressure and vapor 
composition. Normally only pressure regression is 
used, with pressure being expressed as a fraction of 
the experimental pressure. At the end of the subroutine 
the experimental activity coefficients are calculated 
but this is performed only after the optimization 
has been completed as controlled by the value of GSIG.
Subroutine COVLIQ (I, Tl, T2, T3. VI, V 2 , V 3 , CLVIQ)
This subroutine calculates the three constants 
CVLIQ(I,J) for a quadratic fit to the molar volumes 
VI, V2, V3 and Tl, T2, T3 for component I. If one 
temperature is 0.0, a straight line is used and for 
two temperatures 0.0 , no temperature dependence is used 
for the molar volume. The molar volume is used in sub­
routine PROC to calculate the Poynting correction.
Subroutine VPFUG (B, T, TR, PSAT, W, PHIS)
This subroutine calculates the reference fugacity 
coefficient PHIS for the pure liquid component at 
temperature T and saturation pressure PSAT. B is the 
second virial coefficient, W is the acentric factor 
and TR is the reduced temperature. At reduced 
temperatures below 0.56 the Virial equation is used 
and for greater, the three parameter corresponding 
states correlation of Lyckman, Eckert and Prausnitz 
(-5) is used.
Subroutine PHIMIX (MARK)
This subroutine calculates the vapor phase 
fugacity coefficient using the virial equation of 
state. It is taken directly from Prausnitz (4).
Subroutine VIRIAL
This subroutine calculates the second virial 
coefficients for the binary mixture. It is taken 
directly from Prausnitz (4).
Subroutine RIEDEL (Tl, T2, T3, PI, P2, P3, Cl. C2, C3) 
This subroutine calculates the three constants 
Cl, C2, C3 for the modified Riedel equation from the 
three temperatures and vapor pressures when requested 
in the main program, In P 3 Cl + (C2/T) + C^T.
Subroutine TDVEC
This subroutine is one of the eighteen written 
by Law Cl) to perform the optimization. It is included 
because one extra card was added (circled) to cause 
the regression to proceed beyond what Law believes 
is the limit of the accuracy of the data.
Subroutine CONST
This subroutine is one of the eighteen written 
by Law (1) to perform the optimization. The constants 
are set at values he recommends. Note that FIT = 0.1 
and FDSCD = 1.0 for regression rather than 10"9 and 






no C O M P U T E R  P R O G R A M  P F I TCALCULATION 0F ACTIVITY COEFF TCI ENT/GAMMA/BY PROCEDURE OF JM PRAUSNITZ 
ET AL ’COMPUTER CALCULATIONS FOR MULTICOMPONENT V/L EQUILIBRIA’
PRENTICE HALL 1967*
ACTIVITY EQUATION CONSTANTS ARE CALCULATED MINIMIZING THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN THE CALCULATED TOTAL PRESSURf AND THE EXPERIMENTAL PRESSURE.
THE VIRIAL EQUATION IS llSFD FOR THE VAPOR PHASE FUGACITY COeFFICI ENTS/ 
PITZERS CORRELATION FOR THF LIQUID FUGACITY COFFF AND THE P5YNTING 
CORRECTION FOR LIQUID. V a POR PRESSURE OPTIONS - 1- FEED IN VP TO BE USED 
2- FEED IN ANTOINE OR RlEDFL CONSTANTS 3- FEED IN 3 POINTS TO CALC RIEDEL 
CONSTANTS. SPECIFIC MOLAR VOLUME DATA IS FIT AT THRFE POINTS INPUT.
COMMON /VIRIA /NC9MPj TCr IT(2/2)/ Pc RT T (2/2)/VCRIT(2)z 
1OMEGA(2)/ 0MEGAH{2).DTPoLF(2)zETA(2),PzT/ B(2/?)z Y f2)# SUMY/PHI 
2 (2 )
COMMON/PR/ Xl.X2zGl.G2/Yl(?5>/Y2(25).NP/DYXP/GSIG/GBL1/GBL2 
COMMON /PHYLIS/ PSAt /PS a T?.PC(25)/P X (25)/Y i C (25)/Y 2C(25)/
1DCVLIQ(2j 3)
REAL*8 DM/DN






READ(5/171)T/NP,DM/DN .KON /WMl/Wm 2 zDYXP 
171 FORMAT (F10.0/I5/2AS/I9.3F10.0)
READ(5/101 ) TCRIT{1.1)/PCR!T(1/1)/VCRIT(1)/OMEGA(1),0MEGAH(1)/
1DIP0LE(1)/E T A (1)












READ {5, 101) Cl/C2/C3/C4/C5/C6/ VPIND 
READ(5/101) T12/T22/T3?/V12/V22j V32 
READ (5/101) VT12/VT22.VT32/P12/P22/P32 
READ (5/101) C12/CP2/C32/C42/C52/C62/VPIND2 
00 1300 K=1/NP
READ (5/101) PX(K), Yl(K)/ X1(K)
IF K0N=1 THEN INPUT Xl AND Y1 ARE MaLE FRACTIONS/ 0 WEIGHT FRACTS
WM 1 AND WM2 ARF MBl FCUl AR WEIGHTS 
IF (KSN.EQ.l) 30 TR 1069
X 1 (K ) s !./(!• + (1.-X1 (K) J*WM1 /(XI(K)*WM2))
IF (Y1(K) .EQ. 0.0) 30 TO 1069
Y1(K) = 1»/(1. + (1.-Yt(X) )#WM1 /(Yl(K)#WM2)>
1069 CONTINUE
X2(K) a 1.0 - X K X )
Y2(K) = 1.0 - Y1(K)
1300 CONTINUE
READ (5/101) VPL1/VPU2 
D09O1=1/NC0MP 
IF (DIP0LF. ( I) ) 33/33/90 
33 OMEGAH(I) » BMEGA(T)
90 CONTINUE




PCRIT(I / J )■4•0* TCRTTtT/J)*(PCRIT(I, I)*VCRIT(I)/TCRIT(I/I ) + 
lPCRITtJ/J)*VCRIT(J)/TCRlT(J/J)) /(VCRTT(I)** 0* 333333+VCRIT(J ) 
2#*0» 333333)* *3 
TCRIT(J / I )=TCRIT(I *J )
100 PCRIT(J/I)=PCRTT(I,J)
CALCULATE VAPOR PRFSSURE PSAT 
OPTIONS DEPEND 0N VALUF OF VPIND -■*
ts)
n n 
n n 0.0 USE VT1*PI.• DATA T0 CALCULATE C»S FOR RIEDEL EQN1.0 USE INPUT O S  IN RlFDEL EQN 
-1.0 USE INPUT C'q IN ANTBINE EQUATION
5.0 USE VPL1 AND VPL2 FOR VAP0R PRESSURES 
IF (VPIND .GT* 2*01 G8 TO 302 
IF (VPIND) 299, 300* 301
*299 PSATttEXP(Cl+C2/(C3+T)) /760.
G9 T9 310
300 CALL RIEDEHVT1*VT?,VT3* Pl*P2*P3,Cl,C2*C3) 
PSAT=EXP(C1+C2/T+C3*T) /760.
GO TO 310
301 PSAT = EXP(Cl+C2/(r3+T) +C4*T + C5*T**2 C6*AL0G<T))
G0 TG 310
302 PSAT = VPL1/760 *
310 C9NTINUE
IF (VPIND2.GT. 2 * 0 J 39 T0 3022 
IF (VPIN02) 2992,3002*3012 
2992 PSAT2 = EXP(C12 + 022/ (C32 + T > J /760.
G0 T9 3102
3002 CALL RIEDEL (VT12*VT22,VT32,P12*P22*P32*C12*C22*C32)
PSAT2 = E XP(C12 + 022/T + C32*T) /760.
G9 TO 3102
3012 PSAT2 = EXP(C12+C2P/(C32+T) + 0 2 * T  +C52*T**2 + C62*AL9G(T)) 
G9 TO 3102 
3022 PSAT2 = VPL2/760.
3102 CONTINUE
CALL C9VLIQ(1 *T1,T?*T3*V1,V2,V3JCVLIQ)
CALL COVLIQ(2* T 12.T22,T32*V12*V22*V32,CVLIQ)
DO 1369 J a 1, 2 
DO 1369 K>=1,3 
1369 DCVLIQ(J*K) « CVLI (5 (J* K )
CALL VIRIAL
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FORMAT (»0 PT 
1ALC EXP G1
DO 699 I ■ 1,NP 


























, 15,10F11 * 4)
0.0 
1*1,NP
SUMG + (Y1(T) - Y lC(I))**2 








FORMAT( 10 RMS SIGMA X (000 Y AND PRESSURE(RELATIVE EXP) • '
1 2F15.3)
CALL PLTSCT( X1,PX.X1,PC
1 3 AHO* EXPER + * CAl C
2 ,36HX1 MOLE FRACT TON
3 ,36HT0TAL PRESSURF 
CALL PLTSCT( XI,G 1 .XI,GBL1,NP,
1 36H0» EXPER + a BLaCK CALC
2 ,36HX1 MOLE FRACTION
3 ,36HL0G GAMMA 1 
CALL PLTSCT( XI,G2,XI,GBLP,NP,
1 36H0= EXPER + a BLaCK CALC
2 ,36HX1 MOLE FRACTION
3 ,36HL0G GAMMA 2 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 2111 
END
N P , O j
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SUBROUTINE PROC <XoPT,T;FRR)
C THIS SUBR PRRVIDFS 03 J FUNCTION VALUES TO FIT V/L DATA WITH
C RENON'S NRTl ACTTV tTV EQUATION OR BLACK'S EQUATION,
GI MFNSI ON X I (25),X?< 25),XOPT<5)
COMMON /PR/X1j X2#31 (25),G ? (25),Y i (25),Y E (25),n P,DYXP#GSI 6/
1 GPL1(25),33L2(25)
COMMON /PHVLIS/ PSAT,PsATP,PC(55),P x (25),Y 1C (25),Y 2C(25),
1 C VL. IG (2 j 3)
COMMON /VIRIA /NCOMP, TCR \ T ( 2, 2 ) > PCRI T (2, 2 ) , VCR IT ( P.) ,
10MEGA(2>, 0MEGAH(2),!)lPeLF(2),ETA{2),P,T, 3(2,2), Y(2), SUMY,PHI 
2(2)
KONT = 0 
Al? =* X O P T d )
A21 = X0 P T {2)
C= XOPT(3)
C / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
C THF FOLLOWING CARDS ARE USED FOR RE-NON EQUATION 
R= 1•9S72 
T12-A12/(R#T)
T21 = A21/(R * T )
G21=EXP(-C*T21)
G12=EXP<-C*T12)
GRL11 = ( (X2( T )*#?)*(t 21*(G21/ (XUI) + X2 ( I ) *G21) ) **2 
1 + T12*G12/(X2(I) + Xl(I )*G12)**2))
GEL21 (XI(I)**?)*(TlP*(G12/ (X2(I) + X I (I)*G12))**2
1 + T21*G21/(XI{I) + X2 <I ) *G?1)**2) )c / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
C THF FOLLOWING CARDS ARF USED FOR BLACK EQUATION 
R = A 12/A 21
E 1= C * ( X 2 ( I > » (XI(n - X 2 ( I ) ) * ( 3 . « ( x i (I)-X2(I))*(l*-xi(I ))+2.*
1X2(I ) ) )
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G B L U  ■ (A12 * <<X2(I)) / (XI(I)*R + X2(I)))**2 + El )*2.30259 
E2«C*(X1(I)*(X2(I).X1(T)>#(3.*(X2{1>-Xl(I))#(1*-X2(I))+2**
1X1(I)) )
GBL21 «(A21 * ((R*X1(IJ) / (X1(I)*R + X2(I))>**2 + E2 )*2.30259c / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
P = PX(IJ /760 *
P H I (1) a 1.0 









101 VL IQ 3 CVLIQ(lil) + CV| 1(3(1,2)*T + CVLIQ( 1#3)*T**2 
PYNCRlB e x p  (VLIQ* (P-PSAT )/(82•Ofi*T))
VLIQ 3 CVLIQ(2,1) + CV| 10(2,2)*T + CVLTQ(2,3)*T**2 
PYNCR2= F.XP (VLIQ* (P-PSAT2 1/(82.06*T))
FL1 » X I (I )* PwlS* PSAT* PYn CRI *EXP(GBLll)
FL2 ■ X 2 (I )* PwIS?*PSAT2* PYNCR2 *EXD (GBL21)
102 Y1C(I> 3 FL1/(PH((1)*P)
Y 2 C (I) 3 FL2/IPHI(P)*P)
SUMY * YlC(I ) + Y2r(I)
PT *(FL1/PHI(1) + FL2/PH1(2) )
KRNT 3 KONT + 1 
IF (KBNT .GT, 25) RR Tr 169 
IF (PT.GT. 3*0) 68 TR 169 
IF (ABS(P-PT) ,G T , .005) G8 T8 105 
IF (ABStSUMY - 1.0) .GT* .001) G0 T9 106 
169 P » (P+PTJ/2.0*760,







IT tERRl • GT* 1000.) Er RI * 1000.
IF (DVXP *EQ. 0.0) 30 TO 110 
ERR2 * (Y1C(I) - Y1(T))/Y1CI) *100*
ERR = SORT(ERR1**2 + E r R2**2)
IF tGSIG .GT. 0*0) RETURN 
G0 TS 200 
ERR = ERR 1
IF (3SIG .GT. 0.0) RETURN 
G0 TO 200 
P=(P+PT)/2.
MARK3 -1
Y ( 1 ) 3 Y 1C ( I )




MARK « -1 
Y (1) = Y1C( I )
Y (2) « Y 2C( I )
CALL PHIMIX(MARK)
G0 T0 102
IF{Y 1( I) .GT. 0.0) G0 T0 201 
Y1 { I ) = Y 1C(I)
Y 2 (I) « Y2C(I)
G 1 ( I ) * ALBGlOt(PHT tl)*Yl(I)*PX(I))/(Xl<I>*PHIS*PSAT*PYNCR1*760.)) 
G 2 (I) 3 ALBGlOt(PHT(2) * Y 2 (I)*PX(I))/(X 2 (I)*PHIS2*PSAT2*PYNCR2 
1 *760.))
G B L K I )  » GBL11/2.3025*3 





C LAW'S DIAG0NAL DISCRIMINATION





2 NVARjIPRNTtM AXCT* ICOnE *TNEWyiCASEyKLUEyITERyNKICKyNRETy
3 IVARy NEWSTR 
NCASE = NPT 
NVAR = 2 
NVAR » 3 
IPRNT « 2 
IPRNT * 1
KODE ■ 0 
KBUNT = 0
C
C CALCULATE SCALE FACTORS
SX(l) =» .1 
S X (2 ) a .1 
SX(1) * .00001 
SX{2) a .00001 
S X (3) = .00001 
C BASE PBINTS
00 2000 J B1y NPT 
CALL PROC (XyJyO)
2000 S < J ) = D 
C SCALE FACTORS
DO 2001 Ja1y NVAR 
XX(J) * X(J)
X{J) * X<J) + SX(J)
SUM 1 a 0.0
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06 2002 I»l, NPT 
CALL PR9C (X,I,D)
IP (S(I) .20. 0.0) G9 T9 2002 
SUMl * SUM1 + ABS ( (0 -R(T))/S(I))
2002 CONTINUE
X(J) = XX(J)
SCALE(J ) ■ NPT*.1*SX(J)/SUM1 *.1 
2001 IP (SCALE(J ) .LT. .001) SCALE(J) » .001 
09 1111 1*1, NVAR 
XMIN(I) *-5000.
1111 XMAX(I) * 5000.
10 CALL C9NST
1 CALL DDRG (S,SX,G.XX,M0DF,RHS,DXBAR,DXX,DQ,DGX,Y>YBASE,DY,X, 
1 SCALF,n2Q,sCALR)
IF(IC0DE .LF. 0) 09 T9 200 
09 150 Ml/NCASE 
150 CALL PRBC(X,I,Y (T))
K0UNT » K0UNT + 1 
G9 T9 1 
200 WRITE (6,210) K0UNT
210 FORMAT C O  RESIDUAl EVALUATIONS * », 110)
CALL CLOCK(I S E C )
SECS = ISEC/100*
WRITE (6,6996) SFCs 
6996 F9RMAT C O  TIME SECS * ' .F15.2)
D0 300 1=1,NVAR 
300 X (I) ■ XX(I)
RETURN
END
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FOR CALCULATION BE VAP0R PHASE FUGACITY COEFFICIENTS
COMMON /VIRIA /NCBMP,TfRIT(2/2)* PCRIT(2 * 2 >/VCR IT(2 )> 
lOMEGA(H)/ 0ME6AH(2WDlPBLE(2)/ETA(2)#PjTi B(2/2)/ Y(2)/ 
2 1 2 )
P0RT*P/(32.O57*T)
BMIXaO.O 








IF BMIX TIMES P OVfR R 
PRESSURE SERIES VIRIAL 






D023J3 1 * NC0MP 
SUMB«SIJM3 + Y( J)*B( I »J)
SLJMB = SUM3/SUMY 




TTMES T is MORE NEGATIVE 
EQUATION MUST BE USED.
T0 COMMUNICATF THIS FACT
THAN .25/ THE 
IN THIS CASE/ THE 
















: CALCULATI BN OF SECOND VIRIAL CBEFFlCIENTS
C0MM0N /VIRIA /NC0mP,TCRTT(2j2)/ PCRIT(2 , 2>/VCR IT(2>/
IOMEGA ( 2) . 0MEGAH(?)iOIP0LF£2)*ETA(2WPjT* B(2,2), Y(2)> SUMYjPHJ 
2 (2 )
002011 31j NC0MP 
00201J®It NC0MP 
TR=T/TCRIT(I,J)
W»(0MEGAH(I)+0MEGAM(J)) / 2.0 
: CALC NONPOLAR SECOND VtRiaL CBEF FR9M C0RR 0F PlTZER AND CURL
SECVIR*(. 1 4 4 5 - ( .33+< .13 8 5 + .0121/TR)/TR)/TR+W 
1*(.073+<0.46-(.50+ C.097+.0073/TR**5)/TR)/TR)/TR))
ADO POLAR CONTRIBUTION AT REDUCED TfMPfRATURE BEL0W 0.95 
WHEN REDUCED DIPHLf MOMENT RD LARGER THAN 4*0 




135 SECVIR-SECVIR -5.23722+AL0G (RD)*{5•66581+ALOG (RD)*<-2.13382 








C ADD C0NTRIBUTIBN FOR MOLECULAR ASSOCIATION
150 IF CETA CI)+ETA(J))2O0i2n0,175
175 SECVIR = SECVIK-0«5*fFTA(I > +ETA(J ))*EXP16*6*(0.7-TR))




SUBR9UTINE RIEDEL{T1 , T P t T3iPI» ? 2 , P3,C1t C 2 t C 3 )
CALCULATES CONSTANTS FOR MODIFIED RIEDEL EQUATION 
LN(P)=Cl+C2/T+C3*T 
X 1=ALGG t P 1)
X2-ALSGCP2)
X3 = ALBG{P3 J
C3 = CX3- XI - ({X2.XO « (1./T3 * 1./T1)) / (1./T2 • l./Tl))/ 
1 U T 3 -  Tl) M  1« * T2/T3)J
C? = CX2 - XI - C3 * (T2*T 1) ) / ( W T 2  - W T 1 )
C1»X1-C2/T1-C3*T1
WRITE (6j 9969) T 1#T2jT3iPI t P2,P3,C1jC2jC3 















SSCAL * 2.0 
FDERV « 0.001 
DSTMN * 0*05 
FSD = 0.2 
DXMAX * 10.0 
DSCAL = 2.0 
KLUE * -1 
NIKICK = 1 
MAXCT * 100 
FIT * l.E-09 
FDSCD » 0.0 
FIT = 0.1 
FOSCD *2*6 




I SUBROUTINE TDVEC (Nj n RFR/ SIGMA/ DQ/ ND2G/ D2Q/ FSD/ FSCAL/
II FDSCR / DX/ MODE * INaCTj NSD/ NSEX)
THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS ROTATIONAL DISCRIMINATION LOGIC TO 
DETERMINE A SFARCH INCREMENT VECTOR
INPUT*
N - NO. OF VARIABLES (SPACE DIMENSION!
NRES - NB. OF RFS tDUALS
SIGMA - SUM OF SOU aRED RESIDUALS
DQ - ARRAY R E  PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF SIGMA

















n D2Q - MATRIX OF SECOND PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 0F SIGMA
f s d  - l i m i t i n g  d i s t a n c e  f o r  v a r i a b l e  m o v e
FSCAL - L 0 G (10 > OF UPPER BOUND F8R INTERNAL 
FDSCRD- UPPER ROUND FOR ACCEPTABLE STANDARD 
VARIABLE ESTIMATION -- SET ZERO 














v e c t o r





 G aijss-n e w t o n
1 - s t f e p e s t -d f s c e n t
2 - s d  t r u n c a t f d  b y  f s d  l i m i t
-1 * D f a CTIVATED DUE TO STANDARD DEVIATION FOR
MOVE/ AS CALC BY GAUSS-NEWTON/ BEING 
FSTIMATE B f ING a b o v f  u p p e r  BOUNDS AND 
I ESS THAN ST DEV OF FSTIMATE
-2 - DEACTIVATED DUE TO SECOND D f RIV BEING
•LE* 10-9 X LARGEST SECOND DFRIV 
OF DEACTIVATED VARIABLES 
OF VARIABLES IN SD (MODES 1 OR 2)
OF VARIABLES NOT DEACTIVATED BUT WITH EXCESSIVE 
QFV OF FSTIMATE
NOTE*
THIS PROGRAM LJSFS ONLY THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS 
THESE HAVF ALREADY BEEN CBNDFNSFDz I.E./ PUT 
DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS ONLY/ 
AS D20 AND SFT n DBQ a 0.
OF D2Q. IF 
IN A ONE- 
USE THIS ARRAY
DIMENSION DQ(1)j DxtlJj MODE(l)/ D2Q(1)
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11 NSD ■ 0
12 INACT - 0 
NOEX ■ 0
ISD ■ 0*0
13 IF (N) 999,999,14
14 ND2QP » ND2Q + 1
15 DCHK = 1.0E-9 * ABS(D2Q(S)J
16 VARIA ° STGMA/$QRt (FLftATfNRFS))
O / A F I A  » V A R I A / 7 0
17 l"P TPDSCR J 21,21,18
18 VCHK = VAR IA /CDSCR * * ?
21 II * 1
22 D0 92 I « 1, N 
KEX » 0
23 IF (FDSCR ) 31,31,24
24 IF {D2Q(II) • V C H O  25,31,31
25 IF {DQ(I)**2 - VARTA *020(11)) 26,30,30
26 M9DE(I) * -1
27 INACT * INACT + 1
28 DXtI) s 0*
29 GS Tfl 91
30 KEX = 1
31 IF (D2QUI) * DCHK 1 32,32,34
32 M 0 D E U )  « .2
33 G9 T9 27
34 NflEX » N0EX + KEX
41 IF (NSD > 42,42,61
4? IF (ABS(DQ(I)J - FRD*D?Q(II)) 43,43,51
43 DX(I) 3 -DOtI)/02Q(11)
44 MQOE(I) « 0
289
45 G8 T9 91
C
51 ISD » I
52 U S D  » II
53 CALL RESCAL (Np ISD+1# n D2Q j D 2QUISD)/ FSCAL# D X ( D )
54 DX Cl) ■ -SIGN(PSD/HO(I ))
55 M 0DE(I ) * 1
56 NSD * NSD + 1
57 G9 TG 91
C
61 IF (DQ( I) ) 71,* 62# 71
62 D X (I) = 0.
63 M9QE(IJ ■ 0 '
64 G9 T9 91
C
71 IF (A B S (D Q (I )) - ARS(Df3( TSD) )/DX( T >**2) 72#72#81
72 DXtl) * -DQtl) * FSD * DX(I)**2 / ABS{D Q (ISD))
73 G9 TG 55
C
81 O X (I> * »SIGN(FSD# D Q (T ) )
8? K 9 D E U )  » 2 
83 Gfi TO 56
C
91 II * II + ND2QO
92 C0NTINUE
C
IF(ISD .EQ. 0) G0 T9 999
YBIG = 0*0
00 93 I " ISDj N
TEST « ABS(DX(111 - YRlG
IF(TEST .GT# 0.0) YBIG » ABS(DX(I))
93 CGNTINUE
D9 94 I-ISDj N
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E. Computer Program BLCON
. This computer program calculates the three
2 2 constants A(l,2) = a^2 » A(2,l) = a 2i and C(l,2) in
Black's activity coefficient equation using mutual
solubility data for two immiscible liquids and the
activity coefficient of component 1, at infinite
dilution in component 2. The calculation is based
on solution of the equal activity equations at
equilibrium and can be reduced to one equation in one
unknown, C^2* Moore's Pattern search (3) is used for
the one dimensional search although there are more
efficient one dimensional routines.
The program first reads the miscibility data Y1 
and XI, the mole or weight fraction of component one 
in the respective phases. It does not matter how the 
phases are designated. The card continues with the 
initial estimate for C, CO, the infinite dilution 
activity coefficient for component 1 in component 2, 
the molecular weights and the control parameter KON.
The program, then converts the compositions to mole 
fractions if required. The optimization proceeds by 
calling subroutine PATERN which obtains values of the 
objective function from subroutine PROC. The program 
uses the calculated Black constants to obtain 20 values 
of the activity coefficient at compositions between 0.0
and 1.0. The program then calculates 100 values of the 
free energy functions over the same composition range.
Subroutines PATERN, BOUNDS, BCONA and BLIQAC 
are required. Subroutine Patern was presented with 
Program Ternfit previously.
Subroutine BCONA (XI, Y1, C, X2, Y2, R12, A12SQ, A21SQ, 
A12, A2lT
This subroutine contains equations 43, 44 and 
45 by Black (6) where he has solved the equations 
representing equal activities at equilibrium in two 
phases of a binary system. He has used his activity 
equation for the activities and, if the constant C = 
C(l,2) for the binary is known, then the other two 
constants can be calculated from the miscibility gap.
XI, Yl, X2 and Y2 represent the compositions of the two 
phases and C is the known or trial value of C(l,2).
The subroutine returns A12, A21, A12SQ and A21SQ which 
are the other two constants and a2i and their 
square. R12 is R -̂2 = A12SQ/A21SQ as defined by Black.
Subroutine PROC (XOPT, SN)
This subroutine provides the values of the 
objective function SN which the Pattern Search minimizes. 
The equation being solved is
LOG yi° = C12 + a122
which is Black's activity equation at infinite dilution.
C ..........COMPUTER PROGRAM BLC8N
C
c * * * * b l a c k  c o n s t a n t s  from  m t s c i b i l i t y  d a t a  u s i n g  p a t t e r n  s e a r c h # * * *
C CALCULATES CLINF BLACK C0NSTANTSiA{l#2)#A(2#1)# AND C(1#2)F0R 0573*D
C PARTIALLY MISCIBLE SYSTf MS FROM MUTUAL SOLUBILITY DATA AND 1073*D
C INFINITE DILUTION G aMMA F or COMPONENT! IN2. 1573*D
C SUBROUTINES BCONA# PROC, BOUNDS AND PATFRN ARF REQUIRED.




1ECL(5)# ACT IV(15) *073*D
REAL** STEPI3W X0PT(3)
COMMON /PHYS/ X 1#Y1#X2#Y2#GlINF 
5 TRIAL30 »0 *573*D
10 READ (5#12) Y1#X1#CO#31TNF#WM1#WM2#K0N
12 FORMAT(6F10*0#15)
WRITE (6# 500) GlINF 
500 FORMAT C l  G1INF « '# F15.5)
C
C IF K0N=1 THEN INPUT XI AND Yl ARE MOLE FRACTIONS#- 0 WEIGHT FRACTS
C WM1 AND WM2 ARE MOLf CULaR WEIGHTS
IF (KON.EQ.l) GO TO 1069 
XI « 1 */(1 - + (1. - XI)*(WMl)/(Xl*wM2))
Yl * l./tl. + (l.-Yll*Wm 1/<Y1*WM2))
1069 CONTINUE
20 X2=1.0-X1 *573*8
Y 2 = 1•Q-Yl 5073*B
NP = 1
STEP(1) =» 0.5 
XOPT(l) - CO
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GB T9 5 
END
315734D
SURR9UTINE BC9NA(X1 $ Yl*C ,X2,Y2jR12jA12SG/A21SQ*Ai2jA2l) 
SU3R0UTINE BCBNA Cl'TNE BLACK PRBCeOuRE EBR CALCULATING A(IiJ) 
CBNSTANTS FRBM LIQUID-! IQUID SOLUBILITY DATA WHFN C(I/J) 
















THIS SUBR0UTINF PROVIDES THE VALUE BF THE RESIDUAL SN 0F THE SINGLE 
EQUATION BEING SBLVFD. IT IS REQUIRED IN CALCULATING BLACK 
CONSTANTS USIN3 A PATTfRN SEARCH 
REAL*4 STEP( 3) / XftPT(R)

















15 CALL BCBNA<Xl,YljCfl#X2.Y2jR12iAl2sQ#A2lSQ*A12iA21) 
SN - (AL9G10 (GlINF) - r.9 - A12SQ>**2 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE BLIQAC{NP* NO/5CL# ECL/R*A#C/T/X/GL/G)
CLINE BLACK EQUATIRN FrR CALCULATING LIQUID PHASE ACTIVITY 
COEFFICIENTS FOR MIXTURES C0NTAININ3 N9 M9RE THAN 
15 COMPONENTS IN NR M9rE THAN5 CLASSES. PR9GRAM USES 
EGUATI8NS3/4/AND5 8F Bl ACKiTEC/V9L•51/N 8 .2*PAGE211. 
DIMENSION X(15>/At 15/15),R(15)/C(15,15)/GSL(15>/G S (15)z 
1GL(1 5 ) ,G{1 5 ) ,E<1 5 ) . SCL t5 ),ECL<5 ),XCL(5 )
RFAL*8 SUMA, SUMB, SUMr, SUMD, SUME, SUMF, SUMG, SUMH 





09110J=I ST/I ED 
X C L (I ) =XCL(I)+ X (J J 
110 C9NTINUE 
120 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE THIRD TERM BF ESI TERM
SUMH=0.0 
DB350J=1j NC 
IRST = SCL t J )
IRED=FCLtJ)
DB350K = 1,NC 
IMST=SCL(K)
IMED=ECL(K)












































SUMH = SUMH + (((XCLfJ >-XCl (K))**2)*SuMG)
CONTINUE
CALCULATE DENOMINATOR AND FIRST TERM 0F NUMERAT0R IN EQUATI0N 
FOR L9G GAMMA 
D0200I-1,NP 
ICP=I 
SUMA = 0 * 0 
SUMB=0.0 
0 0 190J=liNP 
SUMA = SUMA 
SUMB=SUM3+X(J)*R(J)
CALCULATE SEC0ND Tf RM 
SUMC a 0.0 
D9 160 J=1,NP
00 160 K=1,n P 
IF (J .EQ. K) GO TO 160 
SUMC 3 SUMC + X(J)*X(K>#R(J)*R(K)*
*«R(IJ/R(J) ) )
C0NTINUE
CALCULATE L0G GAMMa ANn GAMMA ASSUMING ESI 
G S L U )  3 (SUMA + 0.5*Sl)MC)/SUMB**2 
GS(I) a EXP (3SL(T)*£*303)
CALCULATE FIRST AND SECOND TERM 0F FSI TERM 
D04OOU51j NC
1 CL3 J
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This program calculates the three constants in 
Renon's NRTL activity equation from the mutual 
solubilities of two immiscible liquids and a known 
value of the activity coefficient of one component 
at infinite dilution. The calculation is based on 
solution of the equal activity equations at equilibrium 
and the simplification of the activity equation at 
infinite dilution.
The program first reads the temperature T, 
degrees Kelvin, Yl and XI the cr-mpos j tions of the two 
phases, GINF, the activity coefficient of component 
one at infinite dilution in component two and the two 
molecular weights. The next card contains the initial 
estimate of the two constants X0PT(1) = C(l,2) = ctj2 
and X0PT(2) = D12 = (gi2 ~ S22)* These are then 
converted to X0PT(2) = TAU^2 a^d X0PT(1) = Gj2 as 
defined by Renon in his equation. The use of these two 
optimization variables simplifies the activity equations. 
The input compositions are converted to the required mole 
fractions if they were originally weight fractions as 
controlled by the value of KON. The program writes 
the input data and starts the optimization by calling 
subroutine RD. This subroutine returns with the optimal 
values of the two parameters which are written out and
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used to calculate nineteen activities by calling sub­
routine RENON. The program then calculates 100 values 
of the Gibbs excess molar free energy/RT, QE, the. 
ideal solution molar free energy/RT, QI, and the total 
molar free energy of mixing/RT, QM and prints the 
results. Subroutines RD, PROC, and RENON are required 
as well as Law's eighteen subroutines.
Subroutine RD fX)
This subroutine performs the optimization and 
is discussed with computer programs MISGAP and PFIT. .
Subroutine PROC (X, I, ERR)
This subroutine provides values of the objective 
function ERR for the optimization procedure for 
component I. The two residuals represent the logarithms 
of the equal activity equations for the two components.
The activity coefficients are obtained by calling sub­
routine RENON.
Subroutine RENON (XI, X2, G12, G21, Gl, G2)
This subroutine calculates the activity 
coefficients Gl and G2 at composition XI and X2 with 








n . . . . . . . . . .  C O M P U T r R  P R O G R A M  RENCftN - - - - - - —
CALCULATION BP THC THREE CONSTANTS IN REN0N'S NRTL-ACTIVITY EQN 
D12 ■ (G12- 22) 021 * (G12-G11) C « ALPHA 12




U U  READtSjlOOJTfYl/Xl/GTNF. WMIj WM2 
613 READ(5/1OO)X0PT ( 1)/XOPT (2)
100 FORMAT £7F10*0)
WRITE(6#102)X0PT(1),X0PT<2)
102 FORMAT ( '  STARTING r.» Dl2 */  2F15.5)
R = 1*9872
XOPT(2) = X0PT(?)/(R#T)
XQPT(l) * EXP ( -XBPT(1UX0PT(2) )
WRITE (6/1021) X0PT(1)/X0PT(2)
1021 FORMAT (' STARTING R12j T12W2F15.5)
IF KBN c1 THEN INPUT Xl AND Yl ARE M0LE FRACTIONS/ 0 WEIGHT FRACTS 
WM1 AND WM2 ARE MOLFCULa R WEIGHTS 
KBN = 0
KON ■ 1 
IF (K0N•E O •1) GO T0 1069
Yl = W ( l .  + ( 1 • -Y 1 )*WM1/(Y1 *WM2) )











D12 * T12*R*T 
C“-AL0G(G1?)/T12 
T21 « ALOG(GINF) - Tl2#Gl2 
DPI s R*T*T21 
G21=EXP(-C*T211 
WRITE (6,103) C,D1P,021,SN 
103 F0RMAT(10 FINAL C, D12, 021 -''/3F 15.5,' /SN« ',E15.5)
WRITE(6,112)











CALCULATI0N 0F EXCFRS filRBS FREE ENERGY 




09 109 JJ * 1,100 
XI = XI + .01 
X2 » 1.0 - XI
QF = X1*X2*(T21*G21/(X1+X2*G21) + T12*G12/(X2 + X1*G12))
QI * (X1*AL0G(X1) + X2#AL0G(X2))
QM = QI+QE 












LAW'S DIAGONAL D T SrRIM tNATI ON
DIMENSION X (5)iSCAI F (5)/S {25)/S X (25),G (25>/X X (5)/MODE(5)/RHS t 5)/ 






NCASE * 2 
NVAR = 2 
IPRNT * 2 
IPRNT = 1 
KOUNT = 0
K0DE * 0
CALCULATE SCALF FACTORS 
DEL => .0001 
BASE POINTS 
DO 2000 J*lz NCASE 
XX(J) = X (J )
CALL PROC (X/J/D)
S(J) = D 
SCALE FACTORS 
DO 2001 J-l/NVAR 
X{J) = X < J > + DEL 
SUMl * 0*0 
DO 2002 I«lz NCASE
30S
CALL PR0C (X#I#D)
IF (SCI) .EQ. 0.0) GB TO 2002 
SUM1 «* SUM1 + a BS((D -S<T))/S(IM 
2002 CONTINUE
XtJ) * XX t J )
SCALE(J ) * NVAR*l.F-5/sUMt 
2001 IF (SCALE(J ) .LT. .0011 SCALE(J) ■ .001 
DB 1111 1=1# NVAR 
XMIN(I) 3 -100.
1111 XMAXtl) = 100.
XMTN (1) = 0.0 
10 CALL C0NST
1 CALL DDRG (S#SX#G ,XX#M0DF#RHS#DXRAR#DXX#D(3#DQX#Y#YBASE#DY#X# 
1 SCALF#D23#s C aLR)
IF(IC0DF *LE * 0) 00 TB 200 
DB ISO I*1#NCA0E 
150 CALL PR0C(X , I# Y (I ) 1 
K0UNT 3 KBUNT + 1 
GB T0 1 
200 WRITE (6#210) K0UMT
210 FBRMAT ('0 RESIDUA! EVaLUATIBNS ■ <# 110)
00 300 I 31# NVAR 






C0MM0N T# GINF# T 12# T21





*  *  * *
OJ x
h  OJ 
CD (3
*  4  
—< OJ 
X  X  
+  +  
OJ t H 
X  X
w» ' —■\ N 
OJ *“l 
- h  OJ 
(3  CD
* * OJ rH 
»H OJ 
X X
«  +  +
OJ OJ OJ
^ • CD * 4
Ol OJ 4 4
X X r-H
_ l _J OJ CD « —*
CD CD X •s rH Ol
*H _l rH OJ rH
*h R-l >- CD OJ CD CD
X X —I CD 4 4
_J _l ID 1 r. OJ rH
Ol CD CD OJ X X
* fr O' r—( +
CD rH rH X CD rH Ol
* o o o «r~> « X X
OJ CD CD O  X CD OJ *v«
*h ▼"1 X W N XX OJ OJ CD + r. O. o
Hr- W- <E + <r- X Ow r~
1 CD CD X X ID a
•h OJ VI
OJ OJ OJ CD OJ z rH * *
tHCl r-v X X e: X cn X rH CUX Z  «H * >- X z OJ rH
\ OJ rH r-H —* \ OJ Ll! u. X | -
CD J— X X  r-H rH X cr z
OJ * ■— X •—ft 4 4
rH CD U Z Z » ■— UJ CD r-. r.
OJ (3 CD 1 CD <D H a CD z OJ OJ
•— -J ■ft— z Z  CD CD CD ft—1X * 4
X CD C  CL L. UJ • __I _) X * 4
CD X tr t r < Z <c z 3 z OJ *H z
■' _l n UJ *—• tr tr CD (D X X tr
< H _J _! II 3 H 3 tr Z ■— ■— 3
OJ « rH r l -J _J tr x  tr x  a CD z » n X




This program calculates two of the three 
constants in Renon's NRTL activity equation from the 
mutual solubilities of two immiscible liquids when the 
third constant ALPHA12 is known. The calculation is 
based on solution of the equal activity equations at 
equilibrium.
The program first reads the temperature T, 
degrees Kelvin, Yl and XI the compositions of the two 
phases, C = ALPIIA12, which is known, and the two 
molecular weights. The next card contains X0PT(1) =
D12 = (g12 - g22) and X0PT(2) = D21 = Cgi2 ' 8n )  
initial estimates. The two compositions are then 
converted to the required mole fractions, if they 
were originally weight fractions, as controlled by the 
value of KON.
The program determines the correct constants 
by calling subroutine PATERN which returns the 
constants as XOPT(l) and XOPTC2). The input data and 
final results are then printed out. Subroutine RENON, 
as in program RENCON, is required along with PROC,
BOUNDS and PATERN.
Subroutine PROC (X, ERR)
This subroutine provides values of the objective 
function ERR for the optimization procedure. The two 
residuals R1 and R2 represent the equal activity
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equations. The activity coefficients are obtained by 






nn m m m m m m m m m  C O M P U T E R  P R O G R A M  RNC ON 2CALCULAT10N OF THF TWO CONSTANTS IN RENON'S NRTL ACTIVITY EQN 
DIP • (G12- G 2 2 ) D21 « (G12-G11)
FROM THE MISC GAP / GIVEN ALPHA12
REAL*4X0PT<3}j STEP(S)
C8MM0NI T#C # T 12# T?1
C0MM0N/PHYL/X1#X2*Y1#Y2 




102 FORMAT(11 START DIP# Dpi » 3F 15*5)
if k o n * i t h e n  i n p u t xi a n d  yi a r e  m o l e  f r a c t i o n s # o w e i g h t  f r a c t s
WMl AND WM2 ARE MOLf CJLaR WEIGHTS 
KON = 1 
KON = 0
IF (KON t EQ * 1) GO TO 1069
Yl » 1*/(1. + <1.*Y1 )*WM1/(Y1 *WM2))








R * 1.9872 
T 12 a XOPTt1)/(R*T>
T21 a X0PT(2)/(R * T )
G 12 « EXP{-C*T12)
310
G21- EXP(*C*T2l)
WRITE(6/105)Tj X U X ? , Y 1,Y2,C 
105 FORMAT('0 T,X1,X2, Y U  Y?, C M0LAR ■ *i 6F15.5)
WRITE(6j103) Cm X9PT(1 \ * XRPT(2>» SN 
103 FORMAT{ '0 FINAL C* 012, 021 • U  3F 15.5*' /SN = 'jE15«5)
WRITE t6 j 112)
112 FORMAT ('0 *1 X? 01 G2 LG1 LG
1 2 ' )
XI= 0*0













C9MM0N T> C /T12j T21012=X(1)
021 * X(2)
R = 1.9872 
T12=012/(R*T)







*  * * *
fU w-tri cuo o * * ft] 
X X 
4  4  ft] *H X X
V \ ftl -H•H ft] 
CD C3 
4 ♦ ftj »-* w! ft]
4 4
ft) OJ ftj
CD 4 4ft] * 4 4
X
_l ID
13 •* ^  ftjrH ft]
r i ft] CD CDX CD 4 4«-• ftl ft] rl
C3 X X ft) X X* _i _J 4 4
«-» CD (3 CD ▼H ft]
ft <*•* % X XCD CL CL ft] —
x  x X tH X  X
ftl U- Ll ftj '-1 ft]*- 4 4 «- X ft
o  ^  CU X CD CD% X X h>_>» OJ
ft] ■ 1 z *—t 4 4
X cl C: X •H ft]% •H ftj 4 Z ■« ft] *“IX X * Ll X XX _I _J ftj a: «— ■>-»
(3 CD a: 4 4
z 4 LlI U ***CD CL CL ft] z ft] CU2 X X 4 X 4 4
UI U1 UJ 4 X 4 4
QC 4 4 *H Z n z ft] kH z-»-l ft) or or <D CD X X nr_J X X ii 3 m z — w ID_J H 0 nr X CD m z II It X c<  ^  ft] or Ll'z r> (D -|H ftl LlIzu  or or LlJ or UJ LO u CD CD a: LlI
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APPENDIX F 
NOMENCLATURE
Activity of Component i 
Black's constant for ij binary
Black's constant for ij binary
Arbitrary constant
Renon's constant Cgji'Eii) for
ij binary cal/gm mole
Excess Gibbs Free Energy
Interaction Energy
Total vapor pressure, mm Mercury





Black's ratio a^j /
Excess Entropy
Selectivity of Component i relative
to component j





Renon’s constant for ij binary 
Enthalpy change on mixing 
Infinite dilution activity coefficient 
of component 1 in 2
Infinite dilution activity coefficient 
of component i in j 
Activity coefficient of component i 
RMS error between experimental and 
calculated vapor mole fractions x 1000 
RMS error between experimental and 
calculated total pressure as a fraction 
of experimental pressure x 1000
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